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In April, Coco de Mer entered the
 wholesale segment with a selection of
 lingerie products; now, they take the 
next step, adding the Pleasure  Collection. 

Last month, Steven McGough presen-
ted the result of seven years of deve-
lopment work – a new type of sex toy
named hi.

Samir Saraiya shares his opinion on
the developments in the global mar-
ket for adult products and his positive
outlook on the future of the industry.

Kai Grünenwald has been head of
marketing and distribution at Fun
Factory for half a year now, so it was
high time we interviewed him.

Wisp – that’s the name of sensual
wearables created by Wan Tseng.
In our interview, she tells us what
makes these products so special.

The Perlesque
brand wants to ap-
peal to fans of ele-
gant and stylish sex
toys. Rea Deacon
tells us more about
the new company
in our interview.

Ten years of Soft Paris, that also
means ten years of successful home
parties with a focus on sensual and
appealing sex toys.

Davy Boothby has an idea
how adult-themed content on
physical media could become
lucrative for the retail again.
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Alexandra Fine of Dame Products tells us
which factors have contributed to the
success of her product Eva. Chief among
them: research and development.

'Welcome to the Fu-
ture' was the motto of
the Scala Fair. In kee-
ping with this theme,
the distributor pre-
sented lots of future-
oriented products. 
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Rimba launches new bondage catalogue at eroFame
Etten-Leur, The Netherlands - Rimba will
 present their new catalogue for Bondage, 
SM and all kind of accessories in this pro-
duct group at the
upcoming ero-
Fame. 
The new 68 pa-
ges full colour
catalogue,
containing

over 900 unique products will be available for
all visitors at booth number 180.
      The company will also introduce new
 packaging for these products in their updated
‘Rimba style’ and with their slogan ‘Let’s play’.
“Since 1971 Rimba is one of the leading
 manufacturers in Bondage and SM equipment
with products which are designed and made in
our own factory at our headquarters in The
Netherlands,” the company said.

Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe announced the introduction of a
new flagship couples vibrator. Over a decade of innovation
and evolution has led to We-Vibe’s first adjustable, custom-fit
couples vibrator, We-Vibe  Sync. Sync is the most powerful
and feature-rich couples vibrator We-Vibe has ever made and
it comes with a two-year warranty. We-Vibe Sync launches a
bold new look and feel for the We-Vibe brand and begins
shipping to We-Vibe authorized distributors worldwide on
September 26, 2016. Sync retails for $199 USD / $249 CAD /
$285 AUD / 215€ / £179. 

two new exclusive features in the We-Connect
app. Beat mode allow couples to vibe to the
rhythm of their favorite music and Touch mode
allows for new real-time, touchscreen control. 
The We-Connect app also lets couples
 connect and play with a partner from anywhere
in the world. Sync has all the features
 customers have come to expect from a
 premium We-Vibe product. It’s made with
body-safe silicone, it’s rechargeable,
 waterproof and whisper quiet. Plus it comes
with a remote control and a discreet case for
storage, charging and travel. And, Sync char-
ges full in just two hours. The fastest charging
time of any We-Vibe couples product to date. 
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Right in time for the 7th edition
of eroFame, you are now holding
the revamped version of EAN &
eLine in your hands. We couldn’t
have picked a more perfect time
for this overhaul, after all, this first
week of October is marked in the
calendar of industry members all
over the globe.

Our goal had been to add to the
international status of our two
trade magazines by giving them
a new, timely design – an energi-
zing shot in the arm, if you will.

The image of the adult industry
has improved considerably over
the course of the past years; ne-
ver has the market for erotic life-
style products been more pro-
fessional and classy as it is today.
We want to live up to the stan-
dards of this market with our
trade magazines – with editorial
content that keeps you up to
date on all the important deve-
lopments in our industry, but also
with great (paper) quality and a
modern look.
Many hours of work and lots of
creative ideas have gone into this
issue – and we hope that the re-
sult is to your liking. Personally, I
want to praise and thank my col-
leagues who have every right to
be proud of their achievement.
And I also hope that we can con-
tinue to count you among our va-
lued readers and clients, because
only with you, “Europe’s 1st
choice for the erotic trade” can
continue to give a voice to this
trade on a monthly basis!

Enjoy the informative articles in
this issue and have some great
and successful days at eroFame
2017 – where you can find every-
body and everything that makes
this industry so exciting and so
rewarding!

I hope to be seeing you – 
Warm regards
Wieland Hofmeister

Cus tom f i t ,  more  pow er  a n d  exc lus i v e  f ea tu resDear readers,
dear eroFame visitors,
dear (business) friends

letter from the editor

“Since no two bodies are alike and every
couple is unique, we made Sync adju-

stable for a custom fit,” said Stephanie Keating,
We-Vibe marketing manager. “And the results
have been phenomenal – in Sync prototype
testing 100% of couples reached orgasm! 
But we didn’t stop there, we also made Sync
ultra powerful and added new exclusive
 features in the We-Connect app.” Sync is
 adjustable for a custom fit. There are two
 adjustable points to better target the G-spot
and clitoris with just the right amount of
 pressure. Sync fits comfortably in place and
stays in position even as couples change
 positions during sex. With Sync, customers get

We-Vibe Sync is available in
purple and aqua colors

We-Vibe launches 
new flagship couples vibrator 
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Almere, The Netherlands - The luxurious and kissable gel Pleasure Balm
Lime Mojito by Kama Sutra is a perfect choice for intimate foreplay and
will leave a sensational tropical feeling on the lips, even when the
summer is slowly coming to an end. 

The Pleasure Balm Lime Mojito is just one of the
highlights from the amazing Kama Sutra assortment

at Scala Playhouse. The brand has a whole range of
tantalizing products to seduce the senses and set the
mood for some sensational foreplay fun. This kissable
gel contains a very special formula, which causes a
 refreshing tingling sensation when applied to the skin,
plus a delicious and fresh taste on the lips when kissing
it off. This unique flavor has an irresistible taste of fresh

tangy lime, blended with cool mint. The taste Pleasure
Balm collection by Kama Sutra offers even more
 seductive flavors than just Lime Mojito: Crème de
Mente, Strawberry, Raspberry and refreshing Spear-
mint. Besides Pleasure Balms, the brand also has a
great selection of other foreplay enticing items such as
Oils of Love, which leave the skin warmed and delicately
fragranced and a selection of quality massage oils and
lotions, each with its own unique scent. 

Hedel, The Nether-
lands - MOODZZ has
expanded its hearts
series with the game
‘Heart full of Love &
Lust’. Each week,
both partners can
pick a task to surprise
each other, uncover
and get to know each

other better. “The tasks are tender, intimate and someti-
mes fiery. They lead to the pure passion that everyone
desires,” the company described the game. The heart
shaped box contains one hundred small paper rolls: 
fifty pink with tasks for her and fifty white with tasks for
him. Thus, for almost a whole year, the customers can
pick a challenge to enjoy. An example of a pink task for
the woman: Rub massage oil on your breasts and
tummy and use them to give his shoulders, back and
buttocks a massage. In other words, give him a real
body-to-body massage. An example of a white task for
the man: Think of your partner’s body as a delicious
 object of discovery and adventure. Let a feather, your
fingertips, your nails, or the tip of your tongue follow
every curve of her body. 

N E W S
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P le as u r e  Ba lm  L im e  Mo j i to

Kama Sutra at Scala Playhouse

MOODZZ has expanded its
hearts series with the game
‘Heart full of Love & Lust’

A new game for couples 
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D ia mon d  sh in es  i n  Cosmo  Fa v o r i tes  L i s t

Chatsworth, USA – Cosmopolitan Magazine featured three Diamond Products toys as their
favorites in their October issue, on stands now. The women’s monthly did a complete sexy
toy guide for products their team tried and tested. The story featured two products from
Jimmyjane as well as the Wanachi Mega Massager from Pipedream Products. This is the
fifth time this year that Jimmyjane has appeared in the magazine, which reaches millions of
women each month with advice on life, work, love and lust.

“It is always an honor to be included in any
magazine and it is exciting to see how

 progressive mainstream press is getting,”
stated Robert Rheaume, Diamond Products
VP of Sales. “This was particularly  exciting to
see products put to the test and then be
 chosen based on real users experiences.”
      For the issue, Cosmopolitan editors had
“dozens of toys, 22 eager testers,” whom
 decided on “the toys that deserve the dis-
tinction of Best in O!”  Jimmyjane was honored
to be the only brand to have two products
 appear in the article. Cosmopolitan editors
 named the Jimmyjane INTRO 2 “Most Valuable
(Fore) Player,” totting its quiet sounds, and
 clitoral stimulations that come with a low price
tag of $59 MSRP. The article also highlighted
Jimmyjane’s HELLO TOUCH vibrator for the
more advanced user looking to add some extra
stimulation to their typical play.

Pipedream & Jimmyjane 
featured in Cosmopolitan Magazine

New products by Belgo Prism now at ST Rubber

      In addition, Pipedream Products was also
highlighted in the story. With a huge photo,
 Pipedream’s Wanachi Mega Massager was
 named “Biggest. O. Ever” by the magazine.
The tester was impressed with the massager’s
incredible power stating the, “Huge head gives
good feels from my clit to my inner thighs.”
The product was first introduced last October
and has become an instant hit, being the
 largest wand vibrator ever created, delivering
deep rumbling vibrations.
      We're excited to continually see so
much incredible mainstream interest in our
 versatile products,” said Diamond Products
Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. “These
 appearances are good reminders for
 Pipedream and Jimmyjane customers to
 always have plenty of our products in stock —
Diamond brands are everywhere and have tre-
mendous mainstream appeal for consumers.”
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Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER extended
its range of products by Belgo Prism. In addi-
tion to the Belgo Prism Toys, X-MAN  SILICONE
massage fluids are now also  available in the ST
Rubber shop. The clear 
and long-lasting gel could make a massage a
 exciting and stimulating experience. X-MAN
 SILICONE is odorless and skin friendly. 
      The silicone-based X-MAN SILICONE
 massage fluids are fragrance-free and available
in three sizes: 100 ml, 245 ml and 490 ml.

Cosmopolitan Magazine
featured three Diamond

Products toys in their
October issue

Now available at S&T: 
X-MAN SILICONE 
massage fluids 
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Almere, The Netherlands –The Quest prostate
massager by Rocks-Off is the latest must-have
addition to the brand’s exciting assortment at
Scala Playhouse. “Quest is your guide in a world
of sensual discovery; a slim and unintimidating 
vibrator for first time prostate explorers and
prostate thrill-seekers”, states Rocks-Off about
this sensational design. 

Go on a Quest for pleasure with
Rocks-Off at Scala Playhouse

The Quest is a perfect size for beginners and is
designed with comfort and pleasure in mind. Its

slightly curved tip will effortlessly find his hot spots
and spoil him with sensational stimulation. How -
ever, more experienced lovers will also love its

 innovative features such as the 10 powerful
 vibration and pulsation levels. 

      Compact and stylish, Quest is a great choice
for your trendy, design-loving consumers looking
for something special to spice up their intimate
play. As this prostate massager is 100% water-
proof, you can even take it with you into the
 shower or tub for a splashing good session of
 intimate play. The Quest comes in a beautiful,
 contemporary packaging that will instantly catch
the eye of your consumers and is available in the
colors blue and black. 

N E W S

Fo r  p r os ta te  th r i l l - s e eke rs  
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Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - As from the 1st of September 2016, the SHOTS ma-
nagement team has expanded with a brand new position of Business Development Execu-
tive, which will be filled by Mr. Joost Hensen. 

All of SHOTS’ activities
have been expanding

 rapidly over the last period,
caused by the establishment
of the American division but
also the continuous growth,
even after 20 years, of the
European markets. Because
of the fact that Oscar Heijnen
can’t be in two places at the
same time, the need for
 additional management
knowledge and expertise at
the headquarters in Beneden
Leeuwen, has arisen. When
mid-July the news broke that

Joost, after two and a half years, had left his
position at Mister B in Amsterdam and was

Joost Hensen joined SHOTS 
as Business Development Executive 

ready for a new challenge, the SHOTS team
was very happy to add his expertise to the
company. In the capacity of Business Develop-
ment Executive, Joost will be responsible,
amongst others, for the creation of growth in
the broadest sense of the word. He will be
 looking for new markets and distribution
 channels, the research of new products, ser-
vices and client support development. 
      Also the analyzing of possible joint
 ventures concepts or acquisition of other
 companies will be a part of his task. In
 connection with the above he will research
 cooperation possibilities with other companies
and or brands in order to develop synergy
 advantages for the existing and of course new
clientele. He will also represent Oscar Heijnen
while he is away on (business) trips.
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Veendam, The Netherlands -
EDC Wholesale successfully
moved into new premises.
The company announced to
be closed for 4 days, in
which they could not process

any orders. But after only 3 days the new
 warehouse was up and running again and
 orders were being  delivered according to their
fast delivery promise. The new warehouse
 offers 7 times more capacity, creating possibili-
ties for expansion of supplies and assortment.

EDC has announced to increase its stock in 
the following weeks and expand the current
 assortment by adding new brands and more
products. The accessibility of their customer
service will also be expanding. 
      Starting Monday 19th September the EDC
customers service will not only be available to
answer questions during office hours, but also
in the evening until 23:30h and weekends until
22:30h. 
      Contact EDC to learn more about these
 recent developments at +31 598 690 453.

S HOTs  tea m keeps  g row in g  

New at SHOTS: 
Joost Hensen 

EDC Wholesale successfully
moved into new premises

EDC Wholesale's new warehouse 
in full operations  
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Gloucester, England - The new Pleasure Packs are multi-product packs for experimental, impulse and gift purchases. Give Pleasure
Products distribute all their own products in the UK now, so the Pleasure Packs are available direct and with no minimum order.

Give Pleasure Products have 10 new additions to their range

The packs measure 8×11.5×4.5cm and are for
shelf and till point positioning. Euro hooks can

be added to the backs for slatwall hanging. The
names of the new Pleasure Packs are: Rock Your
World, The Love Box, Lustful Lotions Perfect
 Potions,  Tie Me Down Lube Me Up, Kisses Cares-
ses & Orgasms, Give Stronger Harder Longer, 
The ‘Back’ Pack, Give Pleasure Pack, Cheeky Girls
and Cheeky Boys. Nigel Powell, Give Pleasure
 Products MD, said “I’ve had all these fun, great na-

N E W S

mes in my head for a couple of years. Over time
I’ve seen some great products from other produ-
cers which we thought would complement our
own. Putting it all together in the Pleasure Packs
creates some exciting new products that encou-
rage consumers to experiment as well making
great gift ideas”. 
      For more information contact Give Pleasure
Products on +44 (0)1452 223055 or email 
info@givelube.co.uk.

The new Pleasure
Packs are multi-
 product packs for
experimental,
 impulse and 
gift purchases
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Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales has expanded its top-selling Climax collection with new
Climax Anal, a series of 100% silicone anal plugs made for beginner and intermediate play
and a value-priced all-in-one anal training kit. These colorful anal toys are a vibrant addition
to the dependable Climax brand and give customers an affordable series of shapes that
make for easy, comfortable and body-safe introductions to anal play.

An industry mainstay since 2006, the
 Climax brand has been one of Topco

Sales’ most reliable and best-performing sex
toy collections, now fortified by Climax Anal
packaged in colorful and cohesive designs.
Applauded for its clean, simple packaging and
bold color palette, Climax Anal features a se-
ries of anal plugs made for optimal pleasure:
Tush Teasers are 100% silicone slender plugs
available in three sizes with a slight bulb at
their tips and a flared angle at the base for a
gentle full feeling, and Rapture offers three

 sizes of stocky 100% silicone plugs with
thick angled tips for prostate pressure.
New 100% silicone Climax Anal Beads

provide users with a unique, hygienic
alternative to traditional beads with

a flexible silicone ribbon equip-
ped with an easy pull ring and

accented with two sensation-
enhancing options: swirly

knobs or ridged bulbs.
“Our customers have

loved Climax since its
inception and they

Topco introduces 100% Silicone Anal
Designs to top-selling ‘Climax’ Brand

were thrilled to learn that we brought anal toys
to the line,” Topco Sales COO Autumn
O’Bryan said. “These new anal plugs are
 affordable, functional and made of 100%
 silicone, which gives retailers quality options at
price points that are more accessible to more
shoppers. And with bold colors and bright
 packaging to match, Climax Anal is already
slated to be a fan favorite.” Also in the line is
the 3-piece Booty Bumpers kit, a set of three
graduated anal insertables made of TPE 
and fitted with flared bases for harness
 compatibility. 
      Unlike traditional plugs, Booty Bumpers
are thick, cylindrical and feature longer shafts
for a deeper, fuller sensation. “Booty Bumpers
have been steady performers in the past, so
we created an all-in-one training kit to give
shoppers convenient selection at a value
price,” O’Bryan said. “These kinds of kits are
best sellers, and Booty Bumpers’ unique
 cylindrical shapes allow them to be enjoyed in
a more ways than one. Variety and value are
key for consumers and Climax Anal was
 created to provide exactly that.”

N E W S
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Roleplay has
been very popular for quite some time
now, during the Holidays customers love
to spice up christmas night. 

These sexy christmas nights can
get even sexier with Leg Avenue’s new

christmas costumes. Leg Avenue’s ‘Santa’s
Little Helper’ costume paired with the brand’s
sexy lingerie and hosiery is the perfect
 combination for a hot night in during the
 holidays. Help your customers by inspiring
them to make the Holidays sexier. 

New  des ig n s  i n c lude  beg in n e r  s i zes ,  g ra dua ted  sh a pes  &  T P E  a na l  t r a i n i ng  k i t

Climax Anal features a series of anal
plugs made for optimal pleasure

Leg Avenue’s christmas costumes

Leg Avenue 
is spicing up 
the holidays
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Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O is promoting inspired foreplay
and intimate artistry with the Doodle, a brand new mini vibe
featuring an ultra-powerful rumbling motor and clever pleasure
ball tip. This small hand-held massager makes it easy to get
creative with foreplay while exploring erogenous zones thanks to a
100% True Silicone™ sleeve that transfers deep, low-pitch vibra-
tion to its tip and pleasures anyplace it touches – even underwater! 

The Doodle Vibe unleashes your inner intimate artist with an easy-to-
use design that even the most experienced sex toy connoisseurs

can enjoy. Powered by the famous Vooom Bullet, this mini vibe stimula-
tes using a powerful deep, rumbling sensation that penetrates for a
 uniquely satisfying experience. Its unique exterior is made of lab-tested,
body-safe silicone shaped with a solid pleasure ball that can be used to
tease and please during foreplay or provide pinpointed stimulation
where it’s needed the most. “The design for the Doodle came about
during a particularly inspired brainstorming session and the end result
has left customers excited and eager to place orders,” Screaming O
Account Executive Conde Aumann said. “The Doodle is so fun to use
and its True Silicone sleeve not only transfers vibration but also helps
keep a no-slip grip, which is especially useful when lube is involved.
Whether for vibrating foreplay or enhanced intimacy, the Doodle inspires
people to get creative with their sex lives and have fun doing it – which
is precisely what Screaming O is all about!” The Doodle is made of 
lab-tested, 100% body-safe ABS plastic with a body-safe True Silicone
sleeve and 100% waterproof construction, making it easy to enjoy
rumbling vibration in the bath or shower. 

Unleash your inner intimate artist with
new ‘Doodle’ Mini Vibe by Screaming O

New sex toys from BRILLIANT

N E W S
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Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has expanded its toy
assortment in the You2Toy´s BRILLIANT range. There are
now five new sex toys available: the lay-on vibrator “Lay on
Vibe” (rechargeable via USB cable), the “Touch Vibrator”, the 
G-spot vibrator “G. Vibe”, the “Mini Vibe” and the “Vibro Bullet”
that is controlled via remote control. The BRILLIANT sex toys stand
out from the rest because of their ergonomic shape and their futuristic
metallic design. They have a high-quality finish and a great price-perfor-
mance ratio. Furthermore, the promotional packaging, with 10 langua-
ges on it, makes these BRILLIANT sex toys real eye-catchers in any
erotic assortment.

Rumbl in g  m in i  v i be  f ea tu res  True  S i l i c on e  s l eev e  w i th  so l i d  p l e a s u re  b a l l  t i p

Doodle is a brand new mini
vibe featuring an ultra-power-
ful rumbling motor and clever
pleasure ball tip
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Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale is
pleased to announce the debut of another house
brand at the 2016 eroFame show in Hanover.
Besides the EasyToys Collections and Sway
Vibes, EDC Wholesale will also showcase the
powerful stimulators from MyMagicWand.

EDC Wholesale to debut 
new house brand at eroFame  

The concise collection distinguishes from other
wands due to its beautiful design and powerful

performance, which includes 4 appealing colors;
Pink, Purple, Blue and Turquoise. EDC Wholesale will
have these four new products on display and availa-
ble for demonstration at booth #177. “I am very
 excited about these beautiful items,” said Eric Idema,
CEO and founder of EDC Wholesale. “This type of
massager is very popular and has been around for
quite some time, but the technique kept developing
and with MyMagicWand we can say that we bring the
most powerful wand anyone has ever experienced. 

      Our design team managed to create an out -
standing look and feel for the brand, which will give
retailers the opportunity to beautifully present these
items in their shops.” MyMagicWand was developed
by EDC’s in-house design team, who created power-
ful visuals to emphasize the strong vibrations that
 delivers maximum sensations. This bedside 
must-have will be every girls best friend once she
 experiences the flexible neck that allows the head to
follow the contours of her body, hitting the right spot
each time. Contact EDC at +31 598 690 453 
for more information about MyMagicWand.
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My Mag icWand  

EDC Wholesale
will have 
MyMagicWand
on display and
available for
 demonstration 
at eroFame 
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London, England - Introducing the new range from Lovehoney’s latest brand collaboration -
the Coco de Mer Pleasure Collection - a range of seven luxury toys and nine essentials
which celebrates the lives of the world's most famous femme fatales. 

The range, created in conjunction with
 exclusive erotic brand Coco de Mer, was

 inspired by some of history’s grand-dames of
seduction, including Nell Gwynne, Georgiana
the Duchess of Devonshire and Catherine
 Howard. Coco de Mer, best known for its luxury
erotic boutique in London’s prestigious Covent
Garden district, turned its attention to wholesale
in order to share the reputable products its
 consumers have grown to love with other
 retailers around the world. Coco de Mer’s
 Managing Director Lucy Litwack said: “We are
thrilled to be able to partner with Lovehoney on
this exciting range and bring the exquisite Coco
de Mer Pleasure Collection to other stores. “This
is one of the most luxurious and decadent
 collections of pleasure products we have ever
created. We are entering a new era of opulence
with lovers of sensual joy sparing no expense in
finding pleasure products of the highest luxury.”
The new range has been beautifully shot by
world-renowned photographer Rankin. The
shoot, entitled Exquisite Curiosities, captures the
rare sensuality of the Pleasure Collection in this
magnificent series of photographs, displaying

Lovehoney launches 
Coco de Mer Pleasure Collection

ST Rubber is offering Mein Kondom 

these esoterically erotic creations in a series of
elaborate glass domes and gilded cages. Each
of the new pleasure objects celebrates the life of
one of the world's most notorious femme fatales
or female revolutionaries. Litwack added:
“Everything about the range oozes decadence.
Based around the idea of exploration and
 discovery, encountering the unexpected, and
using Coco de Mer’s famous heritage prints, 
the packaging features a seductive peep-hole,
subtly teasing people with the erotic prints that
lay behind.” The range will debut at this month’s
eroFame show in Hannover, Germany.
 Lovehoney International Sales Manager Kate
Hodgson-Egan said: “The Coco de Mer
 Pleasure Collection combines sensuality, fashion
and erotica to form a decadently heady mix. 
We have focused a lot of our attention on luxury
items this year and can’t wait to share all of our
exciting new products with trade customers at
eroFame.”
      Find the Lovehoney Trade Sales team at
booth #7 at eroFame on 5th-7th October 2016.
Email enquiries@lovehoneytrade.com or visit
www.lovehoneytrade.com for more info.
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Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber has
 expanded its drugstore range with the
 condoms of Mein Kondom (My Condom). 
All four models available at ST Rubber are
„Made in Germany“. Each pack contains 12
Mein Kondom natural rubber latex condoms
with reservoir and the nominal width of 52 mm:

Mein Kondom Sensitive (smaller wall thickness
and contoured), Mein Kondom Sensation
(knobs and fine grooves),  Mein Kondom Safety
(for maximum protection) and Mein Kondom
Color (Each pack with 4x red with strawberry
flavor, 4x blue with Tutti Frutti flavor, 2x green
with mint flavor, 2x yellow with banana flavor).

D ebut  a t  e roFa me  

The Coco de
Mer Pleasure
Collection is a
range of seven
luxury toys and
nine essentials

S&T has expanded its assortment with
the the condom brand Mein Kondom 
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Los Angeles, USA - JOPEN is featured in the
October issue of Cosmopolitan magazine. In this
issue, Cosmopolitan testers try out the “buzziest
new playthings” in which the JOPEN Callie
Vibrating Mini Wand was front page. 

Jopen featured 
in Cosmopolitan

Since the issue hit newsstands and social media
 outlets, JOPEN claims to have seen a tremendous

surge in web traffic, media hits and sales. “This type of
media coverage is big for JOPEN and those who sell
the brand. We recommend using this to your advantage
in advertising and promotion,” says Susan Colvin,
 Founder, and CEO of JOPEN. The Cosmo feature,
which involved 22 testers, compiled a list of the best sex
toys. The JOPEN Callie Vibrating Mini Wand was
crowned “Most Stylish.” The tester explained, “If Apple
made a vibe, this would be it. Its seven patterns go from

low to whoa.” The
pretty little sex toy
also received its
“Best in O” dis-
tinction because,
according to the
tester, “The only
thing it doesn’t do 
is text.” Due to the
increase in demand

for Callie Vibrating Mini Wand, the vibrator is currently
sold out.”We are producing it as quickly as possible to
help meet the growing demand. Get your preorders in
now to ensure you have the hottest JOPEN product in
your store,” says Jackie White, Executive Vice President
of JOPEN. The Callie Vibrating Mini Wand is a small
massager made of soft, smooth and body safe silicone,
with a powerful USB rechargeable motor. The Mini
Wand has seven functions of vibration plus the design 
is 100% waterproof.
      The Mini Wand is one of four styles in the Callie
 collection. All products offer the same great features
and design elements while providing a different user
 experience. “Add the Callie Vibrating Mini Massager,
Wand and Dual Massager to expand your offering. 
The Cosmo feature will get people in the door, and the
variety will ensure you close the sale,” adds White.
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Ca l l i e  V i b r a t ing  M in i  Wand  was  f r on t  pa g e
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Shoreham-by-Sea, England - Lovehoney has named Net1on1 as the exclusive UK wholesale
distributor of Fifty Shades of Grey licensed products. The new agreement means that the
wholesaler now exclusively distributes products from Lovehoney’s Fifty Shades of Grey: The
Official Pleasure Collection and the upcoming Fifty Shades Darker: The Official Pleasure
Collection to retailers. 

Fifty Shades Darker: The Official Pleasure
 Collection will launch this autumn and inclu-

des a number of brand new products offering
the consumer the very best pleasure products,
from vibrators, glass and for the very first time a
collection of steel toys, the collection also
 features three new couples’ gift sets / bondage
kits. Jim Primrose, International Sales Manager
at Lovehoney said: “We are delighted to
 announce that Net1on1 are with immediate
 effect the ‘Official UK Distributor of Lovehoney
 licensed brands’. This includes the brand new
Fifty Shades Darker: The Official Pleasure
 Collection, which will launch in October at the
eroFame erotic trade exhibition in Germany as
we build up to the new Fifty Shades Darker
 movie release on Valentine’s Day 2017.” ony
Gonzalez, Managing Director at Net1on1, said:
“This is major news and we are absolutely thril-
led. The best-selling Fifty Shades of Grey books
and the first Fifty Shades of Grey movie have
transformed the pleasure toy market, and Fifty

Net1on1 exclusive UK Distributor 
of Fisty Shades of Grey Products

“Special Edition” – the new collection 
from RED CORNER by Cottelli Collection

Shades of Grey: The Official Pleasure Collection
is easily one of the most recognisable and aspi-
rational brands in the market. It has sold pheno-
menally well for us over the last couple of years,
and we saw record demand for the products
from retailers around the launch of the record-
breaking blockbuster last year. Naturally we are
very excited about the upcoming Fifty Shades
Darker: The Official Pleasure Collection this au-
tumn and the new film next year, both of which
are sure to be massive hits.” Fifty Shades of
Grey: The Official Pleasure Collection is currently
the only official range of Fifty Shades of Grey
pleasure products. Developed in association
with author E L James it includes a collection of
bondage products, sex toys and accessories –
from rope, cuffs and floggers to bullets, vibrators
and cock rings. Net1on1 and Lovehoney will
meet in the coming weeks to discuss their other
new product and brand launches, including
 Motörhead, Mötley Crüe, and the Tokidoki
 collection. All launching at eroFame in October.
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Flensburg, Germany - The new collection,
“Special Edition” from RED CORNER by Cottelli
Collection, will turn this autumn into a really hot
one and is now available from ORION
 Wholesale. The six trendy club outfits have the
ultimate flirt factor. They were designed exclusi-
vely at ORION and combine style, eroticism
and extravagance to create an exclusive

 fashion mix.The high-quality outfits are
 delivered in promotional boxes that have
 innovative and modern designs, and a
 magnetic fastener. 
      The outfit can be seen behind the blister
packaging, once the front of the box has been
opened. The boxes can either be stood up or
hung up with the hanger in the middle.

F i f t y  S h a des  o f  G rey  &  F i f t y  S h a des  D a rke r

Lovehoney has named Net1on1
as the exclusive UK wholesale

distributor of Fifty Shades of
Grey licensed products

“Special Edition” 
from RED CORNER consists 

of six trendy club outfits 
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Dallas, USA - The Bgood Deluxe by B Swish is “a
modern rendition on the tradition vibe we all know
and love”, as the company put it. The product featu-
res body-safe silicone, six powerful functions, water-
proof construction and AAA battery operation. 

B Swish sees Bgood Deluxe 
as prime example of their philosophy

BSwish claims, that the Bgood Deluxe is one of
their most popular items. Barney, B Swish’s in-

house educator explains, “From first-time solo users
to experienced couples, the Bgood Deluxe is a staple
in many of our customer’s drawers, and with good
reason. B Swish prides itself on offering high-quality,
body-safe massagers at obtainable prices, and the
Bgood Deluxe is a prime example of this philosophy.”

As a member of B Swish’s Deluxe Line of personal
massagers, the Bgood Deluxe arrives in sleek packa-
ging and is available in three colors, including Hot
Pink, Tangerine and Blue. A velvety pouch is also
 included for storing and travel. Learn more about the
Bgood Deluxe with Educational Flyers, Educational
Video and online marketing support available on 
B Swish’s B2B site: or email to: info@bswish.com

N E W S

A  c l a s s i c  i n  m od e r n  s hape  

Bgood Deluxe is one of 
B Swish's most popular items
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - From September 4 to 5, the Scala 
in-house exhibition was a complete success for pjur. As always, 
Key Account Manager Stefan Daniel was on site to promote the
three new products – pjur MAN XTEND Cream, pjur MAN STEEL
Gel and pjur superhero STRONG performance spray – as well as
the new counter displays.

The displays that
pjur had brought

along to the exhi -
bition all sold out on
the very first day.
There were three
presentations each
day at the pjur
booth, in which
 Stefan Daniel high-
lighted the key
points about the
new products. 1,000
bottles of pjur

 Original 10 ml were given away with the Scala
goody bags and were so well received that
there wasn't enough for all the visitors, so
Scala ordered an additional 400 bottles and
sent them on to customers who had already
expressed an interest at the exhibition.

pjur visits Scala and 
Eropartner in the Netherlands

Doc Johnson in Cosmopolitan Magazine

Straight after this, Stefan Daniel traveled to
Eropartner to deliver an in-depth pjur presen-
tation to the wholesale partner. In addition to
the pjur philosophy, all the top sellers from the
six pjur product categories were described
again in detail. All four sales managers with
 international responsibilities were present, as
well as the purchasing and sales management
and the executive board. A round of questions
then followed, which was met with enthusi-
asm. "The visits to Scala and Eropartner were
very successful for us. The presentations are
an important way to clear up any questions or
queries that customers and retailers may have
and to show sellers where the USPs of the
products lie," says Stefan Daniel. Then came
a guided tour of the new Eropartner ware-
house. The key account customer has the
 entire pjur range and a total of over 3,000 
different products. 
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North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson announ-
ced that its OptiMALE Rechargeable Vibrating
C-Ring has been named ‘Best Couples Toy’ in
this month’s issue of Cosmopolitan Magazine.
In addition to the magazine’s announcement of
the OptiMALE Rechargeable Vibrating C-Ring
as their ‘Best Couples Toy’, Cosmopolitan also
describes the c-ring/clitoral-vibe combo as the
ultimate toy to use “while you’re sexin’,
 promising a huge finish for you both.”

      “We’re very pleased that our OptiMALE
Rechargeable Vibrating C-Ring was named
‘Best Couples Toy’ in Cosmopolitan,” said Doc
Johnson’s Director of Product Development
Cheryl Hanslip. “Unlike traditional vibrating 
c-rings designed with the vibrator in a sideways
position, the OptiMALE Rechargeable Vibrating
C-Ring was conceived with an innovative
 motor placement that allows for uninterrupted
clitoral contact throughout penetration.”

S c a la  Fa i r  &  p roduc t  p resen ta t ion  

pjur's Key Account Manager
Stefan Daniel at the Scala Fair 

Benevolant media coverage
for Doc Johnson 
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Flensburg, Germany - Just in time for the  eroFame trade convention five new love toys of the strong-
selling label Close2you are presented by ORION wholesale: “Coniglio”, “Rilassamento”, “Ano”, “Per Due”, and “Corallino”. 

These new love toys for HIM and HER all come
with the “NEW OptiGasm Technology”. This inno-

vative technology treats you with vibrations deep
down inside you that spread through the entire body
thanks to the new Close2you motor with high and
low frequencies. That is why these love toys can also
be used as traditional massagers for the entire body.
Each of these joyful toys is rechargeable using the
enclosed USB cable and has three speeds and four
pulsation modes. The absolutely skin-friendly material

with its smooth Soft Touch surface ensures a
 comfortable feeling when used. As are all Close2you
products, the new ones will be delivered with a multi-
lingual product description in a new designed
 premium packaging, too.
For orders and further information please contact:
ORION Wholesale, Mr Hauke Christiansen, phone
0049-461-5040 210, fax 0049-461-5040 244, 
e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 
www.orion-wholesale.com

N E W S

ORIO N  Who le s a le  

These new love toys
from Close2you
come with the
“NEW OptiGasm
Technology”New sources of joy by Close2you
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Flensburg, Germany - The new ORION Wholesale catalogue is here: 224 trendy, colourful
and glossy A4 pages with a first class product presentation! The catalogue´s concept has
had a complete makeover because now only the novelties are shown, which makes it easier
to get a general overview and see the choice of products available. 

The catalogue is, as usual, in two languages
– German and English. ORION Wholesale

offers the best possible range of products with
its complete erotic assortment and is con-
stantly working on increasing and optimising its
assortment at fair and stable prices. The focus
is on quality, modern innovation and of course
on customer satisfaction.  The new Wholesale
catalogue is also available as an e-paper cata-
logue that can be browsed through online at
www.orion-wholesale.com.  Furthermore,
ORION Wholesale´s complete assortment can

ORION Wholesale: A strong partner 
with a catalogue packed full of the latest trends

be found here as well. The catalogue is also
available as a promotional, neutral A5 version –
“Erotic Highlights” in either German or English.
Both the novelties and bestsellers are
 presented in this catalogue. 
A4 Retailer Version 2016/2017, in German and
English, 224 pages: item number 0900028
0000, “Erotic Highlights” in German with retail
prices, 352 pages:
item number 0900010 0000, “Erotic Highlights”
in English without prices, 352 pages: 
item number 0900540 0000
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Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O
has transformed a mainstay
 pleasure move with the You-Turn
finger-fitted fun vibe, a curved
 clitoral massager that enhances
the signature “come hither” 
G-spotting motion. Transferring
deep, penetrating vibration
through out the hand, the You-Turn
 makes it easy to stimulate the
 clitoris, G-spot and vagina all at

once by boosting the fingers for an especially
memorable manual experience. 
      Made of lab-tested, body-safe True
 Silicone, the You-Turn fits securely and comfor-
tably in the hand with an easy-to-use ergo -
nomic curve. Simply slip two fingers through
the loop and use the thumb to adjust the
 motor’s position perfectly against, around and

across the clitoris for a uniquely intimate
 pleasure experience powered by rumbling
Vooom™ Bullet technology. And for pleasure
plus erection enhancement, try stretching the
loop around the penis with the motor on top
and enjoy the You-Turn as a vibrating cock ring!
“Designing the You-Turn gave us a unique
 opportunity to create something unlike anything
in our current catalog, and the end result is
 giving customers something extra-special to
get excited about,” Screaming O Account
 Executive Conde Aumann said. “We powered
the You-Turn with our now famous Vooom
 Bullet to give it the deep, rumbling vibration
 necessary to stimulate the G-spot right. And
the end result has been making waves all sea-
son!” 
      The You-Turn is now available in three
 colors: Merlot, Blueberry, and Strawberry.

A  f i r s t  c l a ss  p roduc t  p resen ta t ion

224 trendy, colourful and
glossy A4 pages: The new

Orion Wholesale catalogue

The You-Turn is reusable with
replaceable batteries and made

of lab-tested, body-safe True
Silicone material

Screaming O enhances the 
hand with ‘You-Turn’ finger-fitted fun vibe
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The chosen, high-quality fabric combines
 extravagance with a comfortable feeling.

The stunning luxury lingerie, which has been
made with a lot of attention to detail, provides
the perfect opportunity for women, who like to
show off their bodies in a sexy and stylish way,
to experiment with their gorgeous assets.
These favourite pieces flatter any lady, because
the high-class label ABIERTA FINA has the
 perfect mix of sex appeal and femininity and is
therefore perfect for stylish seduction and

New Give Lubes at eroFame

 provocative sensuality without limits. It isn’t 
just important for the lingerie ABIERTA FINA 
by Cottelli Collection to be of the highest
 quality – the same also goes for the elaborate
packaging, in which the lingerie is beautifully
packaged. The packaging therefore has an
 additional decorative sleeve that is made out 
of firm cardboard.
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Gloucester, England - Give Pleasure
 Products have three new additions to their
Give Lube range with the arrival of Super
Thick Aqua Lube and two new sensations
 lubes as additions to the lubetube range. 
The new lubes will be first available to see

on stand 17 at eroFame where Give Lube is
one of the brands on the ABS Holdings
stand. Super Thick Aqua Lube is the second
addition to the Super Thick Series and is a
paraben-free, CE marked medical lubricant
with skin kind vitamin E. As the name
 suggests, it’s thick, suited for foreplay,
 vaginal sex and a non-silicone alternative for
anal sex. Super Thick Aqua Lube comes in a
200ml pump bottle and has a suggested
 retail price of £12.99. The additions to the
 lubetube range are two sensation products, 

a warming and a cooling lube available in
100ml bottles. The warming lube is called
Horny Devil Warming Gel and the cooling
lube Icebreaker Cooling Gel. They’re suited
for erotic massage and foreplay, yet are CE
marked medical lubricants so are safe for
 internal use. Both lubes have a suggested
 retail price of £10.99. Nigel Powell, Give
Pleasure Products MD, said “It’s great to
have some new products in the Give Lube
range and even greater to be able to intro-
duce them to customers on the ABS stand at
Erofame. I look forward to meeting new and
existing customers and showing them our
great new products”. 
      For more information contact Give
 Pleasure Products on +44 (0)1452 223055 
or email info@givelube.co.uk

Femin in e  a n d  sexy

Now on stock at ORION: 
the new ABIERTA FINA collection 

Flensburg, Germany - The new
collection from the exclusive
lingerie label ABIERTA FINA by
Cottelli Collection is now
available at ORION Wholesale.
The lingerie ABIERTA FINA by
Cottelli Collection, which stands
out from other types of under-
wear because of its revealing
designs, is designed exclusively
at ORION´s headquarters. 

The new collection from 
ABIERTA FINA lingerie is now available 
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Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O is officially shipping new Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets,
upgraded editions of the record-setting Vooom Bullets now featuring a super-soft surface
and 4-function motor. These unique mini vibes are equipped with a low-pitch motor that
hums at a frequency unlike anything else for a deep, rumbling experience accessible to
consumers of all kinds. 

New Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets are built
with a three-speed plus pulsation motor

and covered in a body-safe coating that
 allows the mini vibe to glide across skin like
silk. This new rumbling mini massager stimu-
lates using a dramatically different sensation
that reduces the risk of desensitization from
higher-frequency buzzy vibes. Compact,
 colorful and priced to satisfy all income
 levels, Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets give
 retailers a next-level compact sex toy that
caters to the widest array of shoppers. 
“Our original single-speed Vooom Bullets
 reached an incredible 20,000 units sold a
mere two months after their debut, so it was

Screaming O debuts Sost-Touch Vooom
Bullet with 4-function Rumbling Motor

a no-brainer to create a version with more
speeds and a softer feel,” Screaming O
 Account Executive Conde Aumann said. 
“The deep, rumbly difference can be felt right
away and buyers have been blown away by
how distinctive the lower-pitched vibration
feels. Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets have been
making waves since their summer debut and
we’re proud to be shipping them around the
world.
      ”Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets are made of
lab-tested, 100% body-safe ABS plastic with
a body-safe PU coating and encased in a
100% waterproof shell, making it easy to
 enjoy rumbling vibration in the bath or shower. 
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg -
 Supported by pjur, Aidshilfe
 Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony) –
one of the biggest aids prevention
organizations of Germany – is
 offering free advice and tests for
HIV and sexually transmitted in-
fections to gays. Health authori-
ties, aids support agencies and
 other prevention organizations will
be offering anonymous advice and
tests for men until May 31, 2017

under the motto "SVeN kommt – SVeN testet"
(SVeN  comes – SVeN tests). SVeN stands for
"Schwule Vielfalt erregt Niedersachsen" 
(Gay Diversity Excites Lower Saxony), and is 

an initiative by Aidshilfe Niedersachsen. Every
flyer handed out includes a 10ml bottle of pjur
Original. The small bottles will also be distribu-
ted at various information and prevention
events. "pjur personal lubricants always go
down well with the target group, which is why
we're thrilled about the support from pjur," says
Andreas Paruszewski from Aidshilfe Nieder-
sachsen.  
      Some sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
such as HIV, syphilis, chlamydia and gonorrhea
are very widespread among men who have sex
with other men. Using condoms reduces the
risk, but transmission is still possible. Anyone
who has more than ten sexual partners in a
year should get checked annually for STIs.

Rec o rd-se t t i n g  l ow -p i t c h  m in i  v i be  n ow  f ea tu res  so f t - tou c h  c o a t  &  mu l t i - s pe eds

The Soft-Touch Vooom Bullets
are equipped with a low-pitch

motor that hums at a frequency
unlike anything else for a deep,

rumbling experience

"SVeN kommt – SVeN testet"
(SVeN comes – SVeN tests)

"SVeN kommt" 
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Flensburg, Germany - “Vibe Couture” is the new sex toy label that
is now available in Europe exclusively from ORION Wholesale.The
Vibe Couture collection has seven different models– three
vibrators and four rabbits. 

They are available in either pink or purple. The beautiful lovers, which
can be recharged via a USB cable, look “très chic”, feel fantastic

and provide satisfying explosions of pleasure! Each vibrator has seven
vibration types and some of the vibrators even have an additional
 model-specific function. Each vibrator has an elaborate finish and is
also made out of very soft silicone – for an intense and realistic feeling.
Some parts also have double-layered silicone. The very shiny metallic
parts on the shaft are beautiful eye-catchers. Another highlight is the
promotional packaging: it has a classic and beautiful design that
 focuses on the most important thing – the product. The product can be
seen behind the blister packaging once the front of the box has been
opened. The box can be easily opened, thanks to its magnetic fastener.
Product information in 6 languages is on the back of the packaging and
a video of the product is available once the QR code, on the front of the
packaging, has been scanned.

New at ORION Wholesale: Vibe Couture

N E W S
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands -
With the launch of the MOI
 Submission and Sport Fucker
 Underwear & Gear lines DUSEDO
wants to present a line of
 products that not only adds
 serious value to existing store programs, 
but also triggers the eyes and stimulates fantasies. Both lines will be
launched in the fourth quarter of 2016 and can be seen at DUSEDO’s
eroFame booth in Hannover (Oct. 5-7, 2016). According to the
 company, the MOI Submission line offers the consumer the tools “to go
all out, to become the ultimate submissive or most brutal dominant, and
play the game he loves the most, while enhancing his experience.”
Sport Fucker is a brand with products such as cock & ball gear, enema
hoses and ass play toys. With the new Sport Fucker Underwear & Gear
line the brand is expanding its program, starting off with five different
styles, all available in different colors and sizes: Bullpen Jockstrap, En-
durance Brief, Slapshot Brief, Hooker Open Brief and Shortstop Brief.  

Très  c h i c  a n d  soooo  ma ny  f ee l i n g s

The Vibe Couture
consists of three

 vibrators and 
four rabbits

DUSEDO launches two new product
lines in Europe

The MOI Submission line
offers the consumer the

tools 'to go all out'
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Montreal, Canada – Continuing the image change which started in 2014, Shunga Erotic Art
will be changing products and revamping some other collection kits to better answer
customers needs and actualize its look. Some lucky customers may already have seen 
them in Los Angeles. They’ll be ready this fall. 

The kits were officially presented in L.A. The
two new Geisha’s Secret will be ready for

 order placing in September and February 2017
for the Carnal Pleasures collection. “We’ve come
out with a complete new small size collection,
called the Geisha’s Secret.” says Linda Mclean,
Sale Representative and Trainer for Shunga Erotic
Art. We will have two flavours: Strawberry Spark-
ling Wine and Exotic Green Tea. The Strawberry
Sparkling Wine collection holds: a 0.33fl.oz Erotic
massage gel, a 0.33 fl. oz of warming aphrodisiac
oil, 1oz mini-massage candle “Romance”, 0.33 fl.
oz of TOKO Aqua personal lubricant and 0.23 fl.
oz of Dragon intensifying cream for couple.
 Perfect for romantic getaways! These kits make a
great gift or a nice way to try some Shunga
 products.  The Exotic Green Tea version is for
lovers that are passionate about nature. The
 products are made with 100% certified organic
ingredients (except the candle that hold a
 fragrance). The green kit contains: a 0.33 fl. oz
 Erotic massage gel, a 0.33 fl. oz of warming
aphrodisiac oil, 1oz mini-massage candle
 “Zenitude”, 0.33 fl. oz of TOKO ORGANICA
 personal lubricant and 0.23 fl. oz of Lotus Noir
sensitizing gel for lovers. Geisha’s Secret
 collection kits are designed to be sold open with
the plastic cover. It opens like a book and you

SHUNGA’s revamp of the collection kits

Get kinky with Leg Avenue at Scala

can show it easily on the shelf if left opened. It
has a design tray to hold the five products in the
box. “The box is so beautiful, you’ll want to keep
it after to store small items like memorabilia’s or
love letters.” Says Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Director
of Marketing Shunga also revamped an existing
collection called Carnal Pleasures. “It’s the
 ultimate pleasure collection!” says Manon Vallée,
Vice-President. “We redesigned the packaging
and changed the product selection to be more
interesting”. The collection contains: full size
 Exotic Fruits Erotic massage oil, full size Exotic
Fruits Kissable massage cream, a Divine Oral
Pleasure Gloss, regular size TOKO Aqua personal
lubricant, a Dragon Sensitive intensifying cream
and a white pearl necklace to use with the cream
massage. It’s a great way to introduce Shunga
products to a new customer. “This collection
 includes all the intimate products needed to bring
sexual excitement to a new level and experience
the full pleasure of carnal love” completes Mrs.
Vallée.  Linda adds: “Here’s the way to sell it:
Open the box and explain each products, their
benefits and the value they get. We’ve included a
soft white pearl necklace in the collection to go
along the massage cream or the lube. There’s an
explanation flyer that gives you ideas on how you
can use the necklace with your lover or all alone.” 
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Almere, The Netherlands – The Kink collection
by Leg Avenue takes inspiration from every-
thing BDSM-related; resulting in a truly sinful
range with special details such as naughty zip-
pers, alluring straps, bondage ties, studs and
seductive buckles. Although the designs are
bondage-inspired, the apparel still has a com-
fortable fit, flattering her figure and highlighting
her most alluring areas. Packaged in a

 beautiful, eye-catching box and with a premium
look & feel, the Kink range will surely attract
your consumers’ attention when presented in
your store.One of the highlights from the Kink
by Leg Avenue range is the Bra Set Wrist-Ankle
Restraint. This super sexy 3-piece set features
a lace-up bra with naughty elasticated straps, a
matching G-string and kinky wrist-ankle
 restraints with a Velcro closure. 

New  p roduc ts  a v a i l a b le

The open box is perfect for 
product presentation 
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Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale’s new, neutral calendars 2017 are now available–
get your new versions of the best-selling and sales-guaranteeing calendars now! 

This year the erotic specialist ORION has se-
ven different versions which take many of

the customers’ various wishes into considera-
tion: Pin-up Calendar Sexy Girls 2017: Item
Number 0180050 0000. Sweeten day-to-day
life every month with these 12 sweet girls,
which show off their hot bodies to you in
 exciting poses. Hot dream girls are awaiting
you – whether it’s a long-haired blonde with
huge boobs or a brunette with an inviting bum.
These girls will make any man start dreaming...
Colour pin-up calendar (softcore). Size 297 mm
x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Big Boobs 2017:
Item Number 0180033 0000. 12 hot girls with
sexy curves expertly putting their boobs in the
limelight. Colour pin-up calendar (softcore).
Size 297 mm x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Hot
Ass 2017: Item Number 0180068 0000. Enjoy
the backsides of lovely girls in hot poses – a
must-have for bum lovers! Colour pin-up
 calendar (softcore). Size 297 mm x 420 mm.
Pin-up Calendar Men 2017: Item Number

Neutral Erotic 
Calendars 2017 from ORION Wholesale

Leg Avenue’s new collection 

0180432 0000. A masculine “treat” every
month! 12 muscly guys that will whet your
 appetite: hot bodies, slightly covered or
 completely naked in exciting poses with beauti-
ful scenery in the background. Pin-up calendar
black/white (softcore). Size 297 mm x 420 mm.
Pin-up Calendar Real Cocks 2017:  Item
 Number 0180483 0000. Would you like
 anything else? These guys show off what they
have! Pin-up calendar black/white (softcore).
Size 297 mm x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Hot
Girls 2017: Item Number 0180130 0000 The
extra hot wall decoration! 12 girls show off
everything without any taboos in breathtaking
poses...  Colour pin-up calendar (hardcore).
Size 297 mm x 420 mm. Pin-up Porn Calendar
2017: Item Number 0180530 0000. An intense
and in-depth look into the world of porn: there
is an extreme position to suit everyone’s taste,
whether it is oral, anal or vaginal! Pin-up calen-
dar black/white (hardcore). Size 297 mm x 420
mm. Delivery possible only while stocks last.
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Again,
Leg Avenue proofs that she’s one of
most sexiest and feminine brands out
there. The brand launches its new
collection for Fall and the Holiday
season. Leg Avenue’s new lingerie
additions to this collection fits
 perfect to its urban chic range from
last year and earlier this year. The
collection contains several styles with
differect lace fabrics, the most
 outstanding lace trend is still the

chantilly lace, which seems to be a neveren-
ding trend. An absolute must-have to sell in
any lingerie related store. Another bright shining
theme within this new collection is ‘naughty
 romance’. Not only are Leg Avenue’s new lin-
gerie styles very sexy and appealing to the eye,
they’re also great for some romantic loving with
a naugthy vibe. The styles within Leg Avenue’s
new lingerie collection contains fifteen new
 lingerie styles, which all vary from babydolls
and bra-sets, to a playful harness and teddies.
All new styles will be available this month. 

S ev en  d i f f e ren t  v e r s ion s  a v a i l a b le  

ORION Wholesale’s new, neutral
 calendars 2017 are now available

In the spotlight of 
the new collection by

Leg Avenue stands
this fishnet teddy
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Hedel, The Netherlands
- After releasing Truth
or Dare Erotic Party
Edition, a game for
groups of friends,
MOODZZ has now
created an intimate 
version for couples. 

Like its predecessor, this erotic game for two contains 69 intimate
questions and 69 provocative dares. This erotic game was created

for one couple, but your customer can also play it with more people
 involved. In that case, will your customer chooses her or his own
 partner when it’s their turn to take a dare.The company describes the
rules of the game as follows: “Toss the included Truth or Dare chip to
determine which kind of card you draw. On a TRUTH card, you only
earn points for an honest answer— the more detailed, the better. On a
DARE card, you earn points by completing the provocative challenge.
The number of hearts on each card determines how many points you
can earn. Did you draw a question or dare you really don’t want to
 answer or perform? No problem—but the points for that card are
 subtracted from your score. Anything goes, but nothing’s a must.” 

Moodzz presents 
Truth or Dare Erotic Couples Edition

Light up your love life 
with the Aura and Zare 

N E W S

Almere, The Netherlands – Light up your love life with the new Zare
and Aura vibes from the LUZ by TOYJOY range, now available at

Scala Playhouse. These two amazing designs both feature a unique
LED-ambiance light, which changes color depending on the function.
Introducing the amazing Zare and Aura: two premium quality vibrators
that will ignite your deepest desires with their unique skills and thrills.
The Zare is a smooth vibrator with 7 amazing settings that will take you
on a very pleasurable journey of
intimate discovery. The Aura is a
twin-motored rabbit-style design
with a naughty clit-stimulator for
double the pleasure. Both these
quality additions feature the uni-
que multi-colored LED-ambience
light that makes LUZ by TOYJOY really stand out. The light changes
color with each function. Browse through all the tanta lizing settings and
pick your favorite to set the mood for some intimate fun in the dark. The
Zare and Aura are USB-rechargeable, made of soft touch silicone and
come in a luxurious packaging that can also be used as a keepsake
box. To celebrate the release of the new Zare and Aura vibes, Scala
have developed a special POS-display which allows you to showcase
these products in an eye-catching way.

Anyth in g  g oes ,  bu t  n o th in g ’s  a  must

Truth or Dare Erotic
 Couples Edition contains
69 intimate questions and
69 provocative dares
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Sevilla, Spain - Lingox announced that its new collection of masturbators is about to be
released internationally within the next month.

Although it´s still too early to bring forward
the name and design of the new range of

sex toys developed by the Spanish brand,
 Lingox described the new items as “high
 quality products with spectacular design,
 maintaining its standards of exclusivity,
 innovation, functionality and of course being
products 100% made in Europe”. The com-
pany presented the re-usable Lingox Poker
sleeves and the Lingox Triple Masturbator a
few months ago. “They will be new mastur -
bators designed primarily for men, but keeping
with our company philosophy, they may also
be used by couples or as the user desires,
since Lingox is the only one that has been able
to equip our male masturbators with a new
 feature never seen before in the market of sex
toys for men”, says Lingox CEO, Manuel
 Martín. “I´m afraid I can´t reveal too much

Lingox announces 
the launch of its new range of masturbators

Sportsheets makes ties with Emily Morse

about these new products, but I would like to
emphasize that these are products of the
 highest quality, manufactured with our exclu-
sive formula Re-Evolution Skin Material Lingox
and absolutely they will offer more freedom of
choice for our customers. I am quite sure that
we will surprise again to the consumers and
professionals,” Manuel Martín explains.

      Finally, the Lingox CEO promises that they
“will continue offering new models of our
 exclusive mouth with tongue out, reproducing
the  authentic oral sex, which makes us really
 different, because as only Lingox can say: 
Oral sex without a tongue…simply is not oral
sex!” The new collection will be available 
before Christmas and Lingox announced 
that more details will be released in the in 
the coming weeks. 
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Huntington Beach, USA - Sportheets has
teamed with Emily Morse to expand mainstream
exposure of their brand. Morse is an American
sex therapist, author, and media personality as
well as the host of the long-running podcast, Sex
with Emily. The podcast is being downloaded
850,000 times each month by consumers all over
the world. The show s official Facebook page
 boasts nearly 1.2 Million followers, and Morse’s
editorial contributions can be found everywhere
from Glamour to Ask Men to Harper s Bazaar.
The long-term campaign launching September
2016 will systematically introduce the company’s
array of products to the growing Sex with Emily
podcast audience. Sportsheets owners Tom and
Julie Stewart have turned to Morse and her team

to create a multi-platform advertising plan geared
toward increasing consumer awareness of and
demand for  their lines. “We’ ve known Emily for
years now, and we are thrilled to be working with
her in this capacity, ” explains company founder
Tom Stewart. ”She knows our products and
 understands what we re all about, and I’m
 confident her audience will soon be Sportsheets
experts as well.” 
      “I’ve always been a Sportsheets enthusiast
and I’m so proud to have them as part of the Sex
With Emily family,” says Emily Morse. “I know my
audience is craving just the thing that
 Sportsheets delivers – accessible, fun 
products that make it easy to keep your sex 
life fresh and exciting.

Exc lus i v e  ma te r i a l  u sed  f o r  n ew  p roduc ts  

This picture shows the
Lingox Triple Extreme
Masturbator, available

since spring 2016

Sportheets has teamed with Emily
Morse to expand mainstream

 exposure of their brand
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Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales is proud to welcome Shelby Barr, the latest addition to its
sales and marketing department and a fresh talent whose work helps equip the historic
brand with a modern and updated marketing approach. 

Officially deemed Media Production Specia-
list, Barr’s core focus is creating videos for

each of Topco’s signature products and
 enabling the sales team to support customers
with effective and visually stimulating marketing
tools. Barr comes to the adult industry with an
intensive degree in cinematography and
 photography and previous experience working
with fashion, which has given her a fresh
 perspective on how best to light, frame and
capture Topco’s colorful product lines. With
more than 200 product videos already created,
Barr has expanded her role to provide hands-
on support for the sales and graphics depart-
ments and helping to establish and maintain
strong relationships with Topco’s loyal custo-
mer base. “It is exciting to be a part of one of
the longest-running manufacturing brands in
the world and take the opportunity to learn
more about the direction that this fascinating
industry is taking,” Barr said. “My visual marke-
ting and social media management roles at
Topco come natural to me, as they require a
certain artistic mindset, artful skillset, and

Topco Sales fortifies Marketing Team 
with Shelby Barr as Media Production Specialist 

Kheper Games launches Glow in the Dark Sex Game

 unique aesthetic that I’ve been honing for
 years. I think the key ingredient is my love of
Topco products, and it’s become incredibly
 important to be able to concisely and effecti-
vely share key points of what makes each
 product unique, whether visually or via social
media.” Barr also has helped establish a
 modern voice for Topco Sales’ social media
presence and provide customers and consu-
mers with a portal to interact with the brand.
This is equipped Topco with a valuable direct
portal that has become an essential part of a
product brand’s success. “Part of my focus as
COO has been to bring fresh talent and a
 female perspective to Topco and it has been a
pleasure to have Shelby on our growing team,”
Topco Sales COO Autumn O’Bryan said. “She
has been able to wear many marketing-related
hats and provide a reliable and organized
 support base between our graphics depart-
ment and sales team. And it certainly helps that
her aesthetic for product videos and photo -
graphy is exactly in line with the look and feel
we’re working to create for the Topco brand.”
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Seattle, USA - The new Glow in the Dark Sex!
is the first board game that completely glows in
the dark, according to the company. The game
box top, glows in the dark, but also so does
the game board, game markers and spinner.
Two players begin the game as they would a
normal board game. As they move around the
board, they engage in foreplay, stripping,
 massaging and passionate kissing. When a

player hits a “Lights Out?” space, he or she
then decides if the couple will play a round in
the dark. Foreplay actions change into more
 intimate activities while the lights are out. 
The first player to reach the end of the game
board, wins, and spins the spinner to select the
winning game space. “We are very excited to
be bringing this innovative concept to the
 market.” explains CEO Brian Pellham.

Bar r ’s  m a ins t re am fash ion  &  l i f e s t y le  expe r i en c e  b r i n g s  f resh  pe r spec t i v e  to  h i s to r i c  b ra n d

Shelby Barr

Is the new Glow in the Dark Sex!
the first board game that 

completely glows in the dark?
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Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has expanded its affordable luxury line with the PrimO MINX,
a 100% True Silicone vibrating cock ring with an extra-long vertical stimulator made for intimate
clitoral massage. The PrimO MINX is enhanced by firm silicone “fins” that transfer 3 speeds of
vibration plus pulsation to their tips and “hug” the clitoris with delicate massage. 

Part of the best-selling PrimO collection of
100% silicone vibrating rings, the PrimO

MINX can be enjoyed in almost any position
and gives users flexibility with their vibrating
fun. Simply wear the stretchy silicone ring at
the base of the body and adjust the motor
for optimal clitoral contact – the clitoris
 receives a uniquely intimate “hug” sensation
when positioned between each silicone fin
for a sensation unlike anything you’ve ever
felt.  “The MINX is the latest addition to our
top-selling PrimO line of vibrating rings and
offers customers high-end design without the
high-end price,” Screaming O Account
 Executive Conde Aumann said. “We love
how MINX’s fins vibrate from end to end with
an extra-long vertical design and delicate
 vibration made for clitoral massage mavens.

Screaming O expands affordably 
luxury vibrating ring collection with PrimO MINX 

Bobbi Eden arrives at Scala Playhouse

The MINX joins the rest of the PrimO product
family to match body-safe silicone with an
 affordable price point, giving customers the
best of both worlds with a taste of luxury.”

      As with all items in the PrimO collection,
PrimO MINX is packaged in a beautiful white
box with a clear window to give shoppers a
peek before purchasing. These thoughtfully
designed boxes are sized for space-saving
slatwall display but also shaped to sit up
straight, making it easy for retailers to create
a striking presentation on a shelf or counter.
The PrimO MINX is made of lab-tested,
100% body-safe True Silicone with 100%
waterproof construction, making it easy to
enjoy rumbling vibration in the bath or
 shower. 
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Almere, The Netherlands  – Now available at
Scala Playhouse: the amazing Bobbi Eden
collection. This range of luxurious novelties
has been carefully selected by the Dutch porn
superstar Bobbi Eden herself. The Bobbi
Eden collection offers a great selection of
 designs, ranging from thrilling vibrators and
powerful massage wands to sleek cock rings,
naughty remote controlled eggs and several
drugstore options. With something for
everyone, the collection truly caters to the
personal needs of every consumer. The range
has a luxurious black, pink and purple color
scheme and products come with premium

details such as chrome-look accents and
USB-rechargeable options. Packaged in a
modern, eye-catching packaging with
 beautiful artwork, these products will certainly
draw your consumers’ attention. To promote
the Bobbi Eden collection, now available and
ready to order at Scala Playhouse, porn
 superstar Bobbi made a personal visit to the
‘Welcome to the Future’ Scala Fair on the 
4th and 5th of September. Scala Playhouse is
thrilled to add Bobbi’s personal collection to
its already vast assortment and is confident
the Bobbi Eden collection will be a big
 success. 

100%  Tr ue  S i l i cone  v i b ra t in g  r i n g  f ea tu res  v e r t i c a l  moto r  w i th  un ique  ex ten ded  ‘ f i n s ’

PrimO MINX is packaged in
a beautiful white box with a

clear window
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Kettering, England - Rocks-Off have released the Naughty-Boy Intense and
Cheeky-Boy Intense, part of the next generation of their iconic boys prostate mas-
sager range. 

Both are powered by Ignition,
the 10 speed USB recharge-

able bullet that can be removed
and enjoyed separately. The
Naughty-Boy Intense and Cheeky-
Boy Intense are sized for those
who have a beginner to interme-
diate experience level of prostate

massage. Andrea Duffy, International Sales
Director at Rocks-Off said: "The Naughty-
Boy Intense keeps its predecessor's classic
shape while Cheeky-Boy Intense has been

Rocks-Off release 
Naughty-Boy Intense and Cheeky-Boy Intense

Four new Shunga Videos for 2016 

re-designed so its four spheres can be
 enjoyed with an even more sensual fit. Both
products are now made with ultra-soft body-
safe silicone, making them highly smooth to
the touch. Sales for the Intense range so far
have exceeded our expectations. 

      With the reputation enjoyed by our iconic
boys range, and the terrific reception that our
Intense range received at ANME, we are very
excited about their emergence onto the
 marketplace."
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Montreal, Canada - One year ago, Shunga
created four product videos for the following
products: Dragon Cream, Secret Garden gel,
the massage candles and for the Divine Oral
Pleasure Gloss.  

     They are presently available in
English and French and subtitled
in Spanish, Russian and German.
Shunga continued their video
 production in 2016 by adding 4
new videos:  Rain of Love, Love-
bath, Aphrodisiac Warming Oil and
Kissable Massage Creams. “It’s
the same creative approach and

informative objective. It’s a “How-to-use-our-
product” type of video. It’s advertising but
with an entertaining-informative-educational
aspect.” says Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Director
of Marketing for Shunga Erotic Art. The
 videos can be used on websites, social

 media, in stores (for TV or computer if availa-
ble), at home parties, through employee
 training, etc.  A different ambiance was
 created to represent each product. 
      Jean-Pierre continues: “One of our
 objectives is to create classy videos that can
be shown every where for an adult audience.
It’s tough to explain an erotic product and
not being to explicit. We think we succeeded
and they’re unique to Shunga. You’ll never
see something like this. Each of the four
 video has its own music and color.“ 
      “Right now the first four videos already
have more than 50 000 views. It’s great
 results for the video launch which had no
 other marketing support besides the
 distributors, retailers and website exposure»
comments Jean-Pierre. “Like all our pro-
ducts, these videos were created entirely 
in Montreal by local artists,” says Sylvain
 Séguin, President. 

Pow ered  by  I g n i t i on  

The Naughty-Boy Intense and
Cheeky-Boy Intense are part of the
next generation of Rocks-Off's iconic
Boys prostate massager range

Shunga will be pleased to show the
new videos on eroFame 2016 at 
booth #79
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Wadgassen, Germany - The Diva Cup is a classic in a new design that ST Rubber has taken
into its range. The menstrual cup was developed in the 1930’s in this form and is an
alternative to tampons or sanitary napkins. 

According to the company, it is not only
convenient but thanks to its reusability

also one of the best ecological and economic
solutions. Made from medical grade, latex-
free and hypoallergenic silicone The Diva Cup
can not only be a reliable companion, but
can also preserve the natural moisture of the
vagina. To clean these products ST Rubber
recommends the Diva Wash Cleaner (177ml),
a 100% herbal cleaner with balanced PH. It

The Diva Cup 
now available at ST Rubber

CalExotics releases 
new styles and new technologies

is fragrance-free and contains no parabens,
petrochemicals or animal ingredients. The
ISO 13485 certified Diva Cup is examined by
both Health Canada and FDA. 

      It is available in two sizes: Model 1 is 58
mm long and has an outer diameter of 42
mm, Model 2 is the same length with an
 outer diameter of 47 mm slightly wider. 
Both models are shipped with a small pouch.
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Ontario, USA - CalExotics releases two
 innovative technologies with its fall 2016
 offering. Embrace features pleasure ball
 technology and Luxe features innovative
touch sensitive pleasure control. Within
 Embrace, CalExotics now offers its two most
popular styles in bold new colors. The
 Massaging Rabbit is available in purple, while
the Massaging G-Rabbit is available in pink. 
      Both styles boast the innovative rolling
pleasure ball technology, which produces a
rhythmic massaging action in the shaft or
 stimulator. According to CalExotics the
 technology used within these products does
not jam. Luxe now features the next genera-
tion of touch-sensitive technology. The
 deeper you stroke, the stronger the vibration.
CalExotics has offered touch-sensitive
 products for years. CalExotics adds ivory and
brown styles to Luxe’s color pallet. Jackie
White, Executive Vice President of

 CalExotics, says, “Luxe is at the top of our
sales charts, selling out numerous times. We
added the two new colors to enhance the
collection, giving buyers and consumers
more variety.” To enhance the user experi-
ence at the retail level, CalExotics provides
point of purchase displays that are free with
qualifying purchase. 
      “This technology is impressive and to
help close the sale we’ve created displays to
give consumers the chance to touch and feel
the products before they buy. From our
 experience this type of interaction increases
sales,” says White. Susan Colvin, Founder,
and CEO of CalExotics says, “CalExotics
 prides itself on bringing innovation to the
market, this is evident from our early days
when we introduced our first solar powered
and rechargeable products. We put innova-
tion first, and are extremely proud of our
 newest technology.”

A  c l a ss i c  i n  a  n ew  des ig n  

The Diva Cup is an alternative 
to tampons or sanitary napkins

CalExotics releases two innovative
technologies with its fall 2016 offering
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Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Shots released new promotional videos and photos
for the brand VIVE. For the images they have used a unique location and a professional
model to create the new marketing materials for their product range, in cooperation with
their own in-house design crew. 

“The results represent exactly what the pro-
ducts are all about and will compliment

the toys’ appealing designs,” the  company des-
cribes the results. The new  videos provide extra
information about the toys. They clarify all the
features and give an overview of what the toys
look like. The videos can be used in-store to
 attract customers or they can be added to the

New photo and video materials for VIVE

ST Rubber now offering MedGlide

product page on the dedicated websites. 
They are designed to be self-explanatory so the
consumers will get an idea of the toys, even
 without physically touching or seeing them. 
All these materials are now available in the Shots
Imagebank. Customers who would like some
more customized materials are asked to contact
their Shots sales manager.
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Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber is expan-
ding its drug store program with a medical
lubricant. 
      MedGlide is available in the versions Bio
and Aqua in 150ml bottles and is suitable for
vaginal, oral and anal sex. The lube can be
used with latex condoms. MedGlide Aqua, a
water-based lubricant is enriched with Aloe
Vera for sensitive skin. The pH of the vegan

lubricant MedGlide Bio corresponds to the
vagina, which according to ST Rubber helps
to optimize the moistening. 

      Both MedGlides are water-soluble, fat-free
and odorless. Furthermore, they are suitable for
sensitive skin, produced free of colorings and
preservatives and certified as medical aids
(CE). MedGlide is not a contraceptive.

Pink perfection is coming to Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands– Great news for
 Pipedream fans: the brand’s new Dillio
 collection is coming to Scala Playhouse. 

      The new Dillio collection by Pipedream is
a great selection of dildos and harnesses,
with a perfect match for every preference.
“The boutique-friendly Dillio line is designed
to hit just the right spots every time. With a
wide variety of lengths, girths and shapes,
the possibilities are endless”, Pipedream
 proudly announced about this must-have

new collection. Each Dillio design comes with
a suction cup base to enable a whole lot of
hands-free fun. The dildos are also strap-on
harness compatible and made of premium
quality rubber. Packaged in a modern,
 fashionable box; Dillio will certainly catch
your consumers’ attention.

Scala Playhouse will offer many enticing 
Dillio designs, including the Dillio Vibrating
 Inflatable Hot Seat, double dongs, dildos 
and anal teasers. 

S HOTS

SHOTS
 released new

promotional 
videos and
photos for
the brand

VIVE

MedGlide is suitable for sensitive skin,
produced free of colorings and preser -

vatives and certified as medical aids (CE)
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Flensburg, Germany - “Jülie-Lovetoys” is the new, exclusively designed, sex toy label from
ORION Wholesale and will be available on the market in time for the eroFame – for women
who prefer princes to one-night stands. Jülie-Lovetoys are quiet, discreet and versatile. 

The handy vibrators
are made out of skin-

friendly silicone, have a
wonderful soft surface

and fresh colours. The copper-
 coloured elements add that beautiful and
classy touch to the playful shapes. 

“Jülie-Lovetoys” in an ORION exclusive
design

Screaming O debuts mega-sized 
‘Vooom Vibe’ with deep, rumbling motor

      The  battery-powered toys have either 7
or 10 different intensity modes, which
 provide intense feelings of pleasure. 
      Every Jülie-Lovetoy comes in beautiful
packaging that can be carried, thanks to its
practical handle. There is also a description
of the product in ten languages.
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Los Angeles, USA  – Screaming O is offici-
ally shipping the Vooom Vibe, a two-sided

mega-sized massager powered by the now
famous Vooom rumbling motor. This low-
 pitched power source provides an intensely
penetrating vibration unlike anything else on
the market and is encased in a 100% body-
safe ABS plastic shell built with two stimula-
tion options: a firm “fin” or a smooth surface. 

Inside the Vooom Vibe’s
colorful case sits a unique
 lower-frequency motor that
rumbles at 4 speeds that
 penetrate, rather than buzz,
for a more satisfying experi-
ence. This power, combined
with its streamlined shape,
sweeps users off their feet
with two pleasure options to

enjoy: On one side features a seamless
 surface perfect for smooth vibes or all-over
massage, and on the other sits a unique

 extended “fin” that can be rubbed, flicked or
swept across sensitive areas for more
 intense stimulation. And for effortless
 operation, the Vooom Vibe features a large,
easy-access push-button control. “Vooom
Vibe rumbles like our best-selling Vooom
 Bullet but in a MUCH bigger shape that gives
users two pleasure options, which customers
have been raving about,” Screaming O
 Account Executive Conde Aumann said. 

      “The Vooom Vibe’s bigger size offers
more surface area to play with and fits
 comfortably in the hand, especially when
using it to add vibration to pretty much any
sex position. Plus, the low-pitch motor
 technology feels so different, even just
against your palm – it’s an element that really
must be seen (and felt) to be believed. I can’t
recommend the Vooom Vibe enough.” The
Vooom Vibe is made of lab-tested, 100%
body-safe ABS plastic with water-resistant
construction.  

New  a t  OR I ON  Wh o lesa le

Jülie – the new 
sex toy label from ORION 

The Vooom Vibe comes
in four different colours 
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Bath, England - Lovehoney is celebrating after publishing its 150,000th customer sex toy
review. The UK online adult retailer has built up one of the world’s biggest database of sex
product reviews. The 150,000th review was was written by a forum member who writes
under the name FunLady. She is a 45-year-old grandmother who loves trying new sex toys
with her husband and gave Lovehoney’s Deluxe Magic Wand a five-star rating, saying it
‘really is magic.’

She wrote: “I knew from the minute I felt the
weight of the wand and its smooth exterior

that it was going to be good. This is without a
doubt currently my most

favourite toy.” FunLady,
who wins 50,000 custo-
mer loyalty points

 allowing her to buy £100 of
free Lovehoney product, has

started experimenting with new toys
after being left home alone with her

hubby after their three children grew up
and left home.

      Lovehoney collaborated with journalist 
Jon Millward, who specialises in data analysis
around sex trends, to compile some stats to
mark the 150,000th review: - If you built a
tower with all the dildos, vibrators and butt

Lovehoney celebrates publishing 
its 150,000th customer sex toy review

Rocks-Off release Quest 

plugs that Lovehoney sell in a year, it would be
95 miles high (153 kilometres) – the same
height as 510 Eiffel Towers  - Lovehoney sells
enough lubricant in a year to fill 268 bathtubs
(26,800 litres) - 120,000 penis rings are sold in
a year – if these were combined into one giant
ring, it would be 1.4 miles across – big enough
to encircle the Empire State Building 20 times -
All the batteries sold in a year have the poten-
tial to aid 3 million orgasms or power a vibrator
for 28 years. 
      Lovehoney draws on the experiences of
166,000 community members who share their
honest views of toys on its website. Top
 reviews are selected each month to win 
points which can be spent on-site. Lovehoney
 features almost 3,000 new reviews each 
month – 66% of which are written by women.  
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Kettering, England - Rocks-Off have released
Quest for couples or single’s prostate play
which is pitched at both the beginners and
 intermediate market. Andrea Duffy, International
Sales Director at Rocks-Off, said: "Quest
stands out for its sophistication and finesse,
making it highly  desirable for those new to
 prostate massage. It's style and presentation
match a trend for aspirational lifestyle products,
and is available at a competitive price point for
its market." Quest's features include a shaped
body and head for precision stimulation, 

10 functions consisting of 3 constant speeds
and 7 patterns, a strong and flexible silicone
flange, a soft ABS coated finish and a 100%
waterproof & fully-submersible design for use in
the bath or shower. Andrea said: "Our Rocks-
Off brand is famous for bullet ranges and Quest
has been presented specifically for couples or
single’s prostate play. Sales have been strong
since its  terrific reception at ANME, and we
 believe it is the ideal product to give beginners
confidence and control while enjoying prostate
stimulation."

The onl ine reta i ler  has bui l t  up one of  the world ’s  b iggest  database of  sex product rev iews

Quest is for couples or
single’s prostate play

The Deluxe Magic Wand
got review 150,000 
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To start with the most important piece of news: The 'Welcome to the Future' Scala Fair on
September 4 and 5 was a resounding success for everybody involved, meaning hosts,
suppliers, and visitors. To quote the official Scala press release that was published after the
event: “Thank you for visiting the ‘Welcome to the Future’ Scala Fair. The futuristic edition
was a smashing success and we couldn’t have done it without you: our valued customers
and suppliers. Thanks for your continued support and trust in Scala Playhouse!”

Welcome to the Future

60
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Hustle and bustle
at Doc Johnson

Had good advice
for all the visitors:
Marco Tortoni
(FunToys)

Celebrated his
birthday at the
Scala Fair: Gijs
van der Zwaag

(Mister B)
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Manon Vallée (Shunga)
with Maeglin Harmsen
(Scala Playhouse))
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Walter Kroes and 
Beau Jansen 
(Leg Avenue Europe)

„The concept of the Scala Fair is to present new products from Scala’s own brands
and third-party collections as well as presenting trade members and suppliers with a
platform for personal contact. The brands are showcased in the company’s unique
showroom, there are numerous discounts and special offers, and there is an
entertainment programme with sweepstakes, food and drinks, and a party – which
took place in a special party tent this year. This concept has proven a guarantee for
success, and this year’s September show was a perfect example of that. Numerous
trade members visited the event, and between bargain hunting in the Cash & Carry
area and product and sales training sessions in the showroom, there was a lot to do.
There’s not enough room on this page to list all the new products that Scala and their
partners presented in their showroom. However, if you missed the latest Scala Fair,
don’t despair because Scala will bring all the new additions
from their own brands to eroFame. And speaking of Scala’s

Gabrielle Looman (Scala) presents the latest
Scala products to Yvonne Ubbink and 
Eric Vonke (Ladies Night Homeparties)

Gordon Bannister (BMS)
was pleased with the 
positive feedback from
the visitors

pjur’s 'Superhero'
Stefan Daniel
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private brands, the focus at their  
in-house show in September was on
the new lines LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY
and LADOU by TOYJOY collections,
both of which created a lot of interest
among the visitors of the show. “We
want to thank you for your extremely
kind words about our latest collections
LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY and LADOU
by TOYJOY. We’re so glad you loved
the new designs and can’t wait to hear
your consumers’ response to these
must-have designs”, Scala’s press
release reads, addressing the positive
feedback from the trade members. In
keeping with the show’s motto, 
'Welcome to the Future', the Dutch 

distributor presented lots of products that are
going to play a prominent role in the market in the
upcoming months. Scala’s third-party suppliers
had sent representatives to personally show and
explain their latest innovations to the trade
members in Almere, giving the visitors
suggestions on how to present the new products
in the most effective ways. “We had an amazing
time and hope you enjoyed the fair as much as
we did. We’d once again like to thank everyone
for their attendance, support, and continued 
trust in Scala Playhouse. Thank you for 
joining us and raising the glass to mutual 
successes and valued working relationships. 
We hope to see you again soon in the future.
Merci, Thank you, Danke, Bedankt!”, the 
Scala press release reads.

Joydivision‘s 
Iris Hermann

Rocks-Off‘s 
Lulu Shwartzer

The motto of the September
Scala Fair was 'Welcome to
the Future'

Rebecca Anniuk (System JO)
shows how delicious the
new Gelato line is

Always in a good mood: Pipedream’s 
Jesus Ruiz and Raymond Houtenbos

Roxana Mendoza 
(CalExotics) presents the
new Mini Marvels collection

William Garland 
(Doxy Massager) and 
Tim Brown (Bathmate)
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In the adult market, there are

many products that are very

similar in their look and the

way they work. Wholesalers

and producers offer thou-

sands of products, and it’s

clear they won’t all be top-

sellers. At the same time, the

consumers expect diversity

and a big range of products to

choose from. So, is less more

when it comes to adult 

products, or does the trade

really need as many products

as possible to make the 

consumers happy?

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

Is less more?
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Of course, there
is no easy answer
to the question of
how many pro-
ducts a retailer

should offer. Ultimately, it all depends on the
consumers you want to reach. Do they want
a wide range that covers all the latest
trends? If that’s the case, then, yes, a trade
member does indeed benefit from a larger
selection of products.
      Tastes differ, as we all know, and if a
trade member doesn’t carry the product a
consumer is looking for, well, then he’s
probably lost a customer. Everybody talks
about the importance of giving consumers
valid, individual advice, but that is only
possible if there is a range of products for 
the consumers to choose from.
      Customer service – be it on the internet
or in a brick and mortar store – is what sets
the specialised trade apart from the store
that has it all: Amazon. That’s where the
consumers go when they already know
exactly what they want (which is an
opportunity for all the other players in the
market). At the other end of the spectrum,
we have a consumer who doesn’t have the
slightest inkling of what he or she should buy,
but that type of customer is going to become
a rarity in the future, and not just because
consumers have easy access to product
information and product tests on the internet,
but also because the adult market is
constantly growing. People who already own
a product or two have an idea of what they
like and don’t like. Still, this is where the
adult trade can play to its greatest strength:
providing the customers with advice to make
sure that, from among countless products on
the market, they choose the one that’s right
for them. Of course, you don’t need to have
all available products in your store for that,

but the bigger the selection you offer, the
bigger the chances of having a happy
customer. And the bigger the knowledge of
the sales staff, the  bigger the chances of
seeing that customer again when he is
looking for another  product for his intimate
pleasure. Also, if a  consumer is happy with
the products and service in a store, he 
is more likely to recommend it to others. But
that won’t happen if the retailer only
recommends a toy or a lubricant because he
has it on his shelf.
      Retailers who are too limited in their
product range also run the risk of missing
trends or the next big top-seller. Adding 
new, unproven products is always a gamble,
but at the same time it is an opportunity to
set your store apart from the rest of the 
pack in times when competition is becoming
ever fiercer.
      Ultimately, the goal of any retail store
should be to be unique. You don’t get there
by  offering every single product on the mar-
ket, but limiting your product range too much
won’t do you any good, either. After all, this
is not a shortage economy. So, to sum things
up, less is not more. What you need is the
right combination of quantity and variety.
   

pro
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Randolph Heil,
editor

Let’s forget for a moment that most players in the adult trade could
not even offer all available products to the consumers even if they
wanted to – you only have so much space in a store, storage is
expensive, etc. The bigger question here is: Why would they want to
do such a thing? If you take a look at the market  and all the products
that populate it, be they from big companies, small creative
powerhouses, or distributor private brands, you will find that there is
too much of the same out there. 

      Many  products are nearly identical except they are sold in
different boxes and under different (brand) names. Yes, there may be
some truth to the old adage that variety is the spice of life, and yes,
the consumers are used to being able to choose from a large range
of products, but  seriously, how many different – or rather, seemingly 
different – dildos do you have to throw at a  consumer before they will reach
for their wallet? Admittedly, tastes  differ, and some people prefer certain
colours or shapes or sizes or materials, not to mention that we all have our
own sexual  preferences, and all of that definitely comes to bear when we
make our  purchasing decision – as do customer service in the store and the
price tag. So yes, this means that we need a decent-sizes product range, 
but you need to pick your products well. No one can blame retailers for
looking at the profit margin, and there are other important criteria such as the
quality, maybe the brand, the price-quality ratio for the consumer. 
But adding pink dildo number 18 to the 17 others that are already on the
shelf doesn’t really make a lot of sense, does it? Okay, it may be that a
consumer comes in looking exactly and explicitly for that dildo, however, 
you should be able to convince him of the advantages of the products that
you do have on your shelves. As long as you offer a carefully selected range
of quality products that covers all the  relevant segments and price ranges,
you should definitely have something to satisfy any consumer. Literally. 
And let’s try and put ourselves in the shoes of a newcomer to the world of
sex toys. How overwhelming must it be to stand in front of a shelf 
loaded with countless products that all seem so similar. The intentions  
may be good, but it can be mighty confusing. And if a sex toy connoisseur
enters the store with a special product in mind, or if a customer insists on 
this one product that you don’t have, well, then I’m sure your  favourite
wholesaler, distributor, or even the producers themselves will be able to help
you out. The customers can and should expect good service, not that you
have everything at hand. 

And by the way: Even the big e-commerce shops have stopped trying 
to impress the consumers by pointing out that they have thousands of 
products. That should tell us something. Less can be more sometimes.

contra
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Selling a product that later turns out to be
harmful to the user’s health is every retailer’s
nightmare – especially in the adult market
because few products get in closer and more
intimate contact with the user’s body than sex
toys. Throughout the past years, studies have
found individual products that contain harmful
substances, but on the whole, the situation has
improved tremendously. Nonetheless, the adult
market is still unregulated in parts, and the
overwhelming number of products – some of
them from dubious production facilities -  make
it hard for the trade members to retain the
overview of the situation.

Stock photo

Sex Toys under the microscope

N
ow, the Swedish agency
for chemical substances,
“Kemikalienspektionen”, or
KEMI, has set out to shine
a light into the dark
corners. The agency’s job
is to make sure that the

laws pertaining to chemical products,
pesticides, and similar products are upheld –
and now, for the first time, sex toys are also
included in this category. “We have never
been investigating this product segment
before,“ says Karin Rumar, inspector at
KEMI. “We see a lot of fails in electronic
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products and soft plastic materials, and since sex
toys are made of the same kinds of materials, we
thought it was time to look at this product group 
as well.“

      To that end, products from a dozen companies
in Sweden will be tested over the course of the
next weeks and months. Seeing as the lion share
of adult products are bought and sold on the
internet, most of these companies will be online
retailers, Karin explains. Overall, KEMI will inspect
roughly 30 products, and the testers will focus on
products made from soft PVC plastic and
electronic toys. Being a Swedish agency, KEMI’s
authority is limited to the Swedish market, of
course, but the rules for these products are the
same throughout the EU. Consequently, the
results will be of great interest for the rest of

Europe as well.

      “There are no special regulations for sex toys,“
Karin Rumar tells us. Therefore, it is tested whether
the products meet the three standards that are
valid for all consumer goods: the REACH, RoHS,
and POP regulations. REACH stands for
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and
restriction of Chemicals and is basically a list of
substances that cannot be tolerated in products –
children’s toys in particular. Among other things,
this list includes cadmium and certain phthalates.
“Some phthalates are suspected to be hormone
disruptors and can affect the testicles and make it
more difficult to have children,“ Karin explains,
pointing out how dangerous these substances can
be. Which is all the more important because they
rank among the harmful substances that are found
most often in sex toys. The REACH regulation also
dictates that the users have to be informed if a
harmful substance exceeds a threshold of 0.1% of
the product’s weight.

      The RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous
Substances) guidelines also set limits for potentially
harmful chemicals such as lead and mercury.
However, the primary goal here is to ban
substances from the market that are harmful to the
environment. That’s also the basic purpose of the
less well-known POP guideline. Persistent organic
pollutants are harmful substances that only
decompose very slowly, making them dangerous 
to the environment, but also to the human body.
Several of these substances can be found in 
PVC plastics. 

But what happens when the testers at KEMI find
that a product violates one or several of these
regulations? “The product should not be sold after
that,“ says Karin, describing the process. 
„We contact the company to let them know 
about the result and to inform them that the
products are forbidden to sell.“ Sometimes, there
are also penal provisions, and in these cases, 
the agency informs the public prosecutor’s 
office of products that have not met the required
standards. “If there are  problems with the CE label
and labelling, there also exist some environmental
sanction fees.“

      Of course, the producers need to ensure the
quality of their products, but Karin feels that part of
the responsibility also lies with the trade members.
“They have to put demands on their suppliers. We
recommend not only to ask if they are, say,
'REACH compatible', but also to be more specific
about substances that should not be in the
products.“ Based on her observations, the Kemi
inspector feels that the adult industry is aware of
the problem that these substances represent. “It
seems as if the branch is very aware of the
phthalates, which is good,“ she says. However,
there are black sheep in every industry and her
agency still finds phthalates in products that should
be free of such substances. The restrictions for sex
toys are not as strict as those for children’s toys,
but still, the producers and trade are obliged to
“inform the consumers if a product contains such
substances.”

      As Karin Rumar continues, there are few
harmful substances that people really know about.
And the same goes for some regulations. One
guideline that few are aware of although it applies
to most products is the POP regulation. “It’s
important because quite often, we find SCCPs -
short chained chloro paraffins - in soft plastic
materials, and those are forbidden.“ As is the case
with many other substances that are regulated via
POP, these SCCPs are a problem primarily
because they are harmful to the environment.

      KEMI hope to publish the results of their study
before the end of the year. Currently, the products
are in the labs, and the tests are estimated to take
up two months. The final report will not only be
sent to all companies whose products have been
tested, but it will also be made public on the 
agency’s website, www.kemi.se.
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Scientific studies have shown
that more and more men con-
tract human papillomaviruses.
These HPVs have long been
identified as a reason for
cervical cancer, but as it has
turned out, the carcinogenic
viruses do not only affect the
female risk group but also
men. As a matter of fact, they
can cause tumours in the male
genital area.

The carrageenan in BIOglide safe
forms a protective film that is effective
against the HPVirus 

T
he viruses are transmitted
through sexual
intercourse, and are
known to cause cervical
cancer, lesions, and warts
in the female intimate
area, but now, scientists
have found that these

viruses are very much a risk to men as well.
The human papillomavirus (HPV) can cause
anal and oesophageal cancer. Original
BIOglide safe from JOYDIVISION can offer
protection against these viruses. It contains
carrageenan, a substance produced by red
algae that can effectively prevent the human
papillomavirus from attaching to a human
cell, as lab studies have shown. According to
the research team helmed by Dr. John
Schiller from the National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda, Maryland, carrageenan represents
an organic barrier against this virus. In their
laboratory tests, the substance proved a
hundred times more effective than the best
known inhibitor. As the scientists explain,
carrageenan creates a natural protective film
that keeps the virus at bay. Acting as a  

HPViruses also represent 
a danger to men

so-called microbiocide on the vaginal
mucous membrane, it can consequently
protect against infections with sexually
transmitted HPviruses. Carrageenan has
even proven effective when a person is also
using products containing nonoxynol-9, also
known as spermicides – spermicides
increase the risk of infection. 

Since vaccinations are not effective
against all HPV types, Schiller and his team
state that the use of gels containing carra-
geenan – such as BIOglide safe – can be an
effective addition to protect yourself against
human papillomaviruses. BIOglide is also or-
ganic, pH-optimised, and free of parabens,
oils, and perfumes. Furthermore, BIOglide
neutral has been rated “very good” by Ger-
man consumer magazine ÖKO TEST and just
like BIOglide safe, it has excellent lubricating
properties that make good sex even better. 

      BIOglide can be used with condoms, and
its exceptional compatibility with skin and
mucous membranes has been proven
dermatological and clinical tests.
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Has 2016 been a good year or a
bad year for the adult industry?
Well, the market has definitely
grown, says Samir Saraiya,
head of Indian company Digital
E-Life. In this highly interesting
interview, Samir gives us his
explanation for this growth, and
we also talk about the other big
developments in the adult
market, for instance the erosion
of the traditional supply
chain, increasing
competition as a
result of
market
saturation,
private equity,
product
innovation,
sex tech, and
brands and
private brands.

The industry needs to not only innovate on 
products, but also on brand building and distribution.

„The year is not over yet, but looking back at
the developments in the adult market,

what’s your verdict on 2016 so far?
Are we in a period of growth or

stagnation? What have
been the biggest

changes and deve-
lopments of the

year so far?
Samir Saraiya:
My belief is that
2016 has
shown growth
and we will
continue to
see growth
over the next
few years

largely due to
the digital

revolution and
better product

availability via online
commerce as well as

better product information
via videos and online literature.

This has helped change consumer
mind sets and people are becoming more

open to try these products and then talk about it. The industry is maturing and
people’s perceptions are changing from the ‘adult’ or ‘erotic’ positioning to
more of ‘sexual health and wellness’.On the manufacturing side, we see more
products from the big, established players like Shots, CalExotics, and
Pipedream and we do see a few new brands entering the industry like Mystery
Vibe and b-Vibe. This is in addition to the ever growing private label brands

entering the market.
        I haven’t seen any radical developments this year, but I see a  growing
momentum in the male toy category with large as well as new companies
like Blewit focusing on it. Additionally, I notice a trend where brands are
putting more emphasis on product evolution in terms of  better styling
and packaging. Brands such as We-vibe, System JO, DONA, Sensuva,
and Intimate Earth have done some great work  redesigning and
repositioning their products to bring about greater  vacceptance among a
larger audience. I believe this trend is moving in the right direction as this
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will further bring down the negative inhibitions of
buying sex toys to that of buying fun items.
      My prediction is that the year 2017 will have a 
lot of innovation based on sex tech, especially 
virtual reality.

Has competitive pressure in our industry increased?
Samir: Yes, competitive pressure has indeed
increased with more choices available to consumers. I
see the industry fragmentation slowly moving towards
consolidation as the larger enterprises are constantly
expanding their product portfolio by adding new
products across their various segments and using their
marketing and distribution strength to get their
products in front of audiences. Over time, this may
marginalise some of the smaller niche players who lack
the financial, brand, and distribution skills to compete
with the larger players.  

The erosion of the traditional supply chain 
(producer – wholesaler/distributor – retailer) is causing
new problems as producers from the Far East are
trying to work directly with retailers in Europe and the
US. What can be done about this development?
Samir: This is a natural evolution of globalisation and
we see this development across varied Industries. The
power of the internet has changed the landscape of
information and communication and the traditional
supply chain of yesteryears will slowly erode. Product
innovation and design still remains to be a stronghold
of the West while manufacturing has moved East. My
advice to western companies would be to invest more
in brand building, product innovation, and creating
entry barriers at retail channels to sustain the  onslaught
of low priced products flowing in from the East. 
      In this industry, I believe enterprises which have
the highest access to consumers in terms of
communication have an advantage. A lot of
companies today are wearing multiple hats of
manufacturer, distributor, and retailer which is clearly
creating a  conflict of interest. Large distributors and
retailers in the West are steadily building their private
label portfolio with low-cost manufacturing in the East.
These retailers will create challenges to the traditional
pure play manufacturers as they are in a position to
influence the end customers via their touch points.
Additionally, we see some of the larger companies
expanding their geographies which further complicates
the supply chain and intensifies competition. European
and American manufacturers and distributors are
entering each other’s geographies via subsidiaries.
Companies like Lovehoney have increased their
presence in Australia too. I believe that market forces

will play out and unless the market grows
correspondingly, we will see some of these companies
retracting to focus more on their home turf.

Venture capital and private equity are having more
and more impact on the international adult market.
Do you think this is a positive development, or are
there also risks?
Samir: The scale of venture capital and private equity
is very small in this industry. The legacy factor of
‘taboo’ is still prevalent and financial exits seem limited.
We do see a few cases of private equity in companies
like Diamond Products (Pipedream, Jimmyjane, Sir
Richards), United Consortium (System JO and DONA)
in the USA and Sonoma Internet (Amorelie) in

Germany, but we need to see a lot more. I personally
believe that large scale capital is good for the industry
as it will provide the necessary marketing and  brand-
building capital to grow the market  exponentially,
which is something the industry desperately needs. I
hope that in the near future,  companies such as
Lovehoney (ranked among the  Britain's top 100 most
profitable private businesses) get publicly listed which
will demonstrate a lot of  confidence to the  investor
community. 
      Additionally, I do see a few new brands like Kiiroo
(Netherlands), Crave (USA), Eva (USA), MysteryVibe
(UK) and Blewit (USA), all of which have been
supported by crowd funding initiatives and are bringing
product  innovation and design to the industry. I see
this trend continuing and hopefully some of these new

S A M I R  S A R A I Y A
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companies will grow fast enough
to attract big ticket financial
investors to the industry. 

Social acceptance of adult
products is growing and there is
still untapped potential in the
market for sex toys. How likely is it
that companies from outside the
adult industry swoop in and
establish a dominating position in
the traditional adult market?
Samir: This has already
commenced with condom
focussed companies like Reckitt
Benckiser (Durex) and Church &
Dwight (Trojan), who are investing
in their adult product portfolio with
products like lubricants, vibrators,

cock rings, and more. These  consumer brands are very  powerful and have the
capability to disrupt the industry with their  traditional distribution strongholds like
pharmacies and super markets.
      I believe that large FMCG and pharmaceutical companies like Unilever, P&G
and J&J will soon recognise the enormous opportunity of this category and start
launching products in markets where the social acceptance crosses a certain
line. Companies like Victoria’s Secret have a natural brand fit with the lingerie and
cosmetic side of the industry and it is only a matter of time before they jump in. 

Let’s talk about the new products of 2016: What’s your toy of the year so far?
Samir: I would say that the womanizer product has been the toy of the year for
both 2015 and 2016 and its success has been quite extraordinary. They say
‘imitation is the sincerest form of flattery’ and we see that with a lot of companies
trying to copy it. Having said that, the one company which is producing
outstanding innovative sex tech products is Kiiroo. Their virtual reality products
bundled with real time blue tooth + Wi-Fi sex toys add a new dimension to
existing products on the market and provide a good peek at what sex products
will be like in future. I believe that technology will drive sex product innovation and
we will see more such products with mobile apps, virtual reality, or teledildonics. I
believe that technology will take sex toy personalisation to a new level and
personalisation will soon become a new mantra for brands. Lastly, we are not too
far away from the day when strangers will be having cybersex with each other,
with privacy, using these products, in the comfort of their homes while physically
being in different locations. I honestly believe it will be good for society and add
to the general sexual wellbeing of people. 

There are many products in our industry, but some people feel that too many of
them are too similar. Is real innovation becoming a rarity in our industry?
Samir: I don’t see too many product innovations coming from the larger  players
in the industry. I believe product innovations will come from small  start-ups. In
the past, we have seen innovative  products like womanizer, Hot Octopuss,  
We-vibe, and Kiiroo, all of which were start-ups.  Unfortunately, the industry is
not well protected by Intellectual property rights (IPR) and the cost and effort of
protecting IPR is exorbitant for most companies in the industry. This has led to
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large scale imitations and
the Far East manufactures
have thrived on this. This
has resulted in a product and
brand explosion while the mar-
ket has not grown correspondin-
gly. The end result is a plethora of
similar  choices for the consumer and
very little brand recognition. I personally believe that
with the availability of crowdfunding and High Net
Worth Individuals (HNWI) investment, we will see
more real product innovation. I also sincerely
believe that there should be an industry body set 
up to support  companies who’s IPR has 
been  infringed. 

Private brands seem to be a response to all these
similar-looking products. But is that really a
solution? Don’t private brands mean that there will
be even more products swamping the market? 
Samir: Since there is a lack of consumer brands in
the industry, it is very easy for companies to launch
their private label products, especially if they have a
strong touch point with the consumer. Companies
that have large consumer touch points like
chain-stores or distribution strengths find it more
attractive to promote their private label than sell
traditional manufacturer’s brands. This will lead to
more products swamping the market and will create
issues between manufactures, distributors, and
retailers. External capital, product  innovation and
consumer brand-building is the only way out of this
vicious cycle.

Usually, a brand would be good
way to set your products apart
from the  competition. But for that
to work, there’d have to be
brand awareness and brand
recognition. Do we have real
brands in the adult industry –
brands whose name makes a
difference to the consumers?
Samir: There are very few Tier 1
consumer brands in the industry
like Durex and Trojan. There are
strong business to business
brands like Pipedream, Doc
Johnson, Shunga, JOYDIVISION,
and pjur, to name a few which
have also invested in building
consumer brands, but are at a
different level compared to Tier 1

brands since they are not that well recognised by the
end consumer yet. There are, however, a few brands
in the market that are heavily focused on raising their
profile with the consumer. Lovehoney for example has
adopted an innovative approach by building brands
through a licensing strategy. The brand licensing of
Fifty Shades of Grey for sex toys was a game changer
and Lovehoney has continued with the same formula
by launching Motörhead and Mötley Crew branded
sex toys. A brand like Hot Octopuss has done some
powerful PR to engage the consumer with their ‘GuyFi’
campaign which grabbed the attention of the
mainstream press and end consumers. Fleshlight is
building and marketing products in association with
porn stars. Recently, Topco Sales partnered with
Pornhub for their Twerking Butt product and got
visibility on the Pornhub website. These examples
demonstrate a different path to creating brand
awareness with significantly less marketing dollars. The
industry needs to not only innovate on products, but
also on brand building and distribution. 

You’ve been to many countries all over the globe.
Drawing from your experience, would you say that
consumers prefer products that are made in the USA
or in Europe? Do these products have a better
reputation than sex toys made in Asia? Do the
consumers care about things like that?
Samir: Consumers pay very little attention to
manufacturing. Sure, the brand’s heritage and history
are important. Apple is an American brand that
manufactures in China, and most consumers love
Apple. Similarly, in our industry, a lot of Western brands
manufacture in China, but the brand remains Western.
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Countries like Germany,
Canada, and USA have
done a great job by
building trust and Western
consumers  prefer western
brands especially for pro-
ducts which are skin-sen-
sitive or edible.  Similarly,
we hear that Japanese
people prefer Japanese
products and I constantly
hear Western companies
complaining about the dif-
ficulties they face carving
out a market share in the
East where the local com-
panies seems to be doing
very well. Over time, I be-
lieve the consumer will
pay less of a premium for Western manufacturing
except in the luxury category where quality wins
over price. 
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Let’s look at the road
ahead: What do you
predict for 2017? Will
Fifty Shades become
another big blockbus-
ter? Will it continue to
create interest in adult
products among
mainstream audiences?
Samir: Personally, I
believe that Fifty Shades
hit its peak and will not
be able to recreate the
response it got a few
years ago. However,
there will be new revolu-
tionary concepts that will
become game changers
for the industry. I believe

that sex tech will be the new mantra in 2017 and
a lot of companies will start developing products
that can be personalised to each consumer.

„ IN  TH IS  INDUSTRY,  I

 BEL IEVE  ENTERPRISES

WHICH  HAVE  THE

 H IGHEST  ACCESS  TO

 CONSUMERS  IN  TERMS OF

COMMUNICATION  HAVE  AN

ADVANTAGE . ”
S A M I R  S A R A I YA
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Lucy Litwack, CEO
of Coco de Mer 

„Ever since its inception in 2001, Coco de Mer
has always been more than just a brick and
mortar store chain – it has also been a
philosophy, a lifestyle. How would you define the
world of Coco de Mer?
Lucy Litwack: We believe that even perfection
can be improved, and that your ultimate erotic
experience is yet to come. We suggest you

We are the world’s 
number 1 luxury erotic destination.
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surrender to your desires, and allow Coco de Mer
to lead you into temptation.
      Exhilarating new adventures and true erotic
empowerment await in the Coco de Mer
emporium of the carnal and gratifying. Enter our
audacious world, and explore a wonderland of
delights, both online and in our London boutique,
in which the only limitation is your imagination.

Coc o  de  Mer  CEO  Luc y  L i tw a c k  on  e roFa me ,  w h o lesa l i n g ,  a nd  h e r  p l a ns  f o r  th e  b rand

In April, Coco de Mer took their first step

in a new direction when they entered the

wholesale business. Now, they are taking

the second step, following up the original

collection of lingerie products in their

wholesale range with the Pleasure Col-

lection. EAN talked with Lucy Litwack,

CEO of Coco de Mer, about the motiva-

tion, the strategy, and the expectations

that are tied to this expansion.

“WE  ARE  LOOKING  FOR

GLOBAL  PARTNERS  WHO

UNDERSTAND  OUR  ETHOS

AND APPREC IATE  THE  

LUXURIOUS  NATURE  OF

OUR  PRODUCTS . ”  
L U C Y  L I T WA C K
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      Named after the seeds of the exotic coco de mer
plant, which bear a striking resemblance to the intimate
female form, the brand was founded by Sam Roddick in
2001. The eroticism of the precious coco de mer
perfectly encapsulates our free-thinking ideology, and
inspires our exploration of erotica.
      Make your own discoveries, explore your deepest
desires and embrace the complexity of sexual pleasure
with the assistance of our knowledgeable team. Coco
de Mer is where the delicious combination of sensuality,
fashion and erotica come together to form a decadently
heady mix.
As connoisseurs of the lascivious, our customers evolve
their erotic aspirations through alluring attire, unique
pleasure objects, and signature Salons where we teach
the art of seduction. Sex is a beautiful thing, and as
purveyors of sensuality we both create and curate
irresistible objects and experiences to celebrate mutual
pleasure and individual satisfaction.

What awaits consumers when they enter one of your
boutiques? What are the strong points of your concept?
Lucy: Every part of the Coco de Mer experience is
luxurious and special. The products are the best in
design and/or performance, our people are the best in
service, knowledge and professionalism and our
boutique is a beautiful place to be. Erotica is our
passion and this is highlighted throughout the boutique.
From the warm welcome as you enter, we hope to
share our passion and knowledge with you to enhance
your experience. We offer personal shopping
experiences with our Dream Maker and after hours, we
offer erotic education in the form of Salons in the art 
of seduction. 

How would you define your target audience, and how
do you manage to appeal to that audience?
Lucy: Our target audience is hard to define because it is
so broad. We have a very even split between 
male/female customers and the age range can be
anything from 18-80.
      We have to ensure we are always at the cutting
edge of luxury erotica and always offering our customer
something new and interesting. Our customers may be
connoisseurs themselves or simply a luxury customer
who wishes to dip their toe in the water of this world.
We need to appeal to both in our product offer and our
personal service.

Has the business philosophy of Coco de Mer changed
a lot throughout the past years, given the developments
in the adult market at large and the growing social
acceptance of sex toys?

Lucy: When we launched in 2001, Coco de Mer was
one of the first luxury erotica brands and therefore our
philosophy has always been at the forefront of passion
for erotica and fetish. 
In the last few years, FSOG has definitely played a part
in the transformation of mainstream public opinion.
Whatever you think of the books, Fifty Shades of Grey

has helped to bring the world of erotica to a whole new
mainstream audience. And to that end, it’s almost
legitimised the purchase of this erotica - toys, bondage
etc - and given people the confidence to buy - which
can only be a positive result for retailers!

Has Coco de Mer fostered this new acceptance and
“sexual enlightenment?
Lucy: Yes very much so. You only have to look at the
people who come to our Salons to see how attitudes
have changed over the last ten years. They are what
you might call ordinary people with great jobs whose
imaginations have been fired up by the wonderful 
world we work in. They might have first dipped their 
toe into the market as a result of FSOG, they have 
loved what they have experienced and want to take
things further. 

How is your philosophy reflected in your product range?
What criteria do you go by when selecting new
products for your boutiques?

L U C Y  L I T W A C K
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via wholesale
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Lucy: We are collectors and creators of the finest
erotica. We offer our own range of products to-
gether with a curated edit of the best of other
brands in the marketplace. Each product must
have superior craftsmanship, performance, aes-
thetics and style.

Many of your colleagues in the trade rely on a 
mix of different price ranges while Coco de Mer
focusses on products and brands in the 
upper price range. Are the consumers 
generally willing to spend more money for adult
products, or is it a matter of presenting and
marketing these products, i.e. is it about the
image you create?
Lucy: Our focus at Coco de Mer is very much on
quality. Customers know that if they buy from us
they are getting the very best product in that
category - it will look beautiful but, most
importantly, it will work and give pleasure. We
have carved out a niche as the world’s finest
erotic boutique and, through projects like 
X (the erotic film we made with Rankin and
TBWA\London), we alerted buyers all over the
world to the delights of Coco de Mer. Our
customers are willing to spend a little more -
knowing that they are paying a premium for
quality and exceptional customer care, backed
by beautiful award-winning packaging and
formidable marketing support. The image we
create at Coco de Mer is crucial - it is opulent,
ornate, decadent and a celebration of all that it is
best in erotica.

What role does your private brand play in your
overall strategy? Why did you decide to launch
your own collection of products?
Lucy: We are constantly growing our own brand
of products and we now carry Coco de Mer
branded products within all our key categories -
lingerie, toys, bondage, latex and personal care.
Being able to develop our own products is key to
our success and our desire to offer the customer
the best products we can.

Which unique features set your private brand
apart from other products in the market?
Lucy: Branding, packaging, quality, heritage, 
individuality and uniqueness.

Coco de Mer pursues a dual approach, with
brick and mortar stores and an online shop. How
important is that online shop, given the unique

shopping experience in your boutiques that has
played such a big part in the success of Coco de
Mer?
Lucy: One of the biggest challenges is being able
to portray the soul of our brand online. When you
enter our boutique, you enter the special world of
Coco de Mer. The decadent decor of the
boutique and the welcoming and knowledgeable
service of the staff. However, with just one
boutique in London, it is important for us to be
able to offer our brand to those who are unable to
visit London.

Whether these two channels of distribution have
a positive effect on one another or if one steals
away customers from the other is still a matter of
lively debate.  What is your opinion?
Lucy: I believe they have a positive effect on one
another. We often have customers who look
online before coming into the boutique to buy
and vice versa. In addition to this, with just the
one boutique in London, it is important for us to
be able to offer our products to a global 
audience online.

What are biggest challenges in the brick and
mortar trade, and what are the biggest
challenges selling adult products on the internet?
Lucy: I believe the high street will be the future of
retail. Retail has been evolving to achieve scale,
efficiency and value. But you now see a move
towards mindfulness and customers craving
connection to the brands they buy. More farmers
markets popping up, interest in artisanal
products. Good retailers offer a combination of
the traditional values of the high street with the
innovation of the digital marketplace; a shopping
experience that engages the customer and 
cares about the heritage of the products, not 
just the value.
      The biggest challenge online is engaging with
new customers and improving conversions. You
need to constantly refresh the offering and reach
out to new customers through social channels.
Never forget that the website is a huge shop
window for the Coco de Mer boutique. 

Coco de Mer has also decided to get into the
wholesale business. What was the motivation to
take this step?
Lucy: We turned our attention to wholesale this
year in order to share the beautiful products our
customers have grown to love with other retailers
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around the world. We launched lingerie wholesale in
April and we are thrilled with the performance so
far.  Currently sold in Selfridges and on
Matchesfashion.com, it has opened our brand to a
whole new customer. We are really excited to be
launching in Harrods in October as well and look 
forward to the international growth of our lingerie brand
at wholesale.
      We are now launching the wholesale of our
Pleasure Collection of luxury toys and essentials,
including lubricants, massage candles, massage oils
and toy cleaner.
      This is one of the most luxurious and decadent
collections of pleasure products we have ever created.
We are entering a new era of opulence with lovers of
sensual joy sparing no expense in finding pleasure
products of the highest luxury.

What are your expectations for this new sphere of
activity?
Lucy: It is still early days but we have found some retail
brands which are a natural fit for Coco de Mer.
Selfridges is the UK’s premier fashion destination and its
new Body Studio is hugely influential in establishing new
trends in lingerie. We were thrilled to be invited to sell
there. Harrods is probably the world’s most famous
shop. It is about getting the Coco de Mer name out
there and finding appropriate new wholesale partners.

Are there plans to distribute all Coco de Mer product
lines via this wholesale branch?
Lucy: At the moment we are concentrating on lingerie
and The Pleasure Collection at wholesale.

What can you tell us about your distribution strategy?
Are you looking for wholesalers to pursue exclusive
collaborations, for instance one partner per territory, or
do you prefer a wide network, inviting all interested
wholesalers to work with you?
Lucy:: We are looking for global partners who under-
stand our ethos and appreciate the luxurious nature of
our products. We welcome approaches from retailers
and are always talking to new brands. If anyone reading
this think we would be a good fit, please do get in
touch. We feel mainland Europe in particular is a region
with lots of possibilities for growth and that will be a big
focus next year. That is why we are delighted to be
exhibiting at eroFame.

Which criteria do you apply when selecting your whole-
sale partners?
Lucy: It is very simple: wholesalers who are a good fit

with Coco de Mer. They
‘get’ luxury and share
the brand’s ethos. They
need to have a core
customer base which
appreciates that you
need to pay for quality.
That is why Harrods is
such a good fit for us.

When will the Coco de
Mer products be
available from European
wholesalers?
Lucy: We are debuting
The Pleasure Collection

at eroFame and the products will be available to ship
globally soon after. With lingerie, we wanted to launch in
our home market, as Coco has a strong association
with London. We will look to launch globally next year.

There are countless products in the adult market. Why
would retailers be well-advised to add Coco de Mer
products on their range?
Lucy: The packaging for the Coco de Mer Pleasure
Collection won four major international design awards.
We will look good on your shelves and websites. We
work with the very best people in their fields. What other
erotic brand is getting a world famous photographer
such as Rankin to shoot their products and lingerie?
You can feel the quality of those images.
      Look at our reputation as a brand, our global 
reach online and the phenomenal feedback we get 
from  customers. We are the world’s number 1 luxury
erotic destination.
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Coco de Mer 
has been offering

lingerie on a 
wholesale basis

since April

“AT  THE  MOMENT  WE  ARE

CONCENTRATING  ON  L IN-

GER IE  AND  THE  PLEA-

SURE  COLLECTION  AT

WHOLESALE . ”   
L U C Y  L I T WA C K
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On November 27, 2012, Dana
Medic won a legal dispute with
Penismaster (MSP  Concept)
which was settled by the
German federal patent court.
Recently, this dispute entered
into its second round as the
district court of  Frankfurt ruled
that Penismaster (MSP
Concept) had to pay damages
to DanaMedic & DanaLife for
loss of sales and profits. We
interviewed Klaus Pedersen,
Managing Partner at
DanaMedic & DanaLife, and he
explained why the long and
often arduous fight over patent
rights is ultimately worthwhile
and why it pays off for the
entire industry. 

Protecting the actual innovator is 
crucial for ours and other businesses!

„Before we turn to current affairs, I’d like to
go back to last year when you won a patent
dispute with a German company. 
Would you mind summing up what 
happened back then?
Klaus Pedersen: Well, Penimaster (MSP
Concept) was sending out warning letters to
our German and  European customers, both
wholesalers and  retailers, in 2009, telling them
to stop selling our MaleEdge products. They
had a German patent for their product and
claimed the  MaleEdge range was in violation of
this. Our customers, being correct and  
law-obeying people, did in fact stop selling our
MaleEdge products, including Scala. Anyway,
we sent a letter to MSP warning them that we
disagreed with their interpretation, and if we
turned out to be right, we could eventually sue
them for lost sales and profits due to their
actions. MSP never answered, and we took
them to the patent court in Munich in 
November 2012, and won the case hands
down. MSP paid all legal costs, and had to
change the wording in their patent so it was
clear for everybody that MaleEdge was not
violating their patent. We teamed up with Scala
again and resumed business shortly thereafter. 

Recently, there was a second legal dispute with
the same company that also ended in your
favor. What was it about, what triggered 
this dispute?
Klaus: Having determined that the threats made
by MSP to our customers were unfounded, we
still had to look back at a 3-4 year period of no
business at all in the German  market. We kept in
touch with our clients, one being Scala, during
2009-2012 and they just waited for 'the legal
stuff' to get cleared so we could continue our
business. Our start-up sales in 2009 was very
promising, but stopped completely after the
letters from MSP. So we were left with the
feeling of having substantial business taken
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Klaus Pedersen, Managing Partner 
at DanaMedic & DanaLife
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away from us, on false grounds, as it turned out. 
So we hired a legal attorney to sue for the profits we
would have expected had sales continued 
uninterrupted.

What does the result of this legal matter mean – for
you and for the other company?
Klaus: Well, we made an estimate for the amount we
would have sold and profited on, and sued MSP to
pay these 'lost profits'. We explained to the district
court of Frankfurt that we should have 273,000 EUR,
and the court ordered MSP to pay us 262,265 EUR,
so we weren’t just throwing around some astronomic
amount only to settle on a much smaller amount later
on. We were very accurate and 'German' about it.
The district court of Frankfurt ruled that MaleEdge
does not infringe upon the German part of MSP’s
European patent EP 1 480 586 B 1; MaleEdge does
not infringe upon MSP’s German design registration
DE 40203865-0001; MSP’s warning letters, alleging
a violation of the aforementioned rights, was not
justified; MSP must therefore pay compensation for
damages to the amount of  EUR 254,798.51 plus
interest to DanaLife; MSP’s claims that the MaleEdge
violated MSP’s copyright or MSP’s rights under the
German Act against Unfair Competition were
dismissed as unfounded. I have to mention that
Penimaster (MSP Concept) may still appeal the
judgment.
      Furthermore it has been brought to our attention
that MSP sent letters to our customers still during the
recent legal process warning them the MaleEdge is in
violation with their German patent, so DanaLife
(selling MaleEdge) has asked us to mention to all
German/European customers that in case you
receive such a letter, please send it forward to
DanaLife in Denmark, or to your wholeseller, and do
not take it seriously. The German federal patent court
in Munich clearly states as listed above that there is
NO violation, and that everybody in Germany can sell
MaleEdge products freely. 

Are cases such as this an important signal for 
our industry? Does it really discourage potential 
copycats?
Klaus: I find it very significant for our industry!! Ask
Fleshlight, We-Vibe, and others, who struggle with
copycats on a much larger scale than us. Protecting
the actual innovator is crucial for ours and other
businesses for that matter. Wherever we turn, we
hear about the need for growth, and that the
businesses creating this growth are often based on
one special and great idea. It isn’t exactly

encouraging for potential start-
ups to see copycats getting
away with 'daylight robbery'.
There are so many great innova-
tions out there  waiting to be
made, so let the good brains
work on that instead of simply
copying somebody else.

When your products hit the
market, they are protected by
patents and trademarks. Have
these precautions paid off now?
Klaus: We have generally seen
little or no attempts to copy our
MaleEdge products, after almost
8 years on the market, so in our
case, it has worked out
obtaining the patents. Having
said that, it is extremely costly,
time-consuming, and
sometimes good advice is hard
to find. Especially for a small
company such as ours, who
have no room for internal legal
aid, having to dig into the
subject with no qualifications 
other than – hopefully –
common sense.

Patents are expensive, they
require a lot of time and work, and when there are
legal battles about patent infringement, and it can
take up to several years  before a final verdict is
reached. Are many producers in the adult industry
deterred by that, i.e. is that a reason why they don’t
have their product patented?
Klaus: You should always ask yourself what would
happen if you spend the same amount of money on
marketing/sales instead of patents. If that enables
you to be the first and the best - always – then who
needs a patent? Furthermore, the communication
between patent lawyers and entrepreneurs like
ourselves can be  problematic. The complexity of the
subject can be difficult for lawyers to present in
layman’s terms, and I also believe that the future
scope of costs can be difficult to overlook – so yes, 
I am certain some potential start-ups are deterred by
finding the difficult path in the patent jungle.
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“WHEREVER  WE  TURN ,  WE

HEAR  ABOUT  THE  NEED

FOR  GROWTH,  AND  THAT

THE  BUS INESSES

 CREATING  TH IS  GROWTH

ARE  OFTEN  BASED  ON

ONE  SPEC IAL  AND   

GREAT  IDEA . ”
K L A U S  P E D E R S E N

MaleEdge products may be sold in
Europe without any restrictions
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launch as of the start of the show. Customers
who wanted it could get it. We were so organised
with this initial release that we were sold out
within the first 48 hours.
      The support for retailers will get even better,
we have begun executing on our brand
marketing. For instance, if your business uses
Facebook in order to get people into the store or
display sales, then like our page. We have a full
social media system in place that has been
working to increase our exposure and drive traffic
to stores directly.
      For the rest of this year, we focus on product  
re-launches of products originally released with
our Sexual Wellness Center. This offers us the
opportunity to support our new releases in the
market while driving their sell-through with a
much larger marketing campaign.
      We have foils available in pretty much every
style, so providing  customers with free samples is
easier than ever before.

Let's talk about your  products. What were the
most recent  developments on this end for
System JO?
Becky Anniuk: Our  newest products that are
available for consumers are the following:
• Gelato
   Available in five  
   delicious flavours
• AGAPE (Pronounced Ah-Gah-Pay) - 
   New Formula
   Available in Original, Warming, and Cooling
• Naturalove USDA Certified
   Available in Original or Strawberry with an 
   option for a feminine spray as well as a toy 
   cleaner for a complete certified organic line.

Among the latest System JO products is the
Gelato Collection. How do you decide which 
flavour is worthy of a lubricant, and how do you
know what the consumers want?
Becky Anniuk: We actually went through about
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Statistically, every European consumes
several litres of ice cream per year. Of
course, there are differences – for instance,
in Portugal, the  average is four litres while
in Finland, it’s more than ten – however,
there can be no doubt that people all over
the continent love ice cream. This may have 

been one of the reasons for the creation of
Gelato, an interesting new product from
System JO. And talking about new: The
company only just overhauled their brand,
resulting in a new, modern look for their
products. We spoke about all of these
things with System JO’s European Regional
Manager, Becky Anniuk.

„System JO recently made some changes to
its business structure. Could you tell us a bit
more about these changes?
Becky Anniuk: The business structure has
changed in order to better assist our partners and
the end consumer. Over the past year, we have
brought on incredibly talented team members.
We enjoy an internal cadence that gathers our
entire company together each quarter to discuss
our company goals, current progress on goals,
and upcoming strategies or projects in
development.
      We can talk about all the changes that have
reorganised or benefited our internal structure for
the better, but truly our strongest change has
been a new company culture. We have all
flourished under a culture that focuses on
personal growth and empowerment.
      Our leadership team has taken the time to
ensure that each  individual's talents and passions
are properly  developed. The positive work envi-
ronment and genuine praise for quality work has
made the  biggest difference in who we are today;
a group of people who love making  lubricants!

What will change for your customers in the wake
of these developments? Will the support for
retailers remain the same – will it maybe even get
better?
Becky Anniuk: Our customers first saw a major
benefit from some of these changes at the recent
ANME show in July. We released a brand new
flavoured personal lubricant line known as  
Gelato that was completed and prepared for
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By putting 
the buyer first,you can never go wrong.
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Becky Anniuk,
 European Regional
 Manager at System JO
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System JO will have a stand at eroFame in
October. What will you present to the retailers
who visit your stand?
Becky Anniuk: We have a lot to share with retai-
lers that visit our stand at eroFame in October.
Our presence will be focused mainly on our top
category, personal  lubricants. We of course will
still be showcasing  stimulants, massage, hygiene,
and body products.
      Our 4 biggest products that everyone must
come and see and/or try are Gelato, Agape,
Naturalove, and the new Jelly line available in
both water-based and  silicone-based formulas.
We will be showing off our  rebranding, 
discussing some of the changes and  getting
people comfortable with our new presentation.

What are System JO's plans for the future? What
can we expect in the next months?
Becky Anniuk: System JO has been planning a
wide range of launch packages that will support
the success and sell-through of new products in
stores and online, and primarily will be focusing
on the new Gelato and  Organic ranges.
      What you can expect from us in the coming
months is a more refined package that takes into
account the needs that stores have. We are wor-
king to ensure that there will be more gift with
purchase  programmes in the future.
      We are building more ways to connect with
our community, this means more giveaways,
more surveys for chances to win amazing prizes,
and a lot more  cooperative endeavours that are
focused on partnering toys with lubes. What we
want more than anything is to hear from our fans
and critics alike, if you have an  opinion or
something to share - we want to hear it.
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The Gelato range of System JO offers
flavours not  commonly found in 

lubricants

JO AGAPÉ is a  personal lubricant 
designed to mimic a woman’s natural

 lubrication

“PEOPLE  HAVE  NO  PRO-

BLEM PAY ING  FOR  QUA-

L ITY,  BUT  SOMETIMES

QUAL ITY  CAN  BE  D IFF I -

CULT  TO  DEC IPHER . ”
B E C K Y  A N N I U K

four or five trial formulas before we were certain
that the  product was the absolute best in class.
We basically sat down and brainstormed some of
our favourite flavours, and we also consulted con-
sumer feedback to see what flavours  consumers
were asking for. At the beginning of this process,
we wanted to make sure that we were creating
flavours that were in demand. All of our feedback
comes from three main  channels: information that
an account manager or  regional manager
received from a partner or supporter of JO;
information that is received as part of our
satisfaction guarantee/product feedback link avai-
lable on our website; information that is received
as part of our product trial or review programme.

The lubricant market is full of products with
different  flavours, colours, or other properties.
Good quality is certainly important, but what role
does a good brand image play if you want to
stand out from the crowd?
Becky Anniuk: To stand out in a crowd is rather
easy, the issue right now is standing out while
properly  representing your product as a Class II
Medical Device. We believe that the best way to
stand out is to be true to the brand and what you
offer the end consumer. By putting the buyer first,
you can never go wrong.

Would you agree that the consumers are beco-
ming more conscious about the ingredients of
the products they use? How does this affect the
market for lubricants and hygiene products?
Becky Anniuk: Consumers are more ingredient-
conscious, we see more consumers referencing
ingredient labels than clipping coupons. People
have no problem paying for quality, but someti-
mes quality can be difficult to decipher. Being
more ingredient-savvy is a double edged sword,
in an age where information is readily available it
becomes more difficult to share the same truths.
The two biggest ingredients that we are  always
looking into are new preservative systems and
proper glide ingredients that provide that ideal
slickness.
      You will see in our new Naturalove Formula
that it is in fact preservative-free - the ingredient
working to maintain the shelf life is actually pure
organic chamomile. Our analysis of trends found
within the adult market has given us a platform of
strength within our development channel; 
we can’t wait to show off some of our best 
lubricants ever!
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Is it a high-tech sex toy, or is

it something entirely

new? Wisp marks

designer Wan

Tseng’s latest

 innovation, 

a new kind of

wearable that

she herself

describes as

“sensual

jewellery” in our

EAN interview. 

Apart from helping us find 

a definition for Wisp, Wan also

tells us how this product

can help women have 

a more fulfilled and

satisfying sex life.
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Creates the sensation
of a lover’s breath on

your skin-Air
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Wisp should eventually play a role in 
changing the discourse around female sexuality.

„The Wisp collection will comprise four different
models: Whisper, Touch, Air, and Pulse. Are these
sex toys in the classical sense?
Wan Tseng: They are not sex toys in the classical
sense, more a collection of sensual jewellery, creating
a foreplay-esque atmosphere and helping the user
discover female sensitivities. Also, they can be used
as a tool to facilitate communication about your own
body.

Could you give us an overview of your products?
How do they differ from each other?
Wan Tseng: The “Wisp” collection will encompass
several modules that, all together, create the sensual
environment of foreplay. Individually, each element fo-
cuses on one aspect of this multi-sensory experi-
ence. For example, one piece imitates slight touch
and strokes of varying intensity on your skin. Others
stimulate you through your favourite scent, slight blo-
wing around your ear, or silent whispers.

How will the sensation be triggered? Will the pro-
ducts be connected, so that a lover can activate the
stimulation?
Wan Tseng: The items are triggered by your personal
state of sexual arousal. “Wisp” measures your excite-
ment and communicates your bodily reactions di-
rectly to the connected items. The automatic stimula-
tion keeps the surprise element that you would
encounter in a situation with a real partner.

How did you come up with the idea to create the
Wisp collection? How long did it take you to develop
it so far?
Wan Tseng: I came up with the idea during my final
year project of my MA at RCA [Royal College of Art,
editor's note] and Imperial College. I wanted to deve-
lop a product that facilitates the conversation about
female sexuality, which is becoming less and less of a
taboo, and also to make women gain sexual confi-
dence and empowerment through understanding
their bodies better. The erotic industry is very mascu-

line, even in female erotic products, and don’t help
women take an emancipated approach to their own
domain - Wisp should eventually play a role in
changing the discourse around female sexuality. So
far, I’ve been working on it for about six months.

Would you describe Wisp as a product for women?
Wan Tseng: Yes, it primarily is a product for women
to help them understand their erogenous zones and
“turn-on buttons" better. Research shows that mas-
culine and feminine sexual arousal is quite different,
so the products would not work as well for men as
they do for women. Men will be intrigued by it as well,
however, because they can learn to understand fe-
male arousal and desires better by talking to women
who use Wisp.

W A N  T S E N G
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Wan Tseng
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Wisp is a product that can be
worn openly when going out. Do
you think that people will make a
connection to sex or rather to re-
lationships when they see it?
Wan Tseng: I think, once Wisp
is well established and people
know about it, they will think
about a woman who feels sexu-
ally empowered and in charge of
her body. Otherwise, people will
probably not make a connection
to an erotic product at all if they
see it on the street, but rather a
wearable tech item.

Compared to classical sex toys
whose goal is to provide or-
gasms, Wisp focuses much
more on the emotional and psy-
chological aspect of sexuality.

Do you think, this is something
that will play a more prominent
role in the future of products re-
lated to sexuality?
Wan Tseng: I hope so and be-
lieve in it! As the sex tech indus-
try sees more and more female
entrepreneurs, this will lead away
from the aggressive, male-domi-

nated approach you see in most erotic pro-
ducts; instead, it will widen the field of “sex” to
all the areas that play a role, for instance the
emotional and psychological aspects, thereby
expanding the market for more products or
services catering to it.

Wisp is coming at a time when many products
are exploring the possibilities of a combination
of technology and sexuality. What do you ex-
pect from this development? Which aspects
will shape it? 
Wan Tseng: Technology will never be able to
replace “real” human  sexual interactions, but
there will be more and more devices that can
help people connect, improve their experi-
ences, and teach them a more realistic sexual
behaviour than traditional porn and erotic pro-
ducts have done in the past. Technology can
help people explore their own body and desi-
res, eventually allowing them to communicate
that to a partner and enhance the interpersonal
experience.

What are the next steps for Wisp? When will
the Wisp collection be launched onto the mar-
ket? Do you plan on creating more products
that deal with sexuality the same way Wisp
does?
Wan Tseng: Right now, we are developing an
improved prototype that we can use for long-
term usability tests with early adopters. We
plan on launching a batch of fully functional
prototypes early next year, then go for
crowdfunding - and we’ll see if this will be suc-
cessful and then enter the market. Wisp is cur-
rently filing for patent in the UK.
At the moment, we are looking for people from
various industries who might be interested in
cooperating with us, as well as for investors
since the “Wisp" start-up is in a very early
stage. Please contact us through our 
website wisp.me.uk.
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„TECHNOLOGY  CAN  HELP

PEOPLE  EXPLORE  THE IR

OWN BODY  AND  DES IRES ,

EVENTUALLY  ALLOWING

THEM TO  COMMUNICATE

THAT  TO  A  PARTNER  AND

ENHANCE  THE  INTERPER-

SONAL  EXPER IENCE . ”
WA N  T S E N G

Pulse looks like a  futuristic bracelet 

Whispers into the
user’s ear – Whisper

Simulates tender
 caressing - Touch
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Dame Products impressively
demonstrated how you launch
a sex toy company in today’s
market. And they know how to
make quality products, too.
Their Eva has turned into a big
success since it was launched
one year ago. In our interview,
Alexandra Fine, psychologist
and co-founder of Dame Pro-
ducts, tells us more about the
development and the success
of Eva.

„The story of your product Eva reads like
an example of how a start-up company is
supposed to work: a highly successful
crowdfunding campaign, a well received,
unique product, and an expansion into the
existing market. Were the first two years of
Dame Products everything you hoped for
when you started?
Alexandra Fine: These last few years have re-
ally exceeded our expectations. We couldn’t
believe the initial
reception from the
consumers. Which really
helped us partner with
some of the best
distributors in the
market. All that being
said, we still feel like we
are at the beginning of
our journey. We have
more products to make
and more channels  to
open. We’re well on our
way to releasing our
next product, which we
believe is another unique
toy that will help us
continue to stand out.

Just in case somebody
doesn't know Eva yet,
could you describe

your product for
us? What 

makes it special?
Alexandra Fine: Eva is very
unique — it’s a hands-free
couples’ vibrator that’s held in
place between the labia using its
two flexible wings. Its three-
speed motor delivers clitoral
stimulation while leaving the
vagina open for penetrative sex,
letting users focus on intimacy
instead of fussing with a sex toy.

You have to test, test, test.

You will be present with your own booth at
the eroFame trade show. What will you
present your visitors there? Why should 
nobody miss your presentation?
Alexandra Fine: Because we’re awesome!
We’re women-founded and women-run, and
our story is unlike anyone else’s. People
should stop booth 41 by to shake hands with
self-made sex toy innovators, learn more
about Eva, and see our new product!

Most products on the
erotic market are
designed for women,
yet no other product
looks like Eva or has
the same functionality.
How would the market
have to change, in
order to produce more
innovations like yours?
Alexandra Fine:
Better research. We
got into this business
because we felt that
other companies were
coming up with ideas
and bringing them to
market without actually
testing anything. We
were tired of ineffective
shapes and confusing
controls, for instance.
We developed Eva

with the help of tons of feedback from the
real women who helped test the early 
prototypes, and it shows. We have to start
with the customer first.

Where do you see current trends in the erotic
market and which kind of products should
we look out for in your opinion?
Alexandra Fine: Suction seems pretty wild,
and I’m interested to see where it goes.
Connected apps are also interesting, as long
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FELT  THAT  OTHER  

COMPANIES  WERE  CO-

MING  UP  WITH  IDEAS  AND
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MARKET  WITHOUT  

ACTUALLY  TESTING  

ANYTHING . ”
A L E X A N D R A  F I N E

Alexandra Fine explains that user
feedback and product tests have 
been the key to Eva’s success
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as they give the customer valuable data. For
instance, don’t just tell someone about
changes in their vagina’s temperature — tell
them what those changes actually mean.

How was the feedback by your customers to
Eva? Did you have to make any changes to
the original design?
Alexandra Fine: Of course! Feedback was a
huge part of our development roadmap, and
it still is. We made a ton of tweaks based off
our testers’ observations when we were first
prototyping Eva. For example, we thought
that adding a little more material to the ends
of Eva’s wings would make it more
comfortable. But when we tested it, the 
opposite was actually true! You really can’t
make assumptions. You have to test, test, test.

Eva was brought to the market by
crowdfunding, where you surpassed your
goal by far. How important was this
approach for Dame Products in terms of
financing as well as marketing?
Alexandra Fine: Cash flow is a huge issue
for a consumer electronic start-up. Putting
money down months before you’ll make it
back is a major constraint on our ability to
support our own growth. The public’s
incredible response to Eva is much of why
we’re here today.

What would you say, are the biggest challen-
ges for companies, who try to gain a foothold
on the erotic market?

Alexandra Fine: Money issues don’t 
stop with capital, like I said above. 
Securing lines of credit and courting
investors is tricky for people in the adult 
business, no matter how approachable your
branding is. And advertising has proven a
real hassle. Many platforms won’t run our
ads, and those that do have limitations that
don’t allow us to engage shoppers with 
direct messaging.

Where should interested retailers turn to, if
they want to pick up Eva for their stores?
Alexandra Fine: They should see if their
distribution partners already offer Eva, 
or contact us at
wholesale@dameproducts.com!

Do you offer any marketing or POS materi-
als?
Alexandra Fine: We absolutely do! Please
feel free to stop by booth 41 to grab 
materials relating to Eva and Dame Products
itself. And you’ll love our POS display, 
I promise.

When will we see EVA 2.0? Or do you have
something completely different in mind for
the future?
Alexandra Fine: We’re always working on
improving Eva — after all, we now have tens of
thousands of users happy to give us their
feedback. You’ll have to wait and see what our
very next product is but it isn’t Eva 2.0! Come
check out what we are up to at booth 41.
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“THE  PUBL IC ’S  INCREDI -

BLE  RESPONSE  TO  EVA  IS

MUCH OF  WHY  WE ’RE
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A L E X A N D R A  F I N E
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Autumn O'Bryan, 
COO Topco Sales 

„Topco’s CyberSkin is probably known to
anyone in the industry. But let’s start with 
some basic information: When was the first
CyberSkin product launched onto the market?
Autumn O'Bryan: Cyberskin was first introduced
to the market in 1996.

What was Topco’s moti-
vation to create 
their own, patented sex
toy material?
Autumn: While our
competitors were busy
making vibrators,
insertables and other
basic products, Topco
Sales was driven to
establish itself as a
premiere product
manufacturer with supe-
rior innovation and attention to the very details
that make consumers select our products first.

What are the characteristics of CyberSkin? Which
qualities make it so popular?
Autumn: Cyberskin’s unique formulation allows it
to most accurately emulate the supple, flexible
feel of the human body. Cyberskin is malleable
and bounces back instantly, which gives it its
unique remarkably lifelike texture, and warms up
to the user’s body temperature for an even more
realistic feel. Plus, it is  almost odourless out of the
package – something many other realistics can’t
compete with – and is easy to clean with
antibacterial soap and warm water. Simply put:
Cyberskin is uncomplicated and effortless to
enjoy, easy to maintain, and  provides users with 
a unique lifelike product for an exceptional
pleasure experience. 

Has CyberSkin always been up to the modern
standards for safety, i.e. skin-friendliness, body-
safe materials, etc.?

Cyberskin has become a historic
 product material in our industry.

Autumn: Cyberskin material has been  phthalate-
free and nontoxic since Day 1, 
even before it became an industry standard,
because our goal was to create a truly timeless
and precedent-setting product. In order to  
be – and stay – the best and best-known, it’s
essential to maintain only the highest-quality

production and develop-
ment protocols. 
We source our materials
and formulations from
qualified vendors who
are able to provide proof
of authenticity and have
recently equipped our
warehouse with a quality
control staff whose job is
to, among other impor-
tant tasks, assure that
our Cyber-

skin-made products arrive in peak condition. 
If any flaws are identified, they are immediately
taken off the production line and the matter is
handled in-house. 

Today, the term  CyberSkin is used for lots of
materials – including some that aren’t even pro-
duced by Topco. Is the popularity of  CyberSkin a
blessing, or can it also be a curse at times? How
can you tell an authentic Cyberskin product from
one that isn’t made of the real material?
Autumn: Cyberskin has become a historic
product material in our industry and is now used
as a way to describe anything soft,  supple and
hyper-realistic. It’s like the Kleenex or Xerox of 
sex toys! 
      It’s certainly a blessing to be known as the
originator of such a precedent-setting material
but with that comes the simple fact that  imitation
is inevitable. Cyberskin is often  imitated but never
100% replicated; however, there have been a
number of companies who, over the last
20 years, have used the Cyberskin  moniker to
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Topco Sales COO Autumn O’Bryan on a material that made history in the adult industryexclusive

„CYBERSKIN  IS  OFTEN

IMITATED  BUT  NEVER

100% REPL ICATED . “
A U T U M N  O ' B RYA N

20 years ago, Topco Sales first

introduced Cyberskin to the

market and today, there are

more than 150 toys and dolls

made from this special

material. EAN and Autumn

O’Bryan, Chief Operating

Officer at Topco, look back at

the history of Cyberskin, a

material that broke the prover-

bial mould and has earned its

place in the annals of the adult

industry. And while we’re at it,

Autumn also tells us about the

next generation of Cyberskin

products.
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describe their own attempts at a  competing realistic
product. But competition is a part of business and the
best way we can combat counterfeiting is through
consistent and recognisable packaging and branding
for authenticity. The signature Cyberskin logo appears
on all Topco Sales products that feature the famous
material – if it doesn’t feature that emblem, then it’s
simply not Cyberskin. 

How many different products do you have in the
CyberSkin line so far? 
Autumn: Upwards to 150 products with more in the
pipeline, due to a flux of customer and consumer
demand.

Now, you are adding more products to this line. 
What can you tell us about the new CyberSkin toys?
Will you stay within the realm of masturbators, 
dolls, strokers, and dildos, or will you tackle new
product categories?
Autumn: We pioneered adding high-technology to
hyper-realistic Cyberskin with the Twerking Butt, which
we’ve recently improved with v.2.0, and our develop-
ment team is always experimenting with more modern
ways to elevate the capabilities of  Cyberskin. This
famous material will be incorporated into a number of
upcoming product categories, though masturbators
and dolls will always be a priority because of its remar-
kably lifelike feel and ability to enhance these products
to incomparable heights. 

Apart from the materials, what makes these new
products special?
Autumn: Topco Sales tailors our designs to meet
consumers’ need and demand for functional,  effective
and fun pleasure products. Several of our new products
incorporate discretion in creative ways, as well as
enhanced accessibility with the additions of super-
strength suction cups. 

When can we expect to see the new CyberSkin
products in Europe?
Autumn: Our new releases are available now and will
be showcased at the upcoming eroFame show.

Is it difficult to match the success of previous  CyberSkin
toys? Have the consumers become more demanding
when it comes to their sex toys and the materials these
products are made of?
Autumn: Fortunately, no! We have a creative and
talented staff both domestically and internationally which
enables us to maintain the highest standards for our
consumers. Demand is higher than ever and

consumers expect – and receive – the very best; they
have never been more aware of and eager for  
body-safe materials. Fortunately, that’s one of the 
characteristics that Cyberskin is known for, which is  why
it’s remained a go-to must-have for two decades.

How strongly do the materials affect the consumer’s
decision to buy a product? How important is this
criterion compared to design, functionality, and price?
Autumn: Consumers’ purchasing motivations vary, of
course, but quality materials falls right in line with price
point and functionality. Because awareness of body-
safe and nontoxic materials is at an all-time high,
consumers are certainly influenced by products 
made of materials known for quality and authenticity.
Fortunately, design and functionality come hand-in-hand
with the Cyberskin brand, which is one of the key
reasons why consumers keep coming back for more.

A U T U M N  O ' B R Y A N
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Topco is going to
present new
 Cyberskin products
at eroFame„TOPCO  SALES  TA ILORS

OUR  DES IGNS  TO  MEET

CONSUMERS’  NEED  AND

DEMAND FOR  FUNCTIO-

NAL ,  EFFECTIVE  AND  FUN

PLEASURE  PRODUCTS . “
A U T U M N  O ' B RYA N
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Word travels fast in the adult
industry, and many people
already know that Kai
Grünenwald joined Fun
Factory in May to become the
head of marketing and
distribution for the Bremen-
based company. We’ve given

him a few months to get
settled in, but now it’s time for
an EAN interview about his
new job and the challenges it
brings, about his experiences
in the world of adult products,
and the developments in the
sex toy market.

Kai Grünenwald
- head of 

marketing and
distribution at

Fun Factory
since May 2016

„First of all, congratulations on joining 
Fun Factory. Since when have you been
working for the company now, and how 
did you land this job?
Kai Grünenwald: Thank you. I’ve been with
Fun Factory since May
2016. I ran into their
CEO, Dirk Bauer at the
end of 2015, and he
asked if I was interested
in working with the team.
At the time, I was prepa-
ring to sell  42reports, a
company I had co-foun-
ded, so this was a great
opportunity for both of
us to lay the groundwork
for a future collaboration.
Dirk and I have known
each other since 2007
when I started Loewie
Ltd. In Hong Kong.

What were your reasons
for taking on this new
challenge? How
important was Fun
Factory’s reputation as a
creative force in the
adult industry?
Kai Grünenwald: I have always been fascina-
ted by this industry. And it’s no wonder, really.
We are moving people! Fun Factory is a big,  
well-known, and hands-on brand that stands
for excellent quality and top-notch design. They
rank among the  pioneers in the adult  industry.
The opportunity to support their economic
growth and future success was what appealed
to me the most. Fun Factory is ready for the
future. They have a great team, a  world-class
development pipeline, they have a rock-solid
financial foundation, a clear ownership
structure, and state-of-the-art production

Reliability, integrity, and team spirit
matter in any business in any market!

facilities in Germany. Oh, and last but not least
– something I had suspected for a long time
and know to be true 100% now: It is
tremendous fun to work at Fun Factory!

How have the first few
months at Fun Factory
been for you?
Kai Grünenwald: I
used this time to fami-
liarise myself with the
corporate structures
and to get to know the
team. Working with our
dependence in the US
has also been an
important part of my
work so far. Our Ameri-
can colleagues have an
uncanny talent for
coordinating distribu-
tion and marketing, and
we have taken a few
sheets out of their book
for the team here in
Germany. Our growth
rates in the US only go
to show what great
work they are doing
over there.

      Now, we have to make sure that Fun
Factory meets and satisfies the market needs.
We are currently developing a comprehensive
strategy to improve the visibility and public
profile of the brand, both in the b2c and the
b2b segments. My job in all this is to help the
team work out the kinks and then implement
this strategy.

Please, give our readers some information
about yourself. Since when have you been in
the adult industry? What did you do for a living
before you joined our ˈvibratingˈ market?
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„OUR  ENTHUSIASM,  OUR

FASC INATION  WITH

 INNOVATION ,  AND  OUR

P IONEER ING  SP IR IT  HAVE

BEEN  OUR  MOTIVATION

S INCE  DAY  ONE ,  AND  WE

HAVE  HARNESSED  TH IS

DR IVE  TO  CREATE

 INNOVATIVE ,  EXC IT ING

PRODUCTS . “
K A I  G R Ü N E N WA L D
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Kai Grünenwald: No problem! I first started working
in this industry in 2007 when I  launched the company
Loewie Limited in Hong Kong. Prior to that, I had
been working in the purchasing department of
Arcandor (previously known as Karstadt-Quelle).
When I saw how many cheap vibrators they bought
for their catalogues, I knew what I wanted to do.
      My plan was to establish another strong brand in
the market, next to Fun Factory and Lelo. We named
this brand Nomi Tang, but product  development took
up so much time and so much money that in 2008, I
decided to focus on importing established brands.
The first guys I got on board ware Eros and Megasol,
and as time went on, many other brands started wor-
king with Loewie, among them big names such as
Sliquid, We-Vibe, Lelo and – Fun Factory.
      In 2012, I sold my shares to one of the other  
co-founders and started a two-year tenure at
Siemens AG where I worked as Business
Development Manager. But before long, I returned
to the adult  market because I knew how much
potential there was in this industry.
      I ended up becoming the co-founder and CEO of
42reports, a retail analytics software company. We
used the WLAN signals of smartphones to count the
customers in brick and mortar stores. It was
fascinating work, but it was also incredibly complex. In
the spring of 2016, we sold 42reports to a system
provider called Dilax. And now, I’m back doing what I
like to do best.

Do you benefit from the experience gained outside the
adult industry now that you are back? 
Kai Grünenwald: Sure! I think there are lots of things
that I can draw from, experience that will help me
work with Fun Factory’s wide and varied network of
partners. And of course, I am also super happy to see
lots of familiar faces and old friends again and even be
working with some of them.

The job of a Marketing and Distribution Manager
seems pretty self-explanatory, but still: How would
you sum up your duties and how do you approach
your work?
Kai Grünenwald: At Fun Factory, I am in charge of
coordinating the marketing and distribution strategy,
working with different departments to create  synergies
that benefit us all. My experience in the  digital world,
in customer service, and in design  comes in handy as
well. We work across units and departments in this
Fun-tastic team, communication is direct and imme-
diate, and there is a constant  exchange of ideas and
feedback. My duties also  include the planning and

execution of product  launches,
marketing controlling, and bud-
get  management. But the main
focus is obviously on brand de-
velopment. That said, I also get
involved in customer service and
corporate communication every
now and then.

Are there ideas or improvements
you want to implement in this
new position? What do you want
to change or improve?
Kai Grünenwald: First and
foremost, I want to foster
interdisciplinary communication
and networking within the
company. We have so many

bright minds on our team and there are many guys
who have been with the company for a long time,
meaning they know the brand inside and out. We
make a point of  listening to every idea from every de-
partment.  Furthermore, we want more specialist
knowledge. For instance, we only just hired a social
media expert.

Are there big difference between sales and marketing
in the sex toy industry and other markets?
Kai Grünenwald: I think that the expectations and re-
quirements are more or less the same you’d see in ot-
her markets. Reliability, integrity, and team spirit matter
in any business in any market! Our customers and we
ourselves are in this market to be successful together
so our companies can grow and develop in sync with
the market and its ever-changing demands.

K A I  G R Ü N E N W A L D
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„OUR  D IVERSE  RANGE  OF

PRODUCTS  APPEALS  TO  A

WIDE  AND  VAR IED  AUDI -

ENCE ,  SO  AS  LONG  AS  WE

KEEP  MAKING  THE IR  WIS-

HES  COME  TRUE ,  WE ’RE

READY  FOR  THE  FUTURE . “
K A I  G R Ü N E N WA L D

The head of
 marketing and
 distribution is
 confident that Fun
Factory will meet
the market demand
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How do feel about the current state of the sex
toy market?
Kai Grünenwald: Sex toys have reached an
impressive level of social acceptance. Women
have become a strong, independent, and
knowledgeable audience. That notwithstanding,
there is still room to grow and improve, and
there are still a few taboos left to overcome.
      Looking at the market from an
entrepreneurial point of view, there are more
and more new companies entering the
marketplace, creating for a very dynamic
environment. Unfortunately, there is also a
downside to this development since the
competition affects the profit margins of many
trade members and producers. Industry and
trade have to work together and find solutions
to make sure this market continues to grow,
continues to be healthy, and continues to
deliver quality products and brands.

How does Fun Factory manage to stay abreast
of all the changes in this market? And do you
feel you are ready for the future of the sex toy
industry?
Kai Grünenwald: We are certainly in great
shape in Germany/Austria/Switzerland and in
the US, and we are also
going to strengthen our
position in the  
pan- European market, in
Latin America, and in
Asia. Implementing a
multi-step strategy, we
are going to further
expand the Fun Factory
brand and support our
partners in the trade with
effective,  
solution-oriented POS
materials. Also, we want
to do our part to support
the brick and mortar
trade.  Therefore, we will
offer training courses for the sales staff at the
stores.
      We have been a part of this market for
more than 20 years now, offering a full range,
and again and again, we  delivered  
ground- breaking new concepts – such as the
STRONIC pulsator, the  pulsator-vibrator
combination of Bi  STRONIC FUSION, or our
men’s toy COBRA LIBRE.

      Our enthusiasm, our fascination with
innovation, and our pioneering spirit have been
our motivation since day one, and we have
harnessed this drive to create innovative,  exciting
products, catering to men, women, and couples
in equal measure. Our diverse range of products
appeals to a wide and varied audience, so as
long as we keep making their wishes come true,
we’re ready for the future.

What were the most profound changes and de-
velopments in our industry these past few years?
Kai Grünenwald: Well, we’ve seen the rise of
one-product brands like We Vibe and
Womanizer. Apart from that, another major
change has been the arrival of venture capital and
private equity in the adult industry, for  instance at
Amorelie and Pipedream/ Jimmyjane. Moreover it
seems that the brick and mortar stores are
becoming more popular again which I find to be a
very interesting trend. More and more consumers
have bad  experiences when buying adult pro-
ducts on the internet, so they go back to the
walk-in stores.
      Fun Factory stands for quality products. But
of course, you can’t tell the quality of a product
from the packaging. Personal advice is particu-

larly important for first-
time buyers. Retailers
who have stores in po-
pular, much- frequented
locations and pursue
reasonable  investment
strategies will definitely
benefit from this deve-
lopment in the long run.

Could you bring our
readers up to date on
upcoming Fun Factory
product launches? What
can the market be loo-
king forward to these
next weeks and months? 

Kai Grünenwald: I’m really sorry, but I can’t give
any details. What I can say, however, is that we
are constantly working on new ideas. At the
moment, we are analysing the market to have the
right products ready at the right time, complete
with effective POS campaigns to support our
retail partners. We should do another interview in
a few months, there will definitely be a lot of
new things to talk about. So long!
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FASC INATED  BY  TH IS

 INDUSTRY.  AND  I T ’S  NO
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ARE  MOV ING  PEOPLE ! “
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Kai Grünenwald says there is still room
to improve the social acceptance of
sex toys
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No one can say with absolute
certainty what the Virgin Mary
would have thought of the
latest product from Spanish
company Nuei. Maybe she’d
have liked it just as much as
the people who tested the
product during the
development phase – their
response was a loud "Oh, Holy
Mary!” We wanted to know
why this lubricant - which
contains cannabis seed oil -
has been such a huge hit with
the users and what plans the
company has for the
European market, so we
asked Nuei Sales Manager
Elisa Durán for an interview.

We believe that a brand has to deliver
the best customer service possible.

„Nuei is still a young brand, it just turned
two in 2016. How did the first two years go
for your brand?
Elisa Durán: The word that best describes
these two years is growth. Nuei penetrated
the Spanish market quickly and steadily and
the feedback we receive from our clients is
even better than we expected, so we are
very pleased!
      Since the very beginning, we have been
focusing on introducing and creating a brand
based on our hot spots: high quality, natural
and healthy products, and surprising the
senses through aromas, flavours, and
sensations, as well as working hand in hand
with our trade customers to develop
individually customised marketing campaigns
that help them to increase their store sales.

You have just released a new line called Oh!
Holy Mary. Why did you choose this name
and what can you tell us about the products?
Elisa Durán: Oh! Holy Mary started with the
idea of developing a line of products based
on cannabis. After a year of intense testing
and re-formulations, we finally achieved the
desired effect. When consumer test groups
tried the first version of the product, some
reactions were like: “Santa Maria!” (Oh, Holy
Molly!). We started joking about “Maria”,
making reference to both, the drug and to
the virgin Mary… Religion and marihuana
were two fun concepts to fuse. We knew we
could hurt sensibilities but… isn´t it trans-
gression crucial for innovation?
      There are two products under the name
Oh! Holy Mary. One is a water-based
lubricant with warming effect that generates
desire when applied since it raises the
temperature in the area, which leads to an
increased sensitivity that, together with the
herbal aroma, produces a relaxing and
pleasant mood ready for action.
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Nuei's Sales Manager 
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      The other product, the Oh! Holy Mary pleasure
oil, is a super potent orgasm  enhancer, totally diffe-
rent from what it is in the market nowadays. Firstly,
it does not  generate heat or cold. Just apply a tiny
drop of the oil on the clitoris or the penis glans,
and it feels like if you are being tickled. The tingling
sensation does not leave anyone  indifferent. Also,
due to the cannabis seed oil, the effect lasts for
over 40-45 minutes! One characteristic that makes
this product so popular is that the effect increases
progressively as your excitement rises.
      Also, another use that we did not think of at
the beginning but some participants in the testing
groups highlighted, is that the oil in contact with
your mouth enhances saliva  production, leading to
great oral sex.

You use cannabis seeds as one of the ingredients
of Oh! Holy Mary. Which effects does this have?
How is it different from lubes not using this
ingredient?
Elisa Durán: Many people ask if Oh! Holy Mary is a
drug. The answer is, of course not! Cannabis seed
oil does not contain THC so there is no  health pro-
blem related to its use. Nevertheless, the oil ex-
tracted from the seeds has been proven to have
many beneficial properties for our body and our
skin. It hydrates and softens the skin, avoiding dry-
ness (very typical and annoying effect in  products
that generate tingling sensations). In  addition, the
oil from cannabis seeds is rich in omega 3 and
omega 6 fatty acids, which are  beneficial for our
cardiovascular system.

Nuei puts much emphasis on customer research
before releasing a product. What was particularly
well received by the customers testing Oh! Holy
Mary?
Elisa Durán: Over 100 people tried the Oh! Holy
Mary products before they were released on the
market and what was more striking to us was the
feedback we received for the pleasure oil… People
were so surprised by its effect! They described it as
something different and fun. We have to take into
account that, over the last years, people have
become more open, well-informed, and willing to
try erotic products and cosmetics, so they have
become more and more demanding over time. It is
not easy to surprise them nowadays! 
      Actually, once Oh! Holy Mary was released,
many of our customers, who are more than used to
trying everything they sell in their stores, were
gladly surprised to see that the product was,

E L I S A  D U R Á N
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Oh! Holy Mary is a
water-based
 lubricant with
 warming effect

indeed, different! Being able to generate this feeling
of excitement and intrigue is what really makes us
proud of Oh! Holy Mary.

Are there other aspects that are especially
important to you when it comes to your products?
Elisa Durán: At Nuei, we aimed to be different
from other brands from the very beginning. There
are two key features that we work on day by day:
      On one hand, product quality. Our main focus

has always been to develop high
quality products, based on natural
ingredients that are accessible to
everyone (diabetics, vegans, celi-
acs).
            Since we are talking about
intimate care  products, the senses
play a crucial role. Nuei uses aro-
mas and textures that help awaken
senses and increase pleasure
through brain chemistry  stimulation.
On the other hand:  Service, ser-
vice, and more  service. We believe
that a brand has to deliver the best
customer service possible. At Nuei,
we help our clients sell more by
providing them with training, by in-
creasing demand in our product in
their shops, and by designing per-
sonalised promotionas that satisfy
their particular needs. We are con-
stantly working on new marketing
campaigns that help our customers
to innovate at the point of sale and
set themselves apart from their
competitors.Actually, I have to say
that we have learnt a lot from them

and we are grateful for all the feedback they give
us every day.

Could you tell us a bit more about the other
products of Nuei? What is your current best-seller?
Elisa Durán: Our current best-seller is Oh! Holy
Mary pleasure oil! We knew people would like it but
to be honest, it has exceeded our most  optimistic
expectations!
      In the Inlube line of water-based natural
lubricants, the marshmallow flavour is the king in
Spain. Dense and long lasting but not sticky at all
and extremely delicious! Thor, a unisex orgasm
enhancer, has been one of our best-sellers from
day one as well. One drop and you can feel pure
fire burning.

One of the inge-
dients of  Oh! Holy
Mary pleasure oil is
Cannabis seed oil
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      Last, but not least, strawberry and watermelon
hot oils are also among our best-sellers. Fun to
play with and tease your partner, they provide
some of the most intense warming effect among
this type of product. Plus, due to its intense and
realistic aromas, our customers love to use them
for oral sex too.

Which trends do you currently see in the market for
lubes and personal care products? What's
important to the consumer?
Elisa Durán: As I stated before, nowadays, there is
much more information about sex, erotic products,
and personal care products so people are well-
informed and have a clear idea of what they want
and what they need. Some years ago, anything
would surprise them but now it is harder to do that.
      I think people are more conscious of the
environment and safety, too, so they want to buy

products that are as  natural as
possible while also being
body-safe and not animal-
tested.

Nuei is based in Barcelona,
Spain. Do you see any
differences between your
home market and the rest of
Europe when it comes to lubes
and other personal care pro-
ducts?
Elisa Durán: We are just star-
ting our expansion throughout
Europe so it is a bit early for
me to respond to this question
with facts and numbers. Let´s
talk about it next year!

You will have a stand at the
eroFame trade show. What will

                              you present the visitors?
Elisa Durán: The visitors will be able to see and try
all Nuei  products but, of course, Oh! Holy Mary will
be the highlight in our booth. You will all be able to
meet Mary, by the way!

Is Nuei currently developing new products? What
can we look forward to in the near future?

We are developing several products at the mo-
ment, but I guess it´s better to maintain the intri-
gue! I can tell you, as a spoiler, that we are working
on a herbal line, that some sets are  coming out
soon, and that you will hear names such as Zoom!
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“WE  ARE  CONSTANTLY

WORKING  ON  NEW MAR-

KETING  CAMPAIGNS  THAT
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SELVES  APART  FROM

THEIR  COMPETITORS . ”
E L I S A  D U R Á N

Elisa Durán
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It has been roughly six years since Sophia Nystrand started distributing a
selection of adult brands, and her company Basic Instinct has become very
successful. Which is no small feat, seeing as change is the only constant in 
the adult industry. Consequently, our EAN interview with Sophia focused on
the developments in the market.

There’s no escaping 
the harsher climate in the adult market.

„Before we go into detail, how would you
describe the general situation in the adult market
in 2016?
Sophia Nystrand: Actually, I try to focus on my
own business development. But there’s no
escaping the harsher climate in the adult
market. I also hear and read (in EAN) that it
reminds of the Wild West and the Clondyke 
era. Maybe an automatic reorganisation 
that was needed? 2016 seems to be the 
culmination.

From your point of view, what are the biggest
changes and developments we’ve seen this
year?

Sophia: This last year, we have seen that
Chinese factories are approaching the 
retailers directly. 

You are working in distribution. What is your
opinion on the erosion of the traditional
supply chain of producer-wholesaler/
distributors-retailer?
Sophia: I see that producers and retailers try
to bypass wholesalers/distributors in the
supply chain. 
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Sophia Nystrand 

“ I  SEE  THAT  PRODUCERS
AND RETA ILERS  TRY  TO
BYPASS
WHOLESALERS/D ISTR IBU-
TORS  IN  THE  SUPPLY
CHA IN . ”
S O P H I A  N Y S T R A N D  
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How have the individual channels of distribution
changed? Is the brick and mortar trade stagnating or
shrinking? Is the e-commerce segment dominated by
a handful of big players? Does the market for
homeparties still hold untapped potential?
Sophia: The brick and mortar trade is dismantled
and the bigger players are taking over, mostly  
e-commerce players. And yes, today a few
companies are dominating the market. I think we
will see more diversity in the e-commerce in a 
couple of years. 

Have we reached the end of the flagpole as far 
as the number of potential sex toy buyers is
concerned? Does this industry lack the reach and
visibility to win over new groups of consumers?
Sophia: No. I think there are a lot of potential sex
toy buyers out there. Therefore, I am very
optimistic about the changeover and the new
digital channels popping up. 

What is your product of 2016 (so far)?
Sophia: Ruby Rabbit by Tickler. Our best-selling
producdt so far.

What is your opinion on the current range of
products in the market? Is there too much of the
same?
Sophia: I think that the producers should talk with
the buyers more before developing new products.
There are too many unwanted designs and 
functions.

Male toys or sex tech? Which trend has had the
bigger impact on the sale of adult products?
Sophia: Male toys. 

Combining modern technology and sex toys is a
big thing right now, but opinions are divided. Some
feel these products are too expensive and don’t
offer any real added value, others think this is the
future of sex toys. What is your opinion?
Sophia: I don’t sell products over 100 EUR
anymore. My customers are mainly in the
mainstream channel and in there, the end
customer is quite inexperienced. 

There is also a big discussion about brands in the
industry. Why are there so few brands that are also
perceived as such, and why did it take so long
before brand awareness emerged in the 
adult market?
Sophia: I think it’s because the adult market

historically and in general has not attracted people
and companies with knowledge of brand
management. But nowadays we see that there are
brands acting like 'real' brands, also in the adult
market.

What are the advantages of selling brands?
Sophia: Assured quality and safety of the
products, the development of new products, 
taking risks for you, making marketing materials,
and hopefully a close long term and gainful 
cooperation.

Brand sceptics often argue that the 
consumers can easily compare the prices of 
brand products on the internet, meaning 
they will likely turn to an online shop 
since those can afford to sell products 
cheaper than you could in a brick and 
mortar store. How much truth is in this 
argument, and wouldn't that qualify as 
an argument against brands?
Sophia: Can be true and could be used as an
argument for selling brands to the online shops.
But it also says that it’s important to control
pricing. And how can you do that? Through your
distribution partner! 

In order to steer clear of the price comparison
problem, more and more retailers are selling
private label products that you can't buy anywhere
else. What is your opinion on this development? 
Sophia: Let them do that if they want. If they have
the capacity, why not. I am just afraid that no code
of conduct will be followed and end customers,
workers, and the environment will be the losers. 

In my business, we strictly
work with suppliers who 
can provide certificates and
documentation. 

If you had to make a prediction
about the future of the adult
market, what would you say?
Sophia: I think we will see the
adult market split up in diffe-
rent niches or categories. 
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In its home market, Japan, the
Tenga brand name is already
used as a synonym for
masturbators. And all the
experience that the company
has amassed over the course
of the past 11 years, ever
since it was started, has now
culminated in their most
advanced masturbator to 
date – the FLIP 0. But there’s
also other news from Tenga
and its daughter company
iroha as well, and Tenga’s
Marketing Manager, Eddie
Marklew, tells us all about it in
our EAN interview.

„How was the last year for Tenga?
Eddie Marklew: The past year has been great
for TENGA, with the introduction of several new
lines such as the SVR and iroha+, and most
recently the FLIP 0. Also, with our new global
sales management, we have seen growth
across all of our major sales territories; with
only half our fiscal year behind us, our sales
this year are already on target for our biggest
year yet, with our current total already past 
fiscal 2014.

Tenga has a few new products that have
already been launched or are about to be
released. One of them – which is already on
the market – is the FLIP 0. What makes 
this product different from other Tenga
masturbators?
Eddie Marklew: The
FLIP 0 marks the launch
of our latest high-end
item. The product itself
addresses a lot of
consumer feedback of
the already-well-recei-
ved FLIP HOLE Series,
and the new structure
allows us to implement
electronics in future
iterations. With the
experience we’ve gained
in moulding technology
over the last 11 years,
the FLIP 0 has internal
details that are unmatched in their intricacy,
which provides great stimulation for the user.

The design of the Flip Hole 0 allows the
implementation of electronics. What are your
plans for the future of Flip Hole 0?
Eddie Marklew: One of them is something
many, many fans have asked for over the
years, and we have ideas for a few more novel,

People may buy a nameless item on a whim, 
but no one will actively go looking for such a product.

interesting ways in which we could use our
new technology, but right now I’m unable to
say.

Apart from products for men, Tenga will also
release a new vibrator in the lower price
segment. Likewise, there will be a new vibrator
under the iroha banner – the other Tenga
brand. What kind of vibrators are we talking
about? How do they differ from one another? 
Eddie Marklew: Given TENGA’s structure as a
company now offering products that cover the
broader range of consumer needs, we wanted
to offer our take on low-cost vibrators for new
consumers as well as those who aren’t looking
to spend hundreds on a luxury item. As such,
the “TENGA Δ Delta” and “iroha stick” are two

new items – the Delta
has a tip that can be
used at two different
angles, and the iroha
will have our silicone at
the tip. Both will be
battery powered vibra-
tors on sale this winter!

After the success of the
Air Tech Series, Tenga
has added a new pro-
duct to the collection
that will be presented at
the upcoming eroFame.
What will be new about
this product?

Eddie Marklew: I would call it an expansion of
the series rather than an improvement on the
current items – the Standard and Vacuum
Compatible AIR-TECH items are wildly popular
among consumers and we’re very pleased with
them. The new AIR-TECH – the AIR-TECH
Twist – will have a brand new mechanism
inside that the user can utilise to control the
strength of his sensation. It will be available in
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BACKBONE  FOR  YOUR

SUCCESS . ”
E D D I E  M A R K L E W

Eddie Marklew, 
Tenga’s Marketing Manager
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two different styles, with differing internal details
for different sensations.

Apart from new products, there was also a
change in personnel for Tenga in Europe. Jo
Walda will take over your position for the UK and
France. Why was this
change necessary? What
will be his responsibili-
ties?
Eddie Marklew: Jo will
be taking over my
responsibilities in sales
for Europe, including of
course the UK and
France, along with Kenji,
our EU Sales Manager.
Our company is
expanding at a rate
where it is no longer
viable for me to focus on
both sales and marke-
ting, so we have hired Jo
who I’m certain is far
more capable than me in
assisting our retailers and
distributors to stock and
sell more TENGA and
iroha items than I 
have been. 

There have been some
rumours about Tenga developing VR products.
And though they may not be true at the moment,
I wonder, why isn't Tenga pursuing this path?
Eddie Marklew: At the moment, the technology
is still in its infancy, and while there is merit in
being early to the party, we don’t believe we can
provide real value for our users with what is
available right now, which is mostly very
gimmicky and doesn’t work when put into
practice. TENGA will never launch a product that
doesn’t follow our policy of creating products of
great  value. That said we are always keeping an
eye on new technology, and have many concepts
working in the background at all times.

Would you agree that the market for
male-oriented toys is getting more and more
competitive?
Eddie Marklew: We have seen many companies
take on the success of TENGA and our
competitors to heart, and we always welcome

healthy competition as a drive to create better
products for our customers. 

On that note, how important is a strong brand for
Tenga? How well-known is Tenga in Europe at
the moment?

Eddie Marklew: It’s
absolutely vital to have a
coherent brand strategy
as the backbone for
your success. It is the
guiding light that leads
your  product strategy
but it is also this heart
and soul that resonates
with the consumer.
People may buy a
nameless item on a
whim, but no one will
actively go looking for
such a product. In the
age of information,
everybody knows how
to find a good brand, a
good product. People
are much more aware of
the choices out there.
That is why you need
good brands, with fans
and return customers.

Which measures do you
take to create more awareness fo Tenga
among the consumers in Europe?
Eddie Marklew: We are launching our new
PR strategy this year in the US, to further
improve the culture of acceptance regarding
male sex toys that we have been a part of 
for the last 11 years. Following our US 
launch, we will be  looking into what we 
can do in Europe!

Which other projects can we expect from
Tenga in the near future? Any new products
you can tell us about?
Eddie Marklew: Our medical endeavours are
reaching new heights with our partnership
with a medical health entity, and we will be
able to make much more progress in our re-
search into sex and sexual function. We will
not only be  focusing on masturbation and its
benefits, but also the broader range of issues
surrounding sexual wellness.
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“WITH  THE  EXPER IENCE

WE ’VE  GA INED  IN

 MOULDING  TECHNOLOGY

OVER  THE  LAST  11
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LATION  FOR  THE  USER . ”
E D D I E  M A R K L E W

The interior of the FLIP 0 has 
been designed with an eye for detail
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What most sex toys have in
common is that, in order to
use them, a certain degree of
nudity is required. You need
to remove at least part of
your clothes to enjoy them.
“hi” is the exception to that
rule. The name is an
abbreviation of “Hysteria
Inhibitor” – a reference to the
origins of the vibrator which
was originally conceived as a
means to cure hysteria. But

“hi” is intended to be more
than just another sex

toy. In our
interview with

inventor Steve
McGough, he
tells us about
the develop-
ment of
“hi”, and
about the
concept

that sets this
product on a

course for 
success.

Valeriya Pchelenko
and Steve McGough

presented hi at
HardwareCon in

February

It allows women’s partners to give them a 
massage fully clothed that quickly gets them aroused.
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„The story behind your product „hi“ is actually a sad
one, but it led you to invest your time and energy into
developing something that could be a new type of
pleasure product. What happened?
Steve McGough: As far as the general background,
you can learn more at womenandcouples.com/our-
story. Beyond helping my wife reduce pain, the biggest
thing that motivated me originally was the curiosity
about what was really happening to induce orgasm
from the abdomen and then how the other nerves
were involved. Later, when Wendy and I were talking
about our direction, when everyone was telling us we
must stop, she asked me if we could do anything and
our son Lucas had lived, what would he be most
proud of when he was 18. Considering my other
focuses were neurological testing software and areas
related to inflammatory conditions – it seemed clear
he’d be most proud of the hi.
Finally, we met Greg Fisher, the founder of Berkeley
Sourcing Group, which has engineering facilities, and
an injection moulding factory in China. He partnered
with us to bring the product to reality. It’s been
absolutely amazing working with his team. Plus, they
are based in China so we have a presence there now
vs. outsourcing manufacture to third parties.
Being able to talk directly to the engineers who are at
or can drive to the manufacture location for feedback
immediately and get back in contact with us is 
tremendously beneficial.

On your website you say that hi is different from other
”wand“ or ”bunny“ vibrators and that it can give
orgasms while fully clothed. How would you describe
hi in a few sentences?
Steve McGough: First, the method and devices for hi
are unique, and have been granted US and
international patents. It has been designed from a
neuroscience and clinical sexology standpoint. Over
the past seven years, it has been tested and refined
on more than 2000 women. It’s optimized to stimulate
all five nerves known to be related to orgasm, plus it
uses a combination of stimulation patterns optimised
for the frequency ranges of the four sensory receptors
that transfer sensory information to those nerves. Two
of the nerves we stimulate have only been verified by
other researchers in the past decade, so this is very
new territory.
I give lecture about this when I teach classes to
sexologists and MD’s. We address both the
mechanics of what is needed, and the human factor
for women’s experiences. The wand & rabbit typically
only stimulate two of the above nerves. Plus, they
aren’t optimised to stimulate all ranges that our

sensory receptors can pick up.
Another key difference is hi
transfers it’s stimulation through
clothing, and feminine napkins.
This allows women to use hi
anywhere they need to relax
quickly and changes the
paradigm for when and where
women can achieve orgasm,
including to help relax 
during PMS.
      It also allows women’s
partners to give them a massage
fully clothed that quickly gets
them aroused. Many women feel
“g-spot” simulation while fully
clothed with hi. Women also tend
to strongly desire penetration
after using hi. The “wand” was

first endorsed by the Institute for Advanced Study of
Human Sexuality in the 1970’s. We are the second
product they have endorsed. We are also endorsed by
the American College of Sexologists.

The development of hi took a long time – seven years
to be precise. How did the product change during this
time?
Steve McGough: The product has changed
dramatically. I built the first prototypes myself. The first
product was hand held and bulky. Women would not
know how to align it so I later mounted it as standing
and seated systems. The original units were in PVC

S T E V E  M C G O U G H
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hi is also suited for
regular massages
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tubes. Then in 2012, I built a 3D printer and
began learning how to do CAD work Those
were functionally better but still very bulky. Also.
they were based on AC power to get the 
force needed.
While some aspects of the device look like other
massagers, their spacing and how far they go
out are different and optimised for inducing the
effect. Nothing else on the market could do this.
The final home version is actually based on a
special DC motor that has sufficient power. This
motor is expensive and only available from one
company as special order. However, that allows
it to run on a low power 24V DC power supply,
like a laptop. The power supply will also accept
both European and US power types with a 
plug adapter.

Originally, “hi” was based
on large standing and
seated units. How did
these early version work?
Steve McGough: Yes,
originally I made them
that way due to limitati-
ons in my ability to build
things in-house. I did this
because no local groups
would invest in us so I
had to continue with
what I had available. We
later found that women
really enjoyed both the
standing and seated
systems. Particularly
when a DJ controlled it. As a result, we
launched a line of hand-made versions in some
very exclusive locations. We will launch a manu-
factured public dance club version next year.

What were the biggest challenges you had to
overcome?
Steve McGough: There were several major
challenges: The topic was totally taboo in the
region of the US that I live. It is extremely
conservative here. People absolutely didn’t be-
lieve it was possible. When I proved it was, most
groups in the South were horrified – either
directly telling me this or just not responding.
Plus, this directly challenged many paradigms
people strongly believe. “Wellness / Health” and
“Sexuality” are typically in two completely
different cultural categories. We are saying that

in reality it’s a continuum – which challenges
many deep seated beliefs. Once they realised it
was real, the idea that women could easily have
orgasms through their clothing, as a reflex and
not thinking about it, for both pleasure and
wellness purposes, it was very disturbing to
many people. However, they often couldn’t
explain why. One conservative Baptist person
told me that if women could have orgasms 
clothed - that means no “sinful nudity” - and 
without thinking “sinful thoughts”, and not for
procreation - what was she going to feel guilty
about - because many women could live
without breaking the other “rules” for 
example lying, stealing, murder, etc.
      Sexual drive was the only thing that most
people couldn’t escape and if they didn’t feel

guilty about it “they
might lose their faith in
original sin”. I’m not
making any statements
about Religion or beliefs
here though, I’m just
sharing his opinion.
Plus, we observed that
most women are deeply
conditioned to put
others first and their
personal pleasure not
just last, but in the
control of their partner.
Masturbation and
orgasm are often taught
to be the most taboo
things for women and

they must leave that in control of their partner.
      Based on studies, most women masturbate
for a large part of their lives, but it’s their secret
“taboo” or their “guilty pleasure”. We often found
that when women did talk about the topic it was
“third person, past tense” and typically more
telling people what they should be doing.

How can hi challenge these taboos?
Steve McGough: hi is very disruptive because
since it can be used clothed, it makes orgasm
possible “real time” and not information you take
from an anonymous survey. Even the most
outspoken feminists we met with would
suddenly become very shy when asked if they
would use the public device (in public). Those
that did use the system would almost always
ask another woman or man control it for them.
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More than 2000
women tested the

product before it
was finally launched
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When we asked why this was embarrassing, they
often didn’t have an answer.
      However, after they had 3-4 orgasms on the
device in front of their peers and were emotionally
supported and approved, there is the most amazing
change. They have done something that is part of their
basic human drive, but their whole life they were
conditioned was “bad” and their peers 
accepted them.
      This is truly an astonishing process to watch
because it tends to profoundly increase their
confidence. Here is an example. I was chatting one
evening with Betty Dodson last September. Betty is a
famous US sexologist who popularised the “magic
wand” in the late 70’s. When I brought that topic up
she said her theory was that children usually get their
core beliefs that touching themselves for pleasure is
bad when they are very young, often as babies before
they can speak. Their parents just give them strong
disapproving looks or tell them not to do that. This gut
level feeling that this activity is “bad” is instilled in them
before they even have language.
So the core memories of it being “bad” can’t even be
verbalised, it’s just a very strong feeling. This product
challenges those beliefs which often caused very
angry responses after people thought about it. The
question we posed was “what would women be like if
they weren’t embarrassed of expressing their personal
sexuality, or their appearance or other factors. What if
women were brought up to be confident and not 
ashamed?”
      That question didn’t appear to be well received
with many groups – even though they would not

acknowledge it. I never realised
before this how there are multiple
layers and double standards
about women’s behaviour. Many
of these are very subtle “unspo-
ken rules” that most people don’t
even know they have. But these
rules profoundly impact how they
feel and behave, and often how
they are embarrassed or
ashamed. I also didn’t realise
that both men, and often more
strongly women – enforce these
beliefs among their peers.
      Also, many older men were
afraid that this would cause
women to no longer want to be
with them. However, after they
used it with their partner and
discovered that after 3-4 or-
gasms she then strongly wanted
penetration, they quickly saw the
benefit. But until they experi-
enced it, they would be hostile.

How was the early response to
your product?
Steve McGough: Every
hardware company and accele-
rator would either not respond,
or say that “it wasn’t a fit for their
model”. I effectively got black
listed among the local IT and
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when using our product or when her partner
stimulates her with their hand or via intercourse
so she can optimise g-spot stimulation. Our 
programme shows them ways to use it.

You worked with sexologists and institutes in this
field as well as having over 2000 women test
your product. How important was this feedback
to your process?
Steve McGough: Feedback from Sexologist, as
well as gynaecologist has been tremendously
helpful. The most important input though has
come from directly working with women and
getting their responses, particularly when we
were trying to better understand what was going
on neurologically. We had theory but had to
physically test if it actually was correct. We
refined and modified things a great deal from
those responses.

You say that hi shouldn't just be viewed as a sex
toy. Which category does apply then? Why is it
important for you that people notice this 
difference?
Steve McGough: We believe it represents a
new category of sexual wellness that we hope
will be a bridge between wellness and
sensuality. Many cultures, particularly in the USA
have completely separate categories for sexual
stimulation and massage, but in realty it’s a
continuum. Since it can be used fully clothed

investment groups. Only when I was able to
meet Greg Fisher at Berkeley Sourcing group
did I begin to make actual progress in
manufacture. Greg has tremendous vision. I sent
him a hand held prototype and after a few
weeks of having people borrow and test it we
started working together. That was in the Fall of
2014. He has reviewed and been involved with
over 800 projects in the past 15 years, but we
are the first he’s personally invested in.

You are currently running a crowdfunding 
campaign on indiegogo to fund hi. Why did you
choose this method of funding?
Steve McGough: We felt this was a great way
to introduce the product.

One of the perks your crowdfunding supporters
were able to get were online classes. What is
taught in these classes?
Steve McGough: We have three programmes,
plus an extra one. The first shows women how
to use hi on themselves both for orgasmic
purposes as well as a variety of ways to relax,
particularly focusing on PMS and other
challenges women face. The second is a
massage routine I developed originally for to
work with anorgasmic women but it is
absolutely fantastic for women without sexual
challenges. It takes between 20-30 minutes.
The first part massages specific pressure points
on the woman’s body that help her relax and
become aroused. This sequence was created 
to systematically “prime” the woman’s 
nerves for arousal before any direct pelvic
massage is done.
      The second part focuses on intimate
stimulation. It also is very good if the woman is
tired and not in a sexual mood but her partner
is. If the partner does this method - if she later
desires to - she can often have multiple
orgasms at the end and then desire being 
with the partner.
The third class is a question an answer process
that couples go through together to help them
feel more comfortable expressing their physical
needs to each other. Our experience has been
that the vast majority of couples don’t truly
share their sexual needs to their partner. This
programme was created to help with that.
      We also include a training programme for
people who purchase the “Wedge Pillow”. This
pillow is for helping a woman position herself

“S INCE  MANY  WIDE

AREAS  ARE  ST IMULATED ,

I T  DOESN ’T  OVER  STIMU-

LATE  THE  CL ITOR IS ,  SO

WOMEN QU ICKLY  CAN

HAVE  MULTIPLE  ORGASMS

WITH  VERY  SHORT  RE-

FRACTORY  PER IODS . ”
S T E V E  M C G O U G H
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and used for other types of highly beneficial massage
– and most importantly can induce orgasm in many
women spontaneously it creates a very different
situation. When we ask people how is a shoulder or
leg massage fine and healthy, but if it’s a pelvic
massage it’s embarrassing and taboo, even if it is
clothed and spontaneous, they don’t know how to
answer but tend to start talking about it.
      We feel that stimulating this discussion will help
people become more accepting of the actual human
condition, not the stereotypes that we have been
taught. While we strongly support discussion and
equal rights for women’s sexual expression, we also
know that many women in the USA (particularly the
conservative Southern Areas) are not comfortable or

embarrassed to get
traditional sexual 
devices.
This provides a way
for them to discover
their sexuality and
work past their 
inhibitions. We have
had many very
conservative women
try the device to relax
their abdomen during
PMS cramps, but
quickly see a
transformation in
them after they
experience an
orgasm for the first
time. Plus, many
women unfortunately

have body image issues. They do not feel comfortable
being unclothed with their partner because of this
which causes stress and reduces their libido. If their
partner will take the 10-15 minutes to follow our
massage routine, odds are the woman will want to
have the pelvic massage and then be in the mood for
unclothed activities - if she chooses to.
      Without this approach they likely would not be
intimate with their partner otherwise. Plus, – many US
gynaecologists and other MD’s are more comfortable
talking about a device that is clothed and used for 
other massage than traditional sex toys.

Even though hi isn't a classical sex toy, do you believe
it could / should be sold in erotic stores anyway?
Steve McGough: We don’t have an answer for that
yet because it may be sold via those locations in the
future. That would also depend on who we partner

with for distribution. Our goal is for it to first be
recognised as part of overall wellness as well as being
profoundly effective for sexual stimulation. We’re
currently going to distribute the product and training
programmes via a larger network of Sexologist and 
related professionals we are affiliated with.

On a technical level, how is your stimulation method
different from the technology used in vibrators and
wand massagers today?
Steve McGough: Wands, etc. target at best two
nerves in the vulva region - the pudendal and pelvic
nerves-  and are so high frequency (80+ hertz) they
don’t stimulate the sensory receptors that only detect

lower frequency stimulation. Plus,
this intensely stimulates a small
region which quickly causes 
sensitivity and numbness.
      hi combines percussive and
vibratory massage in a unique
patented way that stimulates the
vagus and hypogastric nerves in
the lower abdomen - many feel
this like ‘g-spot’ stimulation- the
pudendal and pelvic nerves on
the entire mons pubis region –
and send a shock wave that
travels through the internal
clitoral structures and into the 
vagina canal.
      The vibrating guide then
stimulates the lower vagina, p -
erineum and tailbone stimulating
the sacral nerve. Many women
feel like they’re having g-spot,
clitoral, full vaginal and anal
stimulation simultaneously. Since
many wide areas are stimulated,
it doesn’t over stimulate the
clitoris, so women quickly can

have multiple orgasms with very short refractory
periods. The current record is 12 orgasms in 
20 minutes.

Hi comes with different „heads“ for the user to change
to their liking. How does the feeling differ when the
heads are changed?
Steve McGough: For heavier clothing or feminine
napkins, the smaller, harder heads transfer the
sensation much farther. Softer, wider heads transfer
the sensation over a larger area and are good for 
more sensitive women. We also have specific shapes
to transfer stimulation in very specific ways.
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“ 'WELLNESS  /  HEALTH '

AND  'SEXUAL ITY '  ARE  

TYP ICALLY  IN  TWO
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WE  ARE  SAY ING  THAT  IN

REAL ITY  I T ’S  A  

CONTINUUM –  WHICH

CHALLENGES  MANY  DEEP

SEATED  BEL IEFS . ”
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Visit us at our booths!
We would like to invite you to our booths at
the annual Trade Fairs 2016! You’ll find us at
the EROFAME booth no. 188 from Oct., 5th
until Oct., 07th and at the VENUS in hall 18
from Oct., 13th until Oct, 16th.
We’ve prepared several specials and new
 products for you like our brandnew
 supplements and sprays, additionally there
will be a lot of stars live at our VENUS booth:
Tarra White
Vivien Schmitt
Carmen Rivera
Puma Moore
Texas Patti
Maria Mia
Lena Nitro
Lilly Foxx
Saskia Farell
Val Horner
Steve Russel

VPS Film-Entertainment GmbH | Erlenhöhe 21 | 66871 Konken

Tel.: +49  0  6383 - 40 5999 0 | Fax: +49  0  6383 - 40 5999 9 | E-Mail: info@vpsfilm.de

We’ve got what you’ve need!

Your partner for Hardcore entertainment!
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How much will hi cost once it's on the market?
Steve McGough: The current price we plan on is
US $349 for: the unit, the upgrade percussive
head kit, a special “wedge pillow” that allows
women to use hi in different ways, plus it is
wonderful for g-spot stimulation in later couples’
intercourse. This also
comes with the three
above training program-
mes and a guide for
couples to use the
wedge pillow. However,
Sexologists that are
affiliated with our network
can offer the device  
at significant savings to
their clients. We have
specials currently on
Indiegogo.com for as low
as $169 for the unit. You can visit the site at
https://igg.me/at/hi-massager/x/14622736.

What are your plans for marketing hi to Europe?
Are you looking to work together with distributors
here?
Steve McGough: We are open to talking with
distributors and would be interested in learning
about their programmes. Currently we plan to sell
through affiliated Sexologist we work with.

Do you already have plans for the time after the
launch of hi?

Steve McGough: During the past seven years we
have learned a great deal of very interesting things
about the female relaxation and orgasm response.
We’ll be filing additional patents for several innova-
tions we have discovered in the process. We have
eight product enhancements and new versions

(including the public ver-
sion) that are planned
over the next few years.
We also have done
comparative studies for
male anatomy and will
release products for men
as well. Training
programmes that are ap-
proved by the American
College of Sexologists
are going to be launched
next year. Currently we

have 40 sexologists and MD’s in training for this.
We offer a four level certification programme for
this. We expect to have over 300 trained by the
end of the year. These sexologists and MD’s are
located in the USA, Canada, Europe, Australia,
South Africa, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, China,
Viet Nam, India and Singapore. The plan is to
establish a large international training network wit-
hin two years. Training programmes are also being
setup for couples when they visit resorts. This
allows them to receive private training in a remote
location. Hedonism II is the first resort in the world
offering this launches October 17th in Jamaica.
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“THE  CURRENT  RECORD  

IS  12  ORGASMS IN  
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hi has been officially 
recommended by the Institute

for Advanced Study 
of Human Sexuality
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A decade ago, the founders of Soft Paris,

Anne-Charlotte Desruelle and Luca 

Armenia, set out to offer sex toys at home

parties. Today, there are roughly 8,000

consultants  working for the company in

France, and apart from that, Soft Paris 

is also active in Italy and Great Britain. 

EAN had the opportunity to speak with the

two entrepreneurs about the history of 

their company, the secret of their success,

and the current developments in the 

adult market. 

Since 2006, Soft
Paris has helped

their clients 
become more 

confident in the 
bedroom through

home sales of 
sensual products

Direct sale is a fabulous distribution 
channel for products that need to be explained.

„Congratulations on your ten-year anniversary!
Back in 2006, when it all began, did you believe
that Soft Paris would be such a success?
Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Thank you, yes -
we've had big ambitions from day one!

Please, give us a few details about the com-
pany. Which markets are you active in, how
many consultants are working for you, etc.?
Luca Armenia: So far, we’re active in home
sales in France, Italy, and the UK. France is our
principal market, where we currently have
7,667 consultants.

Soft Paris is a well-established brand. What do
the consumers associate with this name?
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Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Our consumers
recognise us for our brand values: sophistication,
femininity, romance, sensuality, pleasure, and of
course, discretion.

Looking back, what were the highlights of the past
decade? And what are the moments you’d rather 
forget?
Luca Armenia: There are many to choose from. The
highlights include the launch of new catalogues - the
result of months, if not years, of hard work put in by
the product development, quality control, and
marketing teams, and it is always fun to see the result
when so many people work towards a common goal.
Moments we’d rather forget? They are actually the
most fun ones to look back on! 
      For example, our very first production of
cosmetics arrived late, just before Christmas, and the
outer packaging was not even finished… So the two
of us, together with Anne-Charlotte’s mum, spent an
entire weekend in a cold, enormous warehouse put-
ting cosmetics into their boxes until the small hours of
Monday morning, so that the range would finally be
ready to send out to our awaiting customers.    

What was your motivation to start home parties for
adult products ten years ago? Why is this channel of
distribution so well-suited for this type of product?
Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Direct sale is a fabulous
distribution channel for products that need to be
explained. In addition, meeting clients in the comfort
of their own home and creating a unique environment
for women to exchange ideas and communicate on
an intimate level makes a Soft Paris home party a
unique experience. Soft Paris has been helping indivi-
duals and couples for 10 years and we look forward
to enriching people's intimate lives in the future.

What are the biggest challenges in the home party
segment? Maybe the large number of competitors?
Luca Armenia: One of the biggest challenges later
becomes one of the greatest delights of working with
home parties: building trust with consultants,  
the sales people, and the company. It requires rigor
and consistency. But once the relationship is
established, it becomes one of the most rewarding
aspects of direct sales.

In 2006, the world was a different place. Social
acceptance of sex toys, an open approach to sex
and sexual lifestyle – back then, all that was only just
beginning. Did your company benefit from the
developments of the past ten years?

L U C A  A R M E N I A
A N N E - C H A R L O T T E  D E S R U E L L E
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Looking back at ten
years of success:
Luca Armenia and
Anne-Charlotte
Desruelle 
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Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Yes, the
attitudes towards sex have certainly evolved
over the last ten years and Soft Paris has
played an  important role in making this
possible. Over the past decade, we’ve
written one of the most influential blogs in
France, appeared countless times on
television and authored a book on the
subject. Our ‘Sexy Vibes’ video had 600k
global views on Youtube. Every client who
leaves a Soft Paris party with more
knowledge about the subject contributes to
the public attitude towards sex. And each
contribution, however small, has helped
make the industry what it is today.

How has your product range changed over
the course of the years?
Luca Armenia: At the beginning, we
distributed toys and cosmetics, but once the
volumes were sufficient for production, we
designed and produced our own, working
directly with factories. The first product we
designed in-house, ‘Lilith’, was the first toy
on the market to be 100% covered in
silicone. We only started presenting lingerie
to our clients a few years after Soft Paris was
launched. And in the past three years, we’ve
really stepped up that range, Soft Paris
lingerie has become more sophisticated and
is now of higher quality than ever before.

Soft Paris has always focussed on providing
information, advice, suggestions. With
customers becoming more knowledgeable, is
that still a priority today?
Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Yes, it is still a
priority. Couples and faithful clients still need
to reinvent themselves every so often. Plus,
not everyone’s a Soft Paris client… yet!

How would you describe the current
development of the adult market? Is it
moving in the right directions, or are there
things you don’t like?
Luca Armenia: The current development is
really positive, factories are manufacturing
better products with better design and
quality, which is a great benefit to all of us in
the industry. Ten years ago, it was rare to see
a silicone toy and now any toy that isn’t
made of silicone is seen as inferior. The next
step is going to be connected technology.

Even though we are still at the beginning of
this development, toys used with apps are
quickly becoming more widespread. 
But the industry needs to make sure it
provides  quality and experience to its
consumers  rather than childish gimmickry.
We’d also like the industry (and all industries
in fact) to be more concerned with the
environment,  designing and producing
products that last, using clean energy to do
it. It’s an aspect Soft Paris is very much
concerned and  involved with and we’d like
others in the  industry to think more 
about it too.

What’s the plan for the next ten years? Do
you want to expand further across Europe?
Anne-Charlotte Desruelle: Ever since we
started designing and manufacturing our own
products, we’ve been approached by
numerous other businesses interested in
working with us at a B2B level. We always
refused, wanting to concentrate more on our
direct distribution network. Recently, we
opened up to the possibility of strategic B2B
partnerships in markets where we are not
present at the moment. We have fabulous
products and ten years of know-how, so 
why not allow a wider market to enjoy 
Soft Paris’ products!?
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Consumer awareness has changed a lot
over the course of time. Long gone are the
days when nobody cared about things such
as ingredients, resource protection,
production conditions, etc. Today, many
consumers base their purchasing decision
on these things. But is that also the case in
the adult market? Patrick Giebel, CFO &
Quality Management Representative at pjur,
answered this question – and many 
others - in our EAN interview.

Patrick Giebel, CFO & Quality
Management Representative 
at pjur, feels the trend towards
sustainability will continue 
to gain momentum in the 

adult market

What matters is that 
the consumer trusts the product.
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„More and more consumers want to live
and shop responsibly. Nowadays, factors
such as ingredients/materials and production
conditions are playing a big role when
consumers decide whether or not to buy a
product. But is that also the case in the 
adult market?
Patrick Giebel: Yes, definitely! Everybody
who understands the importance of
sustainability wants to use products that
reflect this, for instance products that are
free of harmful substances. This audience is
constantly growing, across all age groups
and across all markets, from cosmetics to
textiles and also the adult market.

This trend has emerged in other markets long
before it gained momentum in the adult
world. Why is our industry lagging behind the
rest of the pack?

Patrick Giebel: Yes, this trend has been
around for several years – but also in the
adult industry. For instance, we developed
the pjur med line back in 2010. This product
line has a clear focus on organic and
nature-identical ingredients, and it has been
very popular ever since its launch, especially
among women. In 2013, we launched pjur
Woman Nude, which is completely free of

„QUAL ITY  PRODUCTS

SUCH  AS  THE  P JUR  LU-

BR ICANTS  CAN ’T  BE  PRO-

DUCED  CHEAPLY. “
PAT R I C K  G I E B E L
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additives, and last year, we followed that up with
pjur med VEGAN glide, a product that does not
contain any ingredients of animal origin. So you
could say that pjur has been catering to this trend
for many years, launching a variety of products in
this category for both, men and women.

Does the increasing interest in sexual wellness and
sexual health also lead to increasing demand for
'safe' products?
Patrick Giebel: Sure. Sexual wellness and sexual
health are topics that everybody is interested in
nowadays. Whether you’re single, dating, or
married – you don’t just use any product on your
intimate area. Also, the media continue to create
awareness for sexual wellbeing and its importance,
regardless of sexual preferences or situation. The
older generation in particular has been discovering
new and wonderful facets of their sexuality these
past years. pjur has the perfect products to cater
to this development, and we are more than 
happy that demand for these products is
constantly increasing.

From the very beginning, pjur has banked on
quality. Still, did the aforementioned trend lead to
any changes in your concept?
Patrick Giebel: As I stated before, we’ve already

been catering to this trend for some years, and
over the course of time, we have introduced more
and more products that are free of additives or only
include skin-friendly substances. So this trend
didn’t really lead to changes in our concept.
Rather, it has made us confident that we are on 
the right track. Thanks to the philosophy we have
followed since day one – to create quality and
perfectly safe products – we are well prepared for
the future. For instance, pjur Original and pjur 
Woman – our longest-standing top-sellers – meet
the same standard of quality as our latest
products, and they are still as popular as ever
among our customers.

The number of vegetarians and vegans is 
constantly growing. Is that a group with great
potential for the adult industry and for pjur 
in particular?
Patrick Giebel: Definitely, yes. We have added an
all-vegan product to our range with pjur med
VEGAN glide, and of course, it wasn’t tested on
animals, either. We are seeing great demand for
such products, also in the adult market. There
aren’t many companies in this segment that can
offer such products while maintaining the quality
and lubricating properties of regular glides.
How does a consumer pick a lubricant these days?

P A T R I C K  G I E B E L
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Which factors influence his decision? For in-
stance, how important is the brand?
Patrick Giebel: What matters is that the
consumer trusts the product. Having a great
reputation helps, but in order to make a name
for yourself, you need to satisfy the consumers
time and time again. That is a big advantage
for us because we have been active in this
market for more than 20 years and all our
products offer great quality. Other factors that
influence the purchasing decision are 
advertising and recognisable key visuals such
as our yellow dot. This way, the consumers
know immediately where to go when they enter
a shop for the first time. As for advertising, we
believe that less is more. You won’t find much
bare skin in pjur ads, instead we go for an
emotional approach, and often, there are also
things that make the consumers smile. That is
a better fit for our quality brand, as our
customers have confirmed numerous times.
pjur is a brand that people are comfortable
talking about, and consequently they are also
comfortable buying our products.

Quality is never cheap.
Are the consumers in
the adult market willing
and ready to reach
deeper into their 
pockets for a product of
superior quality?
Patrick Giebel:
Fortunately, yes! Quality
products such as the
pjur lubricants can’t be
produced cheaply.
Quality controls during
production alone are
quite costly, but because we make that kind of
investment, we can guarantee that our pro-
ducts are perfectly safe. Consequently, the
consumers are ready to pay a fair price for this
kind of quality. And since you only need a few
drops of our lubricants, these products can be
used for a longer period of time. Looking at it
that way, pjur is not really much more expen-
sive than the type of lubricant that is empty af-
ter two weeks because you don’t have to buy
another one so quickly.

How can the trade benefit from the trends we
addressed at the beginning of this interview?

Patrick Giebel: The biggest benefit for the
trade is obviously additional sales. Many
customers who would never have considered
shopping in an adult store or online shop 
see that there are products in this market 
now which live up to their standards, so they
open up to this option. What’s important 
is that the stores go along with this
development. They need to be inviting to 
new customers, not scaring them off. This 
means: bright sales floor instead of dark 
interior, clearly divided into categories so 
everybody will find what they are looking for.
That is the key to success.

How should the trade present their products
and which information do they need to have to
be able to give advice to, and ultimately win
over the consumers?
Patrick Giebel: Yes, apart from what I said
before, the professional expertise of the shop
owners and sales personnel is also vital. At
pjur, we offer product training courses during
which our sales team also talks about the
ingredients since this is a very important

aspect. The sales staff
needs to know the
various advantages and
disadvantages of the
products in this
segment, and they
need to be able to
explain to the consumer
why a more expensive
product offers greater
sustainability than the
cheaper alternative.

Sustainability, ecological
compatibility, fair trade, organic ingredients, top
quality – these terms are used to advertise a
great many products in the adult market. Then,
there are also various seals of quality, labels,
etc. Isn’t this extremely confusing for the
 consumers?
Patrick Giebel: Well, usually, the consumers
only see what they want to see. And yes, every
producer advertises their product using the 
labels and test results he scored for this
formulations. So the most important thing 
for the trade is to present the products in an
appealing fashion on a clearly arranged 
store shelf.
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”USUALLY,  THE  CONSU-

MERS  ONLY  SEE  WHAT

THEY  WANT  TO  SEE . “  
PAT R I C K  G I E B E L

pjur Woman Nude, 
released in 2013, 

is free of additives of any kind

Developed for the growing number 
of vegan consumers: 

pjur med VEGAN glide
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Monique Carty, Director of Nexus

We are always listening and learning.

„The new Ace Small is one of your most successful products presented in a new size. In
case some of our readers don’t know the Ace products yet, what sets them apart from the
competition?
Monique Carty: The Ace range was born because a customer mentioned they couldn’t find a
silicone, remote controlled, rechargeable, waterproof butt plug anywhere. When I looked I was
really surprised that they were correct and that such a simple idea was not already in the mar-
ket at the time so we set about creating it. We battled with the price point to begin with and
started to think maybe this was why this ultimate
butt plug had not been developed before. Howe-
ver, we finally got to where we wanted to be and
Ace was born. The first model was what we now
call Ace Medium because we hadn’t thought about
making it a range at that time. However, it soon
became a best-selling item and we were asked to
create other sizes. We launched Ace large last year
at the show and this year we are launching the
small.

What the consumers need and expect differs from
person to person. Are three sizes enough for Ace,

or are the plans to launch more versions?
Monique: We have discussed launching an ex-
tra-large but we are not sure how big a market
there is for that size – excuse the pun. Re-
quests have not been as forthcoming as they
were for large and small but never say never,
if there’s a demand we will definitely cater for
it.

For Ultra Si, you’ve gone back to the popular and time-proven design of Neo. Why did
you pick that products, and how did you change it to make it better?

Monique: Neo is our most versatile shape. It’s very effective without added
girth or stimulation.

Again Ultra Si was born from customer demand. We are often
asked if we do a silicone version of our 1st generation prostate massa-
gers so now we can finally say yes! Ultra Si will stimulate the prostate
and perineum in exactly the same way as the Neo with its ergonomic
shape and stainless steel roller ball but it will have a silicone cover to
give a different sensation to the skin.

There’s silicone, and then there’s silicone – what can you tell us about the
material you used for Ultra Si? 
Monique: As with everything we do our silicone is of a high standard.
Silky smooth, non-porous body safe and durable.
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Nexus  l a un c h es  U l t r a  S i  a n d  Ac e  S ma l l  exclusive

„THERE  ARE  MORE  H IGH

END  BRANDS  IN  THE

MARKET  NOW FOCUSS ING

ON QUAL ITY  AND

 INNOVATION  WHICH  IS

GOOD  FOR  KEEP ING

STANDARDS  H IGH . ”
M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y

British brand Nexus is bringing
new models of two top-sellers
to this year’s eroFame trade
convention. Firstly, a new pro-
duct size has been added to
the Ace Line, and secondly,
Nexus’ classic Neo is now also
available with a  silicone cover.
Both of these products have
been introduced in response
to user requests. And as Mo-
nique Carty, Director of Nexus,
stresses in our EAN interview,
consumer feedback is invalu-
able for companies in this in-
dustry.
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Have you also prepared POS materials for the two new
products?
Monique: We have a pretty versatile POS  system which
enables customers to use the same displays with inter-
changeable insertable USP sheets. There are three
stand variations, Revo, versatile and clip. If our custo-
mers have these variations and a set of backing sheets
they will be able to display all of our products with ease. 

Some people might argue that adding a few features to
an existing design is not enough to laud it as a new
product. How do you respond to this argument. Can
less be more sometimes?
Monique: We always listen to our customers and this is
something they have asked for. When we launched the
first generation of prostate massagers we chose to use
polypropylene for many reasons. It’s firm and therefore
can give a very thorough massage. It’s non porous,
hypo-allergenic and durable and adjusts to body
temperature. It’s also compatible with any lubricant.
However, feedback we have had is that some
customers are put off with the hardness of it. So, 
where we think it’s great, we are told that some 
yearn for something a little softer on the skin. 
This product hasn’t been easy to create and we
certainly don’t feel it’s a cop out. We have simply
created something that our customers want and it’s 
not been easy.

You have created these two new products in  
response to consumer suggestions. Please, take us
through this process. How strongly do customers  
(both trade members and consumers) influence 
product development at Nexus?
Monique: We are always listening and learning. Our
trade customers are the ones on the front line. They
know what’s wanted/needed by the end consumer
because they are interacting all the time. Therefore, that
information is invaluable. There is always  something
new to learn, something we may not have thought of.

How important is it to listen to the needs and wishes
but also to the criticisms of customers?
Monique: It’s extremely  important. If somebody has
taken the time to write to you they are either inspired
or irked. Either way you should listen because there

may be some gold in there. There is such thing as
being too close to a project and sometimes you may
miss something or be too stuck on a certain way of
doing things. That’s said we have had some crazy
suggestions in the past which have been swiftly re-
jected. One being a toy created for men that are able
to turn their penis into a vagina. 

How would you describe the
current situation in the adult
market, particularly in the
segments that you focus on?
Monique: We were born as a
prostate massage brand and at
the time this was a very niche
market. As time has gone on we
have grown as a brand and so
has the number of brands
entering that niche.
      I also think there are more
high end brands in the market
now focussing on quality and in-
novation which is good for kee-
ping standards high.

At the beginning of the year, an
industry member said in an EAN

interview that 2016 would be the 'year of male toys'.
Has demand for male-oriented sex toys really
increased that much?
Monique: As for the industry I think they were right,
there has been many male toys launched this year,
some of them very interesting. As a brand we have
always grown year on year, however this year has
seen exponential growth for Nexus. Whether that is
down to demand or the products that we sell I 
don’t know.

What can you tell us about Nexus‘ plans for the
upcoming months? 
Monique: As always there’s a lot going on. We are
really concentrating on product development at the
moment and updating some of our line’s packaging.
We will be pushing into the USA even more as well as
Australia and South America and we are developing a
new online ordering system. 

M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y
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„OUR  TRADE  CUSTOMERS

ARE  THE  ONES  ON  THE

FRONT  L INE .  THEY  KNOW

WHAT ’S  WANTED/NEEDED

BY  THE  END  CONSUMER

BECAUSE  THEY  ARE  INTE-

RACTING  ALL  THE  T IME . ”  
M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y

The Nexus Ace line-up
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SHOTS is going to bring their entire team to eroFame, meaning you will have

the  opportunity to meet the crew of Shots Europe and Shots USA in Hanover. 

And of course, they also bring lots of interesting new  products to the show. 

Oscar Heijnen presents some of them in our EAN interview, and he explains why

quality trumps quantity this year.„Just like in previous years, Shots will  present numerous new products to the
international trade at eroFame. Before we talk about these products, I’d like to ask: Apart from

the products, what else awaits the visitors at the Shots stand?
Oscar Heijnen: Of course, we will have  loads of new products and we will introduce no

less than three new brands at one of the most important and  influential fairs in Europe!
But what our clients will notice most of all is the fact that 

our American sales team has expanded dramatically and we will also introduce a
new Business Development Manager, who will take over my tasks in

Europe when I am away.  At the end of  September, we will have an 
additional press release about this.

Will the team of Shots USA send someone to the show to support
the European team?
Oscar: For sure! Our complete sales teams from both Europe
and America will be  present at our stand the whole time. I would
like to advise everybody to make 
an appointment a.s.a.p. as the schedules are filling up rapidly!

Will there be new private brands? If so, can you give us
some information about them? What are they called, 
what defines them, and what sets them apart from the

 competition?
Oscar: October 2016 will see a release where it’s

quality, not quantity that counts! Normally,
 everybody is used to seeing the release of more

than 500 products from us. Not this year! This
year, we have looked  specifically at what has

been missing in our assortment, at the
 demands from the market and at what could

make us stand out from the crowd. We will
introduce 72 new products available in one
or two or even three different colours,
which makes for a  total of almost 200
SKUs. These 72 new products are spread
across a variety of 11 brands.

Our best- selling brand VIVE will
 be expanding with two new items. Firstly,
there will be a uniquely shaped Rabbit
with a special feature. Then, there will be
multi-functional vibrator with a double
 motor. Both of them feature the rosé gold

and the quality that can be expected from a
brand like VIVE! Because of the success of the

sleeves in our SONO range for men and the demand
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Oscar Heijnen 
brings 72 new products

to eroFame 
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October 2016 will see a release where it’s quality, 
not quantity that counts! 

I N T E R V I E W

for more products with this great material, we have
added various cockrings, cockcages, ballstraps,
and tunnels, all of which have been designed  
in-house. All are made of superior silicone or the
super stretchy SONO material Soft TPE!
      Furthermore, we are very proud to  introduce a
new concept to the market. Clitoral  pulsation with
air suction has been shown  by various producers
but we are now  introducing our own air suction
technique and adding an extra element. The Hiky
will be the first air suction pulsating toy with an
 additional  vibrator side. All the pleasure a woman 
is looking for, combined in one toy!
      The successful introduction of the massage
gloves range in our Touché brand has led us to the
decision to add some new variants. This will make
the brand more mainstream, especially with its
 elegant look and the very competitive prices! 
      The next brand I want to introduce was
 inspired by our idea to start a collection of antique
vibrators to show the evolution of these products
to our clients. After we bought one of the first
 vibrators ever made, the idea arose to design a
 retro-line. The result, aptly named RETRO, can be
admired at our stand in Hanover. Designs from the
thirties, forties, and fifties combined with modern
technology. A unique and special concept!
      We are also adding some products to the
Shots Toys and Ouch! lines to make the
 assortment even more complete. Furthermore,  
we will introduce a brand new Rabbit/Tarzan 
vibrator in our brand TARZAN 2.0.
      The S-Line will also have some new, unique,
funny, and entertaining cock ring designs.
MJUZE is another totally new brand that we will
 introduce at eroFame! It will be a fresh brand with
trendy colours and shapes. This is where variations
of bestsellers and unique designs amalgamate into
an eye-catching brand!
      And last, but by no means least, we want to
 introduce a project that we have been working on
very hard for the last 12 months! By means of a
 totally new way of production, we have been able
to design and produce the most flexible, soft,

O S C A R  H E I J N E N
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S HOTS  p res en t  n u me ro u s  n ew  p ro d u c ts  a t  e ro Fa meexclusive

The Hiky - all the
pleasure a woman is
looking for, combi-
ned in one toy

 noiseless yet powerful toy-line ever! We are more
than proud to introduce our latest brand called JIL! 
      JIL has 8 unique, bestselling shapes and
 because it’s solely made of silicones, its flexibility  
is endless! With clear, tight and eye-catching
 packaging, the beautiful display and included
 testers, this will be a must-have for every shop!
      The JIL-pack for online sales comes with
 videos, banners, advertisements, info-graphics,
images and everything else to stimulate sales. JIL:
Designed by women for women (and couples)!

You have announced that you want to focus on
new concepts instead of presenting old ideas in
new packaging. Also, you said you want to invest
in product categories in which Shots does not
have a leading position yet. Do your new products
reflect these ambitions?
Oscar: Certainly! All our new  labels have their own
designs and products. This makes 

them piece-by-piece unique 
and trademark protection  makes
it impossible for others to 
release exactly the same
 products. This way, SHOTS will
become even more special  given
the rapid speed in which we 
introduce our products, making
our market 
share grow year by year!

Will there be new additions to your existing private
brands and collections? Which of your brands will
get bigger?
Oscar: We would really like to grow in the 
men’s segment and we pay a lot of attention 
to our own SONO label which will see the
 introduction of about 30 new products. Apart 
from that, we will  introduce a big variety of new
products for  Halloween in our S-Line and in 
the Shots Toys range, we will add more anal 
cock rings. The  Touché brand is getting a 
softer look and feel with the release of more
 massage products. And you can check all of  
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this out yourself at stand no. 147 in Hanover
and on www.shots.nl!

The rate at which you present new products
and brands is remarkable. Where do you get all
the ideas? 
Oscar: Luckily, I am not alone in this  because I
wouldn’t get out of the bedroom anymore :-)
Over the years, we have established  
a group of about six core designers, part of
them very experienced and the others 
young rookies. Together with the sales 
team, they come up with the ideas and the
 unique designs!

What are the standards you set for yourself
 during product development? What  prere-
quisites does a Shots product have to meet?
And which factors determine if a  product will
 become a success or a failure in today’s market?
Oscar: The standards are very high today and
the list of conditions the products have to
 comply with wouldn’t fit on an A4 piece of
 paper anymore. With our complete team, we
have years and years of experience and I have
to admit that we have made some  mistakes in
the past. Luckily that
hardly  happens anymore
and by learning from our
mistakes, we are  getting
stronger every year,
which is reflected in our
continuous growth. A
product  becomes a
 success when it’s one of
the best in its segment.
Don’t forget how much
competition there is
worldwide and how
many new products 
are being released 
every day. 
      Just making a quick drawing 
and rapidly going into production 
doesn’t work anymore. This is a matter of
 working very hard and seriously with a very
large team.

How important are your private brands
 compared to those of your third-party
 suppliers? How do they perform, how do 
they contribute to your bottom line?

Oscar: Both sides are very important to us and
we still strive to expand both of them.  At the
moment, we have to slow down a 
little until our new building is ready and we can
go full force ahead again. They are 
both contributing to our bottom line and 
our forte is to offer full assortments, slow- as
well as fast sellers, and stocking up on
 everything. If customers can’t find a product
anywhere they just should think of that 
one distributor and producer that offers
 everything: SHOTS!!

I’m sure you’ve heard this one many times
 already, but there’s no way around it: Isn’t there
a degree of cannibalisation between private
and third-party brands?
Oscar: Yes and no is the diplomatic answer
here, but we always leave the choice up to our
customers. We offer everything,  handcuffs 
from our own brand or from  Pipedream, 
Doc Johnson, XR Brands or any other brand
that we represent. It is not up to SHOTS to
judge what’s selling well, that’s the retailers’
job. The only thing we do is offer the best
 service we can. Retailers like to have a wide

selection and then 
decide for themselves.
And why not? In the
end, the important 
thing is that they buy it
from us!

And lastly, what can the
visitors of eroFame
 expect in terms of 
third-party brands?
Have you maybe  added
new  suppliers to your
range?
Oscar: We didn’t add

too many news  suppliers this year and before
we decide to do so we’d like to expand the
current  assortment of our existing suppliers.
Also, we would like to stock these products
 deeper, but again, we will have to wait until our
new warehouse is ready at the end of the year. 

      That will result in another 2000+ pallet
spots, which should be enough for the next
 years. After that, I will have to consider buying
out another one of my neighbours! 
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“ I T  IS  NOT  UP  TO  SHOTS

TO  JUDGE  WHAT ’S  SEL-

L ING  WELL ,  THAT ’S  THE

RETA ILERS’  JOB . ”  
O S C A R  H E I J N E N

The products in the JIL line are 
created completely from silicone,

which makes them extremely flexible  

RETRO combines classical design 
and modern technology
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approach to sexual health and wellness. 

Will anything change in the distribution structure
of Wicked Sensual Care or will  everything stay the
same for your existing customers?

Cassie Pendleton: No
changes will be made in
our distribution structure.
We will simply be able to
support the distribution
model better by offering
product training and sup-
port direct from us to the
retailers our distributors
supply.

Do you see any diffe-
rences between Europe
and other markets when

it comes to sensual care products? Is there
something that  customers in Europe attach more
value to than customers in the US, for instance?
Cassie Pendleton: We may come across subtle
differences in the European market as we begin
to work this territory more, but I think we’re lucky
in that – quality sells everywhere. People all over
the world want quality products at an accessible
price. At Wicked, we’re able to provide exactly
that. Lubricant is such a wonderful category to
work in because though seemingly so simple in
theory, at Wicked we’ve managed to deliver be-
nefits that go above and beyond your typical slip-
pery formula. I can’t wait to show Europe what
Wicked Sensual Care is all about!

Do you have any plans especially for Europe in
the near future (e.g. promotions, new releases,
etc.)?
Cassie Pendleton: Our immediate plan for
Europe is to reach out to and make sure  retailers
know that we’re now more accessible to support
the brand directly. This support includes product
knowledge seminars for store staff to equip retai-
lers to sell our brand successfully. We also now
have the opportunity to partner with our resellers

We now have our sights set on Europe.

„Hi, Cassie! You moved from the US to
Europe. Does that mean that Wicked Sensual
Care will focus more on the European market in
the future?
Cassie Pendleton: Yes, exactly. My move to
Europe means that
Wicked is now able to
bring a level of service
and support to the
European market we ha-
ven’t been able to in the
past simply because of
distance. Being a US ba-
sed company, we’ve
been able to establish
ourselves as a leading lu-
bricant brand in the US,
our “backyard”, in four
short years. That’s pretty
incredible. We now have our sights set on

Europe to duplicate that same success.

How important is the European market
for Wicked Sensual Care compared to
other markets?
Cassie Pendleton: We, of course,
want to achieve success in many

markets. Europe stands out as a
target market because of the
potential we see possible

there. We are so  excited to, not
just be an  option on the shelf,

but to  become the preferred con-
sumer choice. Wicked Sensual

Care isn’t just “another lube”. We
innovate as we formulate and our

unique approach to this cate-
gory is notable once you try

one of our  flavored lu-
bricants, or learn

about the
nuances in our

formulas that
show our
thoughtful

Over the course of the past
years, Wicked Sensual Care
has become one of the big
names in the market for
lubricants and care products.
To make sure that the success
story of the US company also
continues in Europe, Cassie
Pendleton, Wicked Sensual
Care’s Marketing Director,
recently moved to the United
Kingdom. That was reason
enough for us to ask her for an
interview and find out more
about the latest developments
within the brand and how
these changes benefit the
consumers.

„WICKED  SENSUAL  CARE

ISN ’T  JUST  ' ANOTHER

LUBE ' . “
C A S S I E  P E N D L E TO N

Ca ss ie  Pen d le ton  a n d  th e  impor ta n c e  o f  Eu rope  f o r  Wic ke d  Se ns u a l  C a re

Cassie Pendleton, 
Wicked Sensual Care’s

Marketing  Director,
 recently moved 

to Europe
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and develop promotions and contests throug-
hout the territory. 
      As far as new products, YES! We have re-
cently released some exciting products in the US
over the last few months that will make their de-
but in Europe at this year’s eroFame show. One
is our stimulating clitoral massaging gel- Awaken.
This clitoral stimulation product plays with texture
and sensation to achieve a greater depth of or-
gasm. We also  recently debuted our Wicked Hy-
brid lubricant at the ANME show this past July.
Now THIS! This is a lubricant that is sure to
please, offering a “wetter than water” wetness
that is truly unique! Being able to  offer silicone in
this formula compliments its feel and with all the
benefits of a water based lubricant, it is safe for all
toy materials and has easy rinse-ability.

Europe is a continent of
many nations and cultu-
res. Do you see any diffe-
rences between the
countries, or do all Wi-
cked products sell equally
well throughout the conti-
nent?
Cassie Pendleton: To be
honest, this remains to be
seen as we grow the terri-
tory. We‘re just as excited
to see how different cultu-
res take to our brand and
formulas and which pro-
ducts become the most
popular in different nati-
ons.

Wicked Sensual Care will
be an exhibitor at ero-
Fame in October. Why
should no visitor miss your stand?
Cassie Pendleton: Because just when you
started to think “lube is lube is lube is lube” – here

comes Wicked Sensual Care! Let us show you
why we’re so passionate about this category,
how we do things differently, and our vision for of-
fering superior products with new benefits to
consumers. It’s truly a re-envisioning of intimate
lubricants as a luxurious personal care item that
every adult can use to  enhance their intimate
lives, which in turn will  translate to better health
and happiness overall.

Presentation is an important aspect for every
sales environment. What does Wicked currently
offer in  regards of POS materials or for websites?
Cassie Pendleton: We maintain an extensive
B2B portal on our website:
wickedsensualcare.com which gives all of our
customers access to marketing assets and gra-
phics that can be used to showcase the brand in
store or online. 
      We also have marketing pieces for brick and
mortar stores that provide all the elements nee-
ded to give WSC a proper section and presence.
These  include simple yet highly effective essenti-
als like section headers, shelf talkers, and consu-
mer brochures for the taking.

Who distributes Wicked Sensual Care in Europe?
Cassie Pendleton: Our
distribution network in
Europe includes Shots
Media, Marc Dorcel, and
Scala Playhouse.

Are there any new pro-
ducts in the making right
now that you can tell us
more about? What can
we expect from Wicked
Sensual Care in the up-
coming months?
Cassie Pendleton: If
you’ve ever tasted one
of our flavoured lubri-
cants, your mouth has
probably been watering
for more ever sense. So
great news!  Before the
year’s end – we’ll be co-
ming out with some
more  flavours to satisfy 
sweet teeth worldwide. 
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„WICKED  IS  NOW ABLE  TO

BRING  A  LEVEL  OF

 SERV ICE  AND  SUPPORT

TO  THE  EUROPEAN

 MARKET  WE  HAVEN ’T

BEEN  ABLE  TO  IN  THE

PAST  S IMPLY  BECAUSE  OF

D ISTANCE . “
C A S S I E  P E N D L E TO N

Hybrid is new in the
Wicked Sensual

Care Range
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Several years ago, the brick
and mortar retailers made
most of their turnover from
selling adult DVDs. As we all
know, the situation has
changed dramatically since
then. However, DVD sales still
matter to many retailers in
spite of the overwhelming
flood of free pornographic
content on the internet that is
available anytime and any-
place. You can’t turn back
time, says Davy Boothby, one
of the heads of British adult
store chain Pulse & Cocktails,
but giving up and sticking your
head in the sand is not an
option. What the industry has
to do is think about ways to
make erotic content on
physical media interesting for
the consumers again and
bring this segment back from
the brink. Pulse & Cocktails
has thought long and hard
about this problem, and their
solution is the Adult -
MovieStick. Davy Boothby
tells us more about the
product and the concept in
our interview.

Davy Boothby and his
partners run the British
adult retail chain 
Pulse & Cocktails

„You are about to release a new product,
called AdultMovieStick. What kind of product is
this and when will it be released? 
Davy Boothby: It is a system we have
developed to deliver porn of our customers’
choice (selected in store) and downloaded by
us to a flash stick which will work in any
modern OTG device (On the Go) smart phone,
tablet, laptop, smart TV even some VR glasses
& digital projectors if you fancy some home
cinema porn.
      We are currently rolling this out to all our
stores having trialed it in a few to start with.

Pulse and Cocktails operates 20 adult shops in
the UK. How did you – as an erotic retailer –
come up with the idea of making the
AdultMovieStick?
Davy: I am sure many adult retailers had pre-
vious business experience & skills, my family
have been involved in retail and various product

design and develop-
ment over the

last 50 years.
AdultMovie-
Stick was
about iden-
tifying a very
real need to
re-invigorate
physical porn
sales in our
stores, then
producing a

product

The value of adult material in sex shops 
has been seriously eroded by free porn and downloads. 

to satisfy it. When we came into this market 20
years ago, there were no female friendly or
couple stores, that was our first challenge, to
try and change the perception of a sex shop.
We selected large properties, many are former
car showrooms or roadside restaurants which
allow us the space to carry large stocks of
lingerie and role play costumes and every type
of sex aid and bondage available and stores
are staffed predominately by female staff. And
we are all proud of our now 20-year old strap
line 'Couples who play together stay together'.

Haven’t adult shops compensated for the loss
of DVD sales with other products by now?
Davy: DVDs represented as much as 60% of
some adult retailers’ business if not more.
Many have closed and others have adapted to
the changing market place with online sales
and higher priced luxury items being more in
focus by being more tactile, ergonomic, reli-
able, better packaged etc. These bring in a hig-
her £, $, or € profit per item sold, although at a
lower gp margin, as brands attempt to force a
lower mark up with their SRP than used to be
the norm in sex shops (not high street bou-
tiques). But we are still paying expensive li-
cense fees in the UK in order to stock the huge
range of adult products we offer as well as
DVDs, so this is also an attempt to protect the
future for licensed stores. 

How much will an AdultMovieStick cost? What
about the prices for a movie?
Davy: The sticks we have sourced are very
expensive for us, they have to be capable of

downloading films quickly, some are over 20
euros as against cheap sticks which can

be purchased for 1 euro.
To the customer films (included with

the AdultMovieStick) start at £25 but
we have offers of 3 for £60.  -
However, once our customer has
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purchased his stick loaded with his choice of films,
he can now exchange those films for any others for a
fee of £10 per film. Most film buyers love this flexibility
of choosing alternative titles and for us, it ensures
regular visits by these customers to our stores, many
of whom may buy other products as well.

How many percent of your turnover are still DVD
sales today?
Davy: 15-20% of turnover but a higher percentage of
profit. If we can stem the decline in demand and
expand this market back to 25-30% then this is a
valuable bonus to our business.

What about the collaboration with the copyright
owners? Will every movie you sell on DVD be
available?
Davy: I would like to think all new releases may be
available in digital format, but it is not likely that all of
our existing films would become available. Some
titles we own and others that we use are on a
contract with the owners, this library we are keen to
expand and would be delighted to hear from any
content owners who would like to contact me. We
are very pleased that the potential of AdultMovieStick
was recognized by a major European supplier whom
we are till working closely with.

What are the advantages for the consumer?
Davy: Convenience, privacy and protected viewing
with their compact size added security was one of
our key remits ensuring material could not be viewed
by any unauthorised person or child finding the
AdultMovieStick. Therefore, they are all fitted with a
three wheel combination lock manufactured for
Cocktails Ltd. In the UK access of porn by children is
a big issue and one which we wanted to address
right from the start.

How will the average porn consumer find out about
this offering? After all, they don't really visit shops
anymore...
Davy: Well, we have a few thousand people a week
through our doors and most currently do not buy
porn from us for many reasons, some of which
AdultMovieSticks will satisfy. We then have a number
of mediums to expand product awareness within a
radius of our existing stores but it is very difficult to
make porn sound attractive to the general market.

How should we envision the practical use of the
AdultMovieStick? What must the customer do to
enjoy the movie of his choice?

Davy: OK the customer has
chosen his films, from the
moment he leaves our store all
he has to do is insert the
AdultMovieStick into his device,
he will then be presented with a
list of his downloaded films he
clicks on his choice and can
move the time bar to any point in
the film or freeze on any frame,
viewing is instant no buffering
and of course no WiFi needed.

This seems like a product that
would work especially well in the
UK with its strict anti-porno laws.
Do you see a possible market
outside of the UK as well?

Davy: Yes, I do. The value of adult material in sex
shops has been seriously eroded by free porn and
downloads, but an assumption is made that everyone
who would like to view porn is going to risk a digital
footprint on their device from a porn site, or worse
still commit their name and credit card details to a
porn provider, even the inconvenience of accessing
the DVD player at home. AdultMovieStick gives
freedom from WiFi and allows you to watch porn
anytime, anywhere you want with whoever you want,
not everyone has a TV and DVD player in the
bedroom. You can even buy cheap tablets from £40
which are ideal for OTG porn if you do not have a
smart mobile device.

Internet pornography is a big market, with big
companies behind the major sites... Why do you see
chances to win against their „free“ content?

D A V Y  B O O T H B Y
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The AdultMovie-
Stick has 16GB
 memory and a
 combination 
lock to prevent
 unauthorised
 access
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Davy: We are not trying to win anything. This
system is simply an alternative for those who
wish to choose it.

Are you planning to market the AdultMovieStick
outside of Pulse and Cocktails as well? How
can other retailers profit from your concept?
Davy: We have a very
comprehensive EPOS
system, which will
provide any partner
content provider with
accurate download
accounting reports. If
other retailers do not
have systems that would
satisfy providers what
about new films or old
being pre-loaded to
AdultMovieSticks and
sold as a pre-pack? This
would be a great way for
content owners to open up their catalogue and
start earning money from old material with all
the same advantages to the consumer, no WiFi
no digital footprints etc. and stores could also
offer exchanges on pre-loaded sticks, if this

delivery system grows we are all winners. We
are only putting a maximum of 3 films on a
stick as we do not want the customer to have
a porn overload, we want him to keep 
coming back. 7-10 films on a stick might
present good value to the customer but you
may never see him again.

160
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MUCH AS  60% OF  SOME
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The AdultMovieStick can be used on
all modern smartphones, tablets,

 laptops, or smart TVs
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Theme parks are for kids. To a certain degree, most of us would probably agree to this
statement. Now, Evaldo Shiroma wants to change that. He is the organiser of Erotika Fair, a
trade event that has been successfully drawing people to Sao Paulo since 1997, and for
some time, he has been dreaming about building an amusement park for adults. A park that
is all about eroticism and sensuality. It would probably cost 150 million US dollars, it would
stretch across an area of 30,000 to 40,000 square metres, it would create roughly 500 new
jobs, and Evaldo estimates that it could attract two million visitors on an annual basis.
Sounds like an ambitious project? That’s what we at EAN thought as well, so we asked
Evaldo Shiroma for an interview to learn more about ErotikaLand.

Evaldo Shiroma wants to realise his
dream and build an adult-oriented 

erotic theme park in Sao Paulo

„ErotikaLand – what
exactly is hiding behind
this name?
Evaldo Shiroma: More
than a project, it’s been a
dream of mine since
1998. A continuation of
my work at Erotika Fair.

How did you get the idea
to create a "Disneyland"
for grown-ups?
Evaldo: Erotika Fair
was and is B2B and

B2C because I
understood back then that it was
necessary to open the  erotic market to
the consumers and not restrict it to
business owners. To unwind the
public and  alleviate the prejudiced
views some people hold, I decided

to create attractions to help and add
other facets to the theme. Thus was

born the idea for ErotikaLand: strip
shows, art exhibitions, lectures, fashion

shows, and erotic games,  whetting the
curiosity of those who have never entered an
erotic products store.

Could you describe what ErotikaLand would look
like? Which attractions will draw visitors and how
will it all be connected to eroticism?

The goal is to attract 
two million people per year to the park.

Evaldo: Coming from a
school of organising
events and trade shows,
I like that format and
therefore, I am inclined
to develop a park that is
fully or partially indoors
so we don’t depend on
weather conditions. In
fact, the goal is to bring
the erotic universe to a
single place and provide
unique  experiences to
our visitors. I have
already listed more than

20 attractions, of all sizes and purposes, but the
great secret of my  project is the human material,
the charm and natural sensuality of the 
Brazilian people. . 

Where do you want to build this theme park?
How big will it be and what are the estimated
costs? How many jobs will the park create?
Evaldo: I love the city where I was born - São
Paulo. São Paulo is the main centre of events in
the country, it offers the necessary infrastructure
for welcoming visitors, either business or
conventional tourists. I am designing a pavilion 
of approximately 30 or 40 thousand square
meters, in an area of 60,000 square meters with
parking and themed hotels. The park will cost 
$ 150 million and will require 500 employees.
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It was published in the media that there is some
resistance from local politicians against your plans.
What bothers them about ErotikaLand?
Evaldo: We are in a year of municipal elections in Brazil
and politicians need clashes and polemics to be
elected. But that is the past because the project will be
near to a great town, and due to the  benefits we
provide, there will be no resistance.

Did you also get positive  encouragement from other
parties -  after all, EroticaLand would definitely
represent a serious economic factor, right?
Evaldo: I always supported  important causes at my
events, such as AIDS prevention  campaigns,
campaigns against pedophilia, against drugs, and in
the future, there will be campaigns against sexual
harassment and rape. Such campaigns should
become bigger in scope within the park thanks to the
visibility it  creates. The project favours tourism, contri-
butes to the economy, and allows for collaborations
with health agencies and judicial organs of my country.

Brazil is going through a political crisis. To what  degree
does that affect your plans?
Evaldo: This current crisis in no way affects my plans
because these plans depend exclusively on my belief
and my work. I believe in the success of the venture
and its financial returns. For big brands, there will be a
great commercial and  marketing opportunities. 
No matter if ou are an  investor or entrepreneur of the
erotic market -  if you are interested in this project, you
can contact me directly by e-mail.
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Did you check in advance if public
interest in such a project will be
big enough? Are you sure the
park will be financially viable?
Evaldo: The goal is to attract
two million people per year to
the park. Everything related to
this theme arouses the
attention of both the media
and the public. Apart from
local tourism, we will direct our
communication to international
tourists. In  addition to the tickets,
we will have income from attractions,
parties, parking, hotel, food court,
shops, a theatre room, space for trade
shows and corporate events, and
exposure of major brands.

Critics might say that such a park would turn into
Sodom and Gomorrah in the long run. How far 
do you plan on going with respect to visitor liberties?
And how will you prevent a red light district around 
the park?
Evaldo: Some attractions give the visitor the  option of
effectively participating or being a  spectator. Free
choice will be respected, provided that they respect the
rules of the park. If the idea behind some attractions is
to offer experiences  rather than information in, the
senses will be heightened because the idea is to
develop people’s libido. Words like swinging, dogging,
MILF, fetish, BDSM, voyeur, nude, fantasy,
masturbation, orgasm, tantric sex, shibari, and so
many others will be perfectly normal and widely
disseminated in a secure environment. I will have full
control over the rules and safety within the park. The
fact that we’re choosing a major urban center will
naturally avoid the emergence of any red light districts.

The whole project sounds well thought-out, but still
very ambitious. What has kept you from realising it
before, and when do you hope to have the 
grand opening?
Evaldo: The experience acquired over the course of 23
editions of Erotika Fair gave me the maturity and
confidence to take the biggest professional leap in my
life and make my dream come true. Therefore, I need
to give up the Erotika Fair, either by outsourcing or 
even by selling the event, and devote myself  entirely to
the park in order to inaugurate within two years after
the definition of the place.
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Hand-made lace and feather accessories, designed 
and produced in Germany, offering seductive nonchalance.
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used as chokers. And chokers are a must-have
for fashion-conscious women this fall. So many
of our new feather-cord belts can be worn as
chokers, and we’ve achieved this in many
creative ways. Foot jewellery has been on my
mind for a long time, and now I finally got
around to actually creating it. Part of the
jewellery can also be combined with shoes or
stockings, while the more elaborate pieces are
better suited for when you’re barefoot on the
beach or when you’re having a romantic
evening at home.

In case some of our readers haven’t heard of
mondin yet, how would you describe your label
in a nutshell?
Tanja Bachmann: Hand-made lace and feather
accessories, designed and produced in
Germany, offering seductive nonchalance.

Several of your new products are adorned with
silk fringes. Would you mind telling us more
about these special accessories?
Tanja Bachmann: These products are made
from fringes of varying length – up to 70cm –
and have proven very effective in combination
with lingerie or corsages. Of course, they also

„The mondin label is launching a new
fall/winter collection. Would you please give us
some details about the new designs?
Tanja Bachmann: The focus of this collection
for the second half of the year is on dark
colours. Of course, black is playing a prominent
role once more. Apart from the usual
combinations of satin, lace, feathers, and faux
silk fringes, we have also used velvet and
imitation suede. More and more consumers
make a point of not wearing real leather as an
accessory, so our imitation suede is a great
alternative, all the more since it looks just like
the real thing. Velvet lends a special, luxurious
touch to our new products, and it looks perfect
in combination with the soft emu feathers we’ve
added to our range of materials. And talking
about feathers: Several of the products in our
fall/winter collection stick out due to 
eye-catching feather adornments. We have
used very unusual feathers, such as duck
feathers, big ostrich feathers, deep-blue,
shimmering peacock feathers, etc.

The collection also includes all-new products
such as foot jewellery and belts. Where did you
get the inspiration for these products?
Tanja Bachmann: Many of our customers have
asked us about belts. I have designed many of
the belts in such a way that they can also be

”THE  FOCUS  OF  TH IS

 COLLECTION  FOR  THE

 SECOND HALF  OF  THE

YEAR  IS  ON  DARK  

COLOURS . “  
TA N J A  B A C H M A N

mondin’s collection for the upcoming
fall/winter season adds numerous interes-
ting products to the label’s range of sensual
accessories. In our interview with Tanja
Bachmann, the mastermind of the mondin
label, she tells us which products those are
and which trends are reflected in the col-
lection for the second half of the year. And
as we learn, the label would love to hear
from potential partners from the wholesale
and retail business.

Tanja Bachmann proudly presents the
fall/winter collection of the 

mondin label
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look great on a naked body, and they also 
feel great because the wearer doesn’t feel
exposed. This season, we’ve put special 
emphasis on the female hips. We accentuate
and caress them with fringes while covering 
up or distracting from the traditional problem
areas. These  products are guaranteed 
eye-catchers at 1920s-themed parties or
events, but are also perfect for an 
evening of intimate togetherness with 
your partner.

Many of your products, including several new
ones, are also available in bigger sizes. Is there
much demand for these larger sizes?
Tanja Bachmann: At first, we didn’t offer body
decoration. However, since we’ve added this
category, our retail partners have asked us to
include bigger sizes. It is great that bigger
women have the confidence to wear erotic
body adornments. 

Is it correct that several mondin products are
also sold in the famous KaDeWe department
store in Berlin? 

Tanja Bachmann: Yes, that’s right. Since the
spring of 2016, they have been selling a
selection of our products, some of which have
been developed exclusively for KaDeWe. The
focus is on feathers, particularly hats and
headdresses. Chokers or necklaces only play a
secondary role in this selection. KaDeWe have
approached us looking for accessories in the
boho-chic style, so that’s what we focused on
when developing these products. But of
course, they are still every bit as seductive and
sexy as our other products.

What other channels of distribution do you use?
And are you maybe looking for new distribution
and retail partners to sell the mondin products?
Tanja Bachmann: The products are sold in
brick and mortar stores and online shops. We
have not sold to the consumers directly, and
there are no plans to change our strategy
anytime soon.
      Right now, the mondin label is basically
unknown outside our home market Germany,
and we are definitely looking for international
partners in the retail and wholesale business. 
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Feathers are an 
important element

of the new 
collections

The fringes of
varying length
are perfect for
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lingerie or 
corsages

New from
mondin: foot
jewellery 

Necklaces
and chokers
are one of 
the big trends
this fall
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If you were at last year’s eroFame, you’ll
probably still remember EDC Wholesale’s
inviting stand and, more importantly, their
private brand EasyToys. Since its premiere
in Hanover, the brand has become quite the
success, and at this year’s eroFame, the
Dutch distributor is going to add roughly
100 new products to the EasyToys range.
EAN had the opportunity to talk with EDC
Wholesale CEO 
Eric Idema. 

Eric Idema,
CEO EDC
Wholesale 

„EasyToys had its premiere at eroFame 2015.
Instead of focussing on one product group, your
brand has been extremely diverse from the
beginning. Why did you decide to start with so
many product categories right away?
Eric Idema: When I had the idea of introducing
several popular items in a design of our own, I
got so excited that I couldn’t stop listing items to
add to the line. The list got much too long for just
one collection, so our design team decided to
split it up into different categories and design a
colour pattern for the brand to give each
collection a distinctive look.

How many products did you present when you
launched the brand, and how many product
categories did they cover?
Eric: We started with some rabbits, dildos, and
mini vibes, but we already knew we wanted to do

EasyToys has a modern and neutral 
design and  high-quality products 
at an appealing price. 

I N T E R V I E W E R I C  I D E M A
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much more so we gradually added new items to
the collections and just started expanding the 
lines - and we still do today.

What are the strong points of EasyToys? Which
characteristics helped this brand carve out its
own niche in the market?
Eric: EasyToys has a modern and neutral design
and high-quality products at an appealing price.
The collection offers a wide variety of products.
This makes the brand interesting for a wide
audience, regardless of their sexual preferences
or experience level. Retailers can customise their
assortment by selecting the collections that are
interesting to their customers.

The range of sex toys in the market is enormous.
How difficult was it to make an impact with a
new, unknown product line? 
Eric: We believe that EasyToys stands out due to
the simplicity and neutral design of the products.
The designs were carefully specified, colour
coordinated, and perfectly synchronised.

Which products have become EasyToys’ 
top-sellers?
Eric: The Vibe and the Mini Vibe collection are
performing very well, the fresh and 
women-friendly appearance and the interesting
prices makes these collections highly appealing
for beginners. The classic Rabbit vibe in particular
is one of our top-sellers. The Anal and Fetish

The Rabbit is still a
popular design – also
in the EasyToys line
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The EasyToys Fetish
Collection caters to
more experienced
consumers

collections are also immensely popular. Custo-
mers can find unique products in these collecti-
ons, which makes them extra special and 
appealing for resellers. The Foxtails and Bunny
tails have a tremendous fan base and our pink
small butt plugs also have a high performance
rate. This item is exactly what EasyToys is all
about: fun, cute, and perfect to start with.

The EasyToys range is quite large and it is
going to get a lot bigger come eroFame when
you introduce roughly 100 new products. What
can the trade members look forward to?
Eric: We have added roughly 100 new items to
the EasyToys Collections in total, but the Fetish
Collection will stand out the most with over 50
new items in just one collection. We have
developed a line of soft padded faux leather
items which comes in beautiful and luxurious
boxes. The trade members can look forward to
seeing a full range of extraordinary bondage
items, which should be of interest for the
curious and more experienced users. 

Are all of these products new, or are there also
optimised versions of existing toys among
them?
Eric: Most of these items are all new-and an
expansion of the current collection. With the
exception of the Fetish Collection, which will
now offer a wider collection of handcuffs.

What happens if a product doesn’t meet your
expectations? Do you remove unsuccessful
products from the EasyToys collection? 

Eric: It was the plan to remove unsuccessful
items from the collection, but we haven’t had
an unsuccessful item yet. We choose our items
carefully by looking at the trends and the
market demands. As of yet, we’ve been pretty
lucky with the items we added to the 
EasyToys collection.

How do you get the inspiration for all these
new products, and which requirements do
new concepts have to meet to be worthy of
the EasyToys name? 
Eric: We find inspiration in our everyday life. We
listen to our customers and try to fill the gaps in
their collections, but we also see for ourselves
which items are missing in our collection. We
are very fortunate to work with highly qualified
partners on the purchasing end, who always
offer us tremendous products. They also have
great industry knowledge and know a lot 
about trends and opportunities. Products with
good quality, beautiful colours, and an 
interesting price are always worthy of the 
EasyToys collection.
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Does EasyToys offer
sales-promoting
materials to the trade?
And do you have
some advice for
retailers about how to
present these 
products for 
maximum effect?
Eric: We offer our
online retailers high-
resolution product
images and videos.
We can also provide
banners, posters, and
stickers on demand.
The EasyToys
packaging is perfect
for presentation in a
shop since the
designs of every
collection are perfectly
synchronised with
each other. Our design
department can
support customers by
developing
planograms for brick
and mortar shops. We
will present the
EasyToys collection in
an actual shop
situation in our booth
at the upcoming ero-
Fame show, so retailers are invitied to take 
a look at booth #177.

How important are your private brands for
the company, compared to the third-party
brands that you distribute in Europe?
Eric: Third-party brands are obviously the
base of our wholesale activities, but with our
private brand, we offer the customers
something unique. A private brand gives us
the opportunity to be flexible in terms of
trends and volume. And with the combination
of third-party brands and private brands, we
are able to offer our customers products in
different price ranges. Being able to serve
our customers is what’s important to us.

Are private brands
becoming a necessity
for distributors/whole-
salers who want to
set themselves apart
from the competition?
Eric: Yes, I believe so.
A private brand
represents the identity
of the company. It’s
the perfect way to
add a unique flavour
to the mix of tastes
you offer as a distri-
butor/wholesalers.

What’s next for
EasyToys? Are there
maybe plans to add
more product catego-

ries to the brand? For
instance, would an
EasyLingerie line be
conceivable?
Eric: There aren’t any
plans for more
categories, however,
we have plans for the
existing categories. We
are, for instance,
currently focussing on
the Couples and Men
Only collections. We

will continue to add items to the different
collections in order to offer a full assortment
of toys with an appealing price point. We
don’t have any plans for lingerie yet, but if 
we were to do a lingerie collection, it
wouldn’t be an EasyToys line. We would
rather develop a new lingerie brand with its
own identity. This is what we currently do for
our private toy brands as well. We have
introduced Sway Vibes this summer, with
high-end wand vibes in luxurious packaging.
Come eroFame, we will introduce
MyMagicWand and next year, we will 
launch an exciting new private brand called
Sinner, which will be interesting for
consumers with an extreme sexual lifestyle.
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Eric Idema and 
Andre Visser are more 
than happy with the

 continued success of
the EasyToys brand

The packaging of EasyToys products
is perfect for presentation in a store
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October is not just eroFame time, it’s also when the Venus trade show takes place in
Berlin. VPS will have a stand at both events to present numerous new products in their
line-up. The company’s Managing Director Andreas Kirchen tells us more about these
new additions to the VPS range. 

„October is a big trade show month. What
can trade and industry expect from VPS?
Andreas Kirchen: We will present new DVD
labels, books/magazines and toys (Marc
Dorcel, and new from VPS: Private), but we’ll
also have food supplements and sprays on
display – this is a whole new product
category we’ve added to our range. Demand
for legal options in this field is high and the
products we’re offering have already won
over many of our customers although we

There will be a lot of new titles 
from VPS in the upcoming months...

only added them very recently. In the DVD
segment, we’re continuously expanding our
range; at the moment, hardly a day goes by
without new exclusive titles from VPS.
Starting in October, we are going to
distribute MJP & FOXY Media as well as the
labels German Love, A Girl Knows,
Bumsbus, and Los Consoladores – and we’ll
be the exclusive distributor for all of their
titles. Last, but now least, we’re going to
present our first  interactive DVD in October.
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The viewer can influence the way the movie goes,
so that’ll definitely be interesting.

Please, tell us more about your new food
supplements.
Andreas Kirchen: Firstly, there’s
Liquid XXX – For Men’s Best Perfor-
mance. These shots can improve
the male stamina and
performance and are 100%
organic. These shots have
already proven very
successful, and as a result
to the overwhelmingly po-
sitive response, we have

decided to also offer an alternative in capsule form:
percito Green. It goes without saying that this pro-
duct is also made from all-organic ingredients. Fur-
thermore, we are the  exclusive distributor of three
anal sprays and 
one delay spray: anilotion Original, anilotion Soft – 
For Women, anilotion X-Treme, and anistud – 
Delay Spray.

And what about the DVD and toy segments? 
Andreas Kirchen: In September, we introduced
the German gangbang label Grenzwert and the
American label Sinners, both of which have
performed very promisingly so far. In October, we’ll
add the new VPS exclusive labels MJP & FOXY
Media, each with three new titles every month.
Also, there’s a new series from the German Love
label, called Texas Pattis Poppbox, with one new
title per month. In addition to that, we have fresh

content from Porndoe Pre-
mium, a new label that
brings us Bumsbus, A Girl
Knows, and Los
Consoladores. Our range
of exclusive titles is con-
stantly growing, and in
the upcoming months,
we will be adding new tit-
les from all the big US la-
bels. To stay up to date,

just visit our b2b shop.

And we also have new additions in our
toy range: Sex Toys by Private. As

of now, we offer three masturba-
tors (Lullu Gun, Texas Patti, and

Alexis Crystal) as well as four
other toys. More  information
on these products can be
found in our online shop
www.vpsfilm.de.

You mentioned and in-
teractive DVD. Could
you tell us more
about that? 
Andreas Kirchen:

Together with our long-time
partner 21 Sextury, we decided
to bring an  interactive DVD to
the European market. Demand
for this kind of content is in-
creasing, also in Europe, and
we intend to  release one inter-
active title per month from now
on so the users can become
part of the action on screen.
You can control the course of
the film, the next position, etc.,
all with your remote control.
Naturally, these films have

been shot in POV to make it as real and  immediate
as possible for the viewer.

Are there special promotions to accompany the
launch of these new products?
Andreas Kirchen: As usual, we are going to pro-
vide the trade members with our popular DIN A1
format posters. They have just the right size to ef-
fectively create interest in our products. Moreover,
we will once again have a stand at this year’s ero-
Fame and Venus trade shows. We’ll use these
events to inform the trade members about the new
products and labels, and of course, we will also
present all the other products retailers need to
boost their sales. At Venus, we are also going to
have lots of popular and attractive performers at

„MY  TEAM AND  I  ALWAYS
TRY  TO  HELP  OUR
 CUSTOMERS  WITH  ANY
QUESTION  OR  PROBLEM
THEY  MAY  HAVE . “  
A N D R E A S  K I R C H E N

Andreas Kirchen is looking forward to welcoming the
trade members at the VPS stand at eroFame.

New from VPS:
anilotion anal and

delay sprays 
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Being lovesick is not a nice
feeling. Still, it’s something
that everybody goes through
at some point. Usually, it’s
friends and family that help
the lovelorn get through these
hard days. And now, there’s
also Amorex, a pill that is
supposed to get the hormones
back in balance when people
suffer from romantic stress.
How does this work, and when
does the use of Amorex make
sense? We asked Claudia
Kowatsch, the head of
research and development 
at Coropharm GmbH.

„Amorex is a pill intended to help people in
times of romantic stress? First off, what
qualifies as romantic stress?
Claudia Kowatsch: Things like being left by a
person you love or suffering from painful desire.
Or being cheated on by a person you comple-
tely trusted. Or being drawn to someone and
realising that they don’t have any emotional or
sexual interest in you. Those situations create
romantic stress.
      There are also many couples whose
relationship devolves into a constant crisis.
They try to make it work again and again, but
they fail each time, and afterwards, they feel
even more miserable. For instance, if there is
jealousy in a relationship, that doesn’t just
depress the other partner but also the jealous
person because they can’t control their exces-
sive fixation.

How does romantic stress develop, and which
effects does it have?
Claudia Kowatsch: Pretty much everything
that has to do with ˈloveˈ - the initial feeling of
attraction, the exhilaration of falling in love, the
strong longing for satisfying sex, the desire and
the feeling of wanting to be desired as well,
lovesickness, and jealousy. We feel all these
emotions only because hormones are released
and our body responds to them. Every
emotion, every motivation, every sensation
takes place in our brain, it’s the control centre
for the production and release of hormones. 
If you fall in love, hormones hijack part of your
brain, that’s the reason why we can’t see
clearly when we meet that special someone.
So there’s a lot of truth to the saying that
people are blinded by love. Or, another effect:
We don’t need as much sleep, we have more
sex than ever before, and we still manage to go
to work and to the gym. Our body is stimulated
in extreme ways. We feel ready and strong, like
we could turn our whole life upside down and

It is estimated that roughly 15% of all cases of people 
calling in sick is connected to romantic stress.

change the trajectory of our existence. The
hormones cortisol, adrenaline, and noradrena-
line are produced in great quantity, that’s what
lends us this youthful energy. Other hormones
like serotonin and dopamine have a strong
effect on feelings of desire, personal
connection, and satisfying sex. And in long-
term relationships, vasopressin and oxytocin
play an increasingly important role.
      The definition of romantic stress is being in
love with someone and wanting to be with
them, but for some reason or other, that desire
is not fulfilled. So you have all these hormones
at the ready, but they fall into a dark pit. From a
medical point of view, romantic stress is like a
form of withdrawal. You feel sick. You are
shaking, then you are hot. Your stomach and
digestion are off kilter because all the serotonin
wreaks havoc on your enteric nervous system.
The noradrenaline affects the blood vessels,
and when your heart hurts, it actually hurts. 
In extreme cases, such reactions can lead to
death, which is also why doctors refer to this
affliction as ˈbroken heart syndromeˈ. And of
course, the nervous system is also in turmoil.
You can’t sleep or relax, and due to the seroto-
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Amorex  h e lps  th e  l ov e lo rnexclusive

Claudia Kowatsch, 
head of R&D at Coropharm GmbH
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nin, we seemingly can’t think like rational beings
anymore – everything seems irrelevant and inconse-
quential compared to our inner pain. Many people
feel unable to work. It is estimated that roughly 15%
of all cases of people calling in sick is connected to
romantic stress. We have more information and de-
tails on this topic on our Facebook page fb.me/amo-
rex.at and on our Twitter twitter.com/amorex_team.

Relationship crises, heartache, jealousy – everybody
has gone through these things. But how can Amorex
help cope with such situations?
Claudia Kowatsch: Amorex counteracts the symp-
toms of these hormones, especially serotonin and
dopamine. It reduces the feeling of longing and the
fixation on the other person. It stabilises your psyche
and your mental state. You feel that you will get
through this phase, that there is a future waiting for
you. Put differently, Amorex shows you the light at
the end of the tunnel. It creates confidence and posi-
tivity in a situation that would otherwise be bleak and
depressing. You don’t think about your lost love all
the time; instead, you get perspective, you can
distance yourself from the situation a bit, which is
very important. Symptoms such as bad sleep, lack 
of concentration, mental fixation, unsettled stomach,

lack of motivation, and internal unrest are alleviated
by way of a strong dose of vitamin combinations.
Amorex even contains  vitamin H (biotin) which offsets
some of the physical effects of romantic stress such
as  unattractive skin or hair. And once you feel at-
tractive, you open up to the world again.
      Amorex contains plant extracts, an amino acid,
and a great combination of vitamins that fight
romantic stress organically and on several fronts to
help the lovelorn find a way out of their depression.

But wouldn’t it be better if people work through these
things themselves? When does “normal” lovesickness
turn to a problem that requires treatment?
Claudia Kowatsch: Psychologists and doctors tell
us that people suffering from lovesickness can’t work
through anything. That only starts when they have
reached a certain emotional distance, and Amorex is
perfect for that. It puts you in a state where you can
reappraise your experiences and learn from them. 
It’s difficult to determine what “normal” lovesickness
is because everybody experiences it differently.
There is no rule of thumb but if you are still deep in
depression after one week and you don’t feel any
better, you should definitely do something about it.
Some people also try to ignore their inner pain. 

This usually happens with men:
They think that lovesickness or
the pain of separation are signs
of weakness, signs of failure, so
they lock these feelings inside
and pretend like they are fine.
But that’s not healthy. It’s no ac-
cident that three out of four
Amorex users are men.
      Of course, friends and fa-
mily also play a part in helping
the lovelorn get over bad relati-
onships or unreciprocated love.
Just don’t resort to stupid

platitudes like “There are plenty of other fish in the
sea” or “It’s not worth worrying about love.” Sure, 
if you’re not in this hormonal state, it’s hard to really
understand the way these people feel. But simply
downplaying or even making fun of their emotional
suffering is a bad call. We all know what this can lead

C L A U D I A  K O W A T S C H
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to in extreme cases. I, for one, get really angry
when I see this kind of superficiality.
Amorex is made exclusively from organic
ingredients, still, it is only sold in pharmacies.
Why did you choose to focus on this channel
of distribution? Do you recommend consumers
consult their GP before using Amorex?
Claudia Kowatsch: In the development
process, we pushed for an all-organic product
because with natural substances, there is a
lower risk of side effects than with other
pharmaceuticals. After all, we want everybody
to be able to take Amorex, including people
who are already using pharmaceuticals. Also,
we have older people among our buyers, and
we don’t want their health to be affected in any
way, either. Another element we had to consi-
der is that lovesickness, the pain of separation,
etc. – in short, romantic stress – is something
that many people don’t
want to talk about, let
alone about how deeply
it affects them. They
wouldn’t even talk about
it with a doctor, meaning
they would not go and
get a prescription.
      We have also heard
from pharmacists that
their customers would
rather ask about
condoms or other con-
traceptives than talk
about Amorex. They always have to be very
discreet when asking the customers about
potential risk factors and then hand over the
product quickly and  without attracting
attention. However, we feel that it’s our job to
talk about these things and to create aware-
ness and understanding. We don’t want
people to feel like they have to hide these
things, or that they have to cope with these
problems alone. We want them to be able to
talk about it openly, the same way people are
comfortable talking about sex nowadays. That

is our goal. And it’s also why I am so happy
that you asked me for this interview – because
this is an opportunity to create awareness for
our mission.

In which countries is Amorex available at the
moment? Are the rules and regulations for 
food supplements more or less the same
across the EU?
Claudia Kowatsch: Currently, Amorex is
available in Austria, Italy, Croatia, and Slovakia.
Germany is next on our list, and we will start
looking for a German distribution partner
shortly. There have been lots of consumer
requests, they really want us to make our
products available here. The EU regulations are
largely harmonised, and of course, that makes
things a lot easier for us.

Living in the midst of life, having to take care of
job and private affairs – many people have
such a busy schedule they can’t afford an
emotional slump due to romantic stress. 
Would you say that Amorex is very much a
product of our times?
Claudia Kowatsch: I think that your body is
constantly talking to you - and it has always

been like that. In certain
situations, or in cases of
sickness, you feel a
need for certain foods
or nutrients, and you
consume more of them,
thus helping your body
without consciously
noticing it. The classic
example is eating
chocolate when you feel
down. Then there’s the
figure of speech about
drowning your sorrows

in alcohol. Those things are all closely
connected to one of the hormones I mentioned
above, dopamine. This hormone plays an
important role in matters of the heart. It can
make you feel like the world is your oyster, or,
if things don’t go so well, it can make you feel
like it’s the end of the world. That’s what
Amorex is for: It is a perfect mixture of concen-
trated ingredients, aimed at overcoming
romantic stress, helping you get back on your
feet, and hopefully go on to enter a new, more
fulfilling relationship. 
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The internet of things is gro-
wing. Hardly a day goes by
without new products that au-
tomatically and independently
communicate with each other
via the internet. The adult in-
dustry has also launched se-
veral innovations in this
segment, and it is all but gua-
ranteed that the number of
these high-tech toys will only
increase in the future. But at
the same time, there is a gro-
wing risk: Sex toys could be-
come the target of hacker
attacks. Internetofdon.gs is a
product that was started with
the intention of preventing
such a scenario – a collabora-
tion of researchers, hackers,
and producers who want to
protect products and data
against unauthorised access.
Of course, the project is still in
its earliest stages right now,
but the man who set the ball
a-rolling, a hacker using the
pseudonym RenderMan, ex-
plained to EAN which dangers
lurk in the world wide web and
how companies can prepare
themselves.

„Hi, RenderMan. You recently launched a
project called Internet of Dongs, a website dedi-
cated to sex toy security in the age of the internet
of things. What made you start this project?
RenderMan: Several years ago, I gave a talk at
some hacker conferences that included a few
slides about the first Bluetooth vibrators that were
coming onto the market. The idea of connected
sex toys opened up a whole world of new threats
and vulnerabilities that no one seemed to
consider much at the time. It sat in the back of
my mind to do a project auditing sex toys until
this year. I finally decided to look into doing it and
found the market was much further than I
expected. What I found was very scary and
concerning. I felt the need to expand the project
from a one-off audit to a group that could help
influence and advise ven-
dors on how to make
their devices secure
and private from the 
beginning.

Before we go into 
more detail about the
project, could you tell 
us a bit about your 
background?
RenderMan: I’m a
hacker who lives and
works in western
Canada. By day I am a
penetration tester (I break
into stuff) for a financial
institution. I’ve been
doing security research for many years and been
speaking all over the world for the last decade or
so. I just dive into whatever interests me.  

My last project was illuminating vulnerabilities in
the world wide air traffic control system. I’m a
man of many talents and use my projects to learn
new skills.

No product can be 100% secure, but you 
can take steps to limit the possible vulnerabilities.

Internet of Dongs can be a bridge between
manufacturers and designers on one side and re-
searchers and hackers on the other side. What would
the actual collaboration look like?
RenderMan: We are still sorting out a lot of the details
of this collaboration. The project has sort of grown
organically as we figure out the market, the attitudes
and challenges. What we are hoping for is to work
with vendors to educate them about the information
security concept of “responsible disclosure”. This
would involve them setting up a public single point of
contact for researchers and hackers to privately report
their discoveries to the vendors. In turn, the vendors
have an established policy and process to evaluate
the discovery and to fix any issues that are confirmed
in a timely fashion. This also includes being in
communication with the researcher throughout the

process and allowing for
public disclosure of the
vulnerabilities after the issue
has been fixed. It’s a process
that has worked well for
information security in other
branches of the Internet of
Things, so it’s a matter of
working with this branch to
do the same.

Have the manufacturers of
IoT sex toys paid enough
attention to security up until
now? What are the most
common weak spots?
RenderMan: IoT devices in
general have not gotten the

attention to security in their design, but unlike a fridge
or thermostat, sex toys are a much more private and
intimate item where security and privacy should be a
high priority. Before this project, there’s been almost
no work on the security of these devices, which is
scary in and of itself. The most common technical
issues we have noticed so far is lack of encryption in
communications which allows for eavesdropping and

R E N D E R M A N
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improperly implemented encryp-
tion that is easily defeated and
provides a false sense of security.
Another major non-technical issue
we’ve noticed is the amount of
data that these devices and
associated apps collect and send
to third parties for unknown
purposes without proper
disclosure to the user.

Society is getting more and more
open about sex toys. Even though
most people don't want to
publicly announce it when they
use one, it doesn't seem like a big
deal if such information gets
leaked... So why even bother?
What makes hacked sex toys
dangerous?
RenderMan: The latest
generation of connected sex toys
has connectivity outside of the
room it’s being used in. Many
devices now allow for remote
control over the internet which is a
very big change in the threats.
While the fact that you use one
may not be of concern, other
information such as whom you’ve
invited to remotely control the
device could be something you
don’t want public. Other things
like location information, the
contents of video and text chat
functions are things most people
wouldn't want public either. There
are also other concerns and
dangers that we have to worry
about. For instance, if I could
hijack a sex toy remotely and now
I’m controlling it instead of the
person the user is expecting and
gave permission to, is that now a
sex crime? Are we ready as a
society to deal with internet
enabled sexual assault? I’d prefer
that it remain theoretical and not
something we see on the 
evening news.

Without getting too technical, how
do you check the security of sex

toys or IoT devices in
general? Or, put
differently: How does
someone hack a vibrator?
RenderMan: Each
device has its own threat
landscape so methods
adjust accordingly. In
general, though, many of
the devices now use
Bluetooth to communi-
cate with an app on the
user’s smartphone or
computer. From the app it
then communicates to
the internet for remote
control or other functiona-
lities. Usually the first
steps entail examining the
data being sent between
each point and looking for
potential issues. In addition, injecting or manipula-
ting parts of that traffic can be done to see if
systems can be “tricked” into behaviour it was
not designed for. Another part of the process is to
take apart the app and other software used and
examining it line-by-line for issues and even
sometimes the hardware device itself looking for
issues. It’s a matter of peeking under the hood,
understanding how it works and seeing if there’s
anything dangerous being done.

Which steps should manufacturers and designers
take to make their products more secure? Is
there something like a secure product in the IoT?
RenderMan: No product can be 100% secure,
but you can take steps to limit the possible
vulnerabilities. Designers should realise that once
you add connectivity, you are now hundred
milliseconds away from over three billion potential
attackers. Understanding that and putting
security first can go a long way. In addition,
ensuring that you involve security experts in the
design and development process will do wonders
to stop problems before they start. Very often it
seems that these vulnerabilities exist simply
because no-one involved knew any better or
didn't know to ask certain questions. They are
industries that are brand new to connectivity and
don’t understand the threats until it’s too late.

Are there ways for the users to protect
themselves on their own or must they rely on the
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manufacturers to provide
a secure product?
RenderMan: The
average user has little
they can do to analyse
these devices themsel-
ves and has to trust the
manufacturers, even if
they may not have
security or privacy at the
front of their mind. The
best thing to do (besides
visit https://internetof-
don.gs and check out
reports) is to ask
questions. Ask vendors
what data they may
collect and store. Ask
them about their privacy
policies and if they have
ever had a security audit

of their product. We’ve yet to find one who has
had one, but the more people who ask, the more
it seems like a good idea to do so. Finally, just ask
if you are comfortable with using a product that
has these risks. If you are not, there’s still a huge
number of manually operated sex toys out there
that you can enjoy.

Which innovations and developments will shape
the future of sex toys? What seems most
interesting and promising to you?
RenderMan: The field of teledildonics is a
fascinating one. I think that bi-directional
interactive toys (movement on one toy makes the
other react and vice versa) combined with
telepresence and VR is going to be an amazing
revolution. The ability for people to safely and
remotely explore their sexuality in new and
interesting ways within an immersive environment
will be a major shift in sexual identity politics and
societal attitudes towards sex.

What is next steps for Internet of Dongs? 
RenderMan: Building up our connections to
vendors and getting them to work with
researchers and hackers rather than seeing 
them as a threat is going to occupy a lot of 
our time. In addition to that, we will continue 
to work to acquire and test new devices in 
order to find and get vulnerabilities fixed 
in existing products and to generally act as a
watchdog over this branch of the IoT.

“WHAT  WE  ARE  HOP ING

FOR  IS  TO  WORK WITH

VENDORS  TO  EDUCATE

THEM ABOUT  THE  

INFORMATION  SECURITY

CONCEPT  OF  

'RESPONSIBLE  

D ISCLOSURE ' . ”
R E N D E R M A N
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Being stylish without being
expensive. Being effective wit-
hout being distracting. Being
modern without being too
playful. The makers of the
Perlesque brand can tick off
all these boxes. We wanted to
know more about their first
sex toy collection and the
inspiration for their grey
vibrators. Perlesque co-
founder Rea Deacon took the
time to answer our questions. 

Rosin Murphy and Rea Deacon
started Perlesque

„Perlesque is a relatively new company in
the adult market. What compelled you to start
this company? How would you describe your
journey in the adult market so far?
Rea Deacon: The decision to found Perlesque
comes from personal shopping experiences.
When I turned to the industry for some help in
a relationship, I found that there were very few
retailers that fit my shopping expectations
without breaking my budget. Looking into this
further, we found that there really wasn’t very
much out there for the discerning customer
who perhaps didn’t want to spend over £100
on a product. I also felt that the market was
very male-dominated and focused upon solo
pleasure as opposed to helping couples
achieve satisfaction together.

Can you tell us a bit about the team behind
Perlesque? What did you do before your
ventured into the world of sex toys?
Rea Deacon: Perlesque was created by
myself and my sister in law. We both felt
strongly that there was a gap for what we
wanted to offer and felt that we could be
the change that we thought was
needed. We both have retail
experience, having both spent time
working for Marks and Spencer head
office before we had our children.
We both stayed home to look after
our children whilst they were small
and then the idea for Perlesque
came at a time that I was looking
to get back into the work place.

Could you tell us a bit about the
philosophy of the Perles-
que brand?

Our style is understated 
but the products certainly deliver.

Rea Deacon: Our focus at Perlesque is the
customer. We wanted to create a brand that
took it back to basics with the products,
focusing on satisfaction without confusing
gimmicks. Our focus is products that make you
feel great as well as looking organic in your
bedroom, fitting seamlessly into your lifestyle.
We created our products in muted greys so
that in the bedroom the toys wouldn’t feel in-
trusive we also created our line with the couple
in mind, meaning that the majority of our toys
are unintimidating
and purpose-
ful. We
wanted
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the shopping experience to feel familiar to our custo-
mer, similar to other areas of their shopping lives. Ho-
pefully this shows on our website and the packaging.  

You are currently offering nine different products.
Could you give us a short overview of your range?  
Rea Deacon: We  specifically chose these nine pro-
ducts as we felt we offered something for everyone
and had all areas covered.
      Eirene – this is our  large bullet vibrator, beautifully
shaped which can be used internally and externally.
Retails at £30 and has three settings.
      Rhea – is our small bullet – perfect for the
beginner with gentle vibes going through five set-
tings, retailing at £25.
      Eris – our rabbit ears, this product packs a huge
punch with incredibly strong vibrations, fully rechar-
geable with seven settings, retails at £45.
      Artemis – our large vibrator – straight in shape
with powerful vibrations, three settings retailing at £40.

      Lyra – the smaller vibrator –
designed with beginners in mind,
vibrations buildable over three
settings and retails for £30.
      Ara – our G – Spot vibrator
– designed for internal
stimulation specifically designed
to target the G – Spot, settings
an incredible powerful vibrations
buildable over seven settings,
retails for £55.
      Hera – our cock ring with a
touch sensor bullet vibrator,
very power vibes that only start
when in contact with skin,
designed to tease and
tantalize, retails at £25.
      Selene – our palm massa-
ger, discreet in design and a
great place for a new user,
gentle vibes that are buildable
over six settings, retails at £35.

      Clio – our kegel balls – double weight balls made
from silicone, perfect for pelvic floor training or indeed
to set the mood, retails at £20.

Which product is your best seller?
Rea Deacon: Eris has been our best seller with

Eirene being a close second. 

What do Perlesque toys offer that other
brands don't have?
Rea Deacon: I feel that as a brand we
have created an environment that is

R E A  D E A C O N
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Like the rest of the
collection, Ara, Eris,
and Rhea all come
in neutral grey

„THE  DES IGN  OF  THE  SEX

TOYS  STARTED  WITH  THE

COLOUR ,  ONE  TH ING  WE

WERE  SURE  OF  WAS  THAT

WE D ID  NOT  WANT

BRIGHT  COLOURS ,  WE

FELT  THAT  TH IS  WAS  IN-

TEGRAL  TO  OUR  BRAND . ”
R E A  D E A C O N
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familiar to customers,
other brands accentuate
the fact that the
products they sell are
sex toys – which works
but I feel we appeal to a
different demographic.
We also maintain that
we are  focused on
couple play as opposed
to undoing anyone’s role
in the bedroom. 

All your products are kept in an elegant grey. Is
this part of your design principles? How do you
approach the design of sex toys in general?
Rea Deacon: The design of the sex toys
started with the colour, one thing we were sure
of was that we did not want bright colours, we
felt that this was integral to our brand. We
wanted to create something that felt organic in
the bedroom. We conducted focus groups and
the findings were that most people had grey,
beige or white bed linen and felt that the bight
coloured toys did not add to the mood.

How important is the creation of a strong brand
for adult products? How did you approach this
matter with Perlesque?
Rea Deacon: Branding is important in any
market, to know who you are, who your
customer is and what you are trying to achieve
will ultimately shine through into your products.
As a new brand it is hard to create something
from nothing, but we wanted to make
something that would feel seamless and
familiar. My goal was to create something that if
it was on your screen at work people might not
even notice what you were looking at. Our style
is understated but the products certainly  deliver.

Another important aspect is packaging and
presentation. What can you tell us about the
design of your packaging?
Rea Deacon: The design of the packaging was
long for us. The toys were easy as I knew exactly
what I wanted to offer. We had several ideas and
went back and forth until we found something
truly unique, which are our boxes. We felt that
we wanted the  products to feel as though you
were receiving a gift, regardless of whether you
bought it for yourself or for a  someone else. We
also wanted to appeal to the male customer and

we have been well
received by them as they
make up over half of our
customers at present.

Do you have any tips
and tricks for shop
owners? How should
your products be
presented in a retail
environment in order 
to create the biggest
impact?

Rea Deacon: We like to display our products
individually and like little pieces of art, in a retail
space I would suggest using the packaging to
help with the display. Also allowing the custo-
ers to touch and feel the product is important.

Do you work with distributors in Europe?
Where should interested retailers turn to if they
want to offer your products in their shops?
Rea Deacon: At the moment we have no
European distributors. Interested retailers can
contact me directly at rea@perlesque.com.

What’s the next step for Perlesque? Do 
you  already have some new products in 
the  making?
Rea Deacon: We have lots in the pipeline, the
immediate steps are taking our range across to
the States. We are also working on some
potential collaborations as well as phase two of
products for next year. We are very passionate
about delivering an accessible range that feels
luxurious whilst being entirely effective.
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The entire Perlesque collection

The up-and-coming company has put
a lot of time and work into the
 packaging design
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It doesn’t happen very often
that the job you dream of as a
child actually becomes your
job as an adult. In the case of
Kristy Stahlberg, she always
wanted to do something 
that included a lot of 
communication. And that’s
actually what she ended up
doing: For several years now,
Kristy has been working as
Head of Corporate 
Communication for Fun
Factory. But is communication
and public relations work in
the adult industry the same as
in any other industry? We try
to find an answer in this 
edition of 'Monthly Mayhem'. 

„Being a PR expert, do you think that the
adult industry is an industry like any other? 
Kristy Stahlberg: Yes and no. Like other
industries, the adult biz is about products
and communication. The difference is in how
this communication works. A lot of it is trial
and testing and experimentation. To a certain
degree, b2c PR in the adult industry is still
about dismantling preconceptions and
creating awareness, spreading information.
So that’s what we do at FUN every day! But
it’s a great thing, knowing that we make our
customers’ sex and love lives more beautiful
and exciting with our toys and our stories.

What was your childhood ambition?
Kristy Stahlberg: I always wanted to do
something that involved a lot of
communication. Lawyer and journalist, 
those were at the top of my “When I am 
big” list.

How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Kristy Stahlberg: It all started with a job

posting. I sent an application, and as chance
would have it, I ran into my future boss in a
restaurant shortly after.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Kristy Stahlberg: Osteopath, member of a
child support organisation, bio beverage
brewer, or boutique-hotel owner.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years‘ time?
Kristy Stahlberg: In a happy place.

How do you envisage the future of the sex
toy industry? 
Kristy Stahlberg: Sex and sexuality are
important for all people. Interest in toys and
in exploring your own body will remain
strong, and working in this industry will
remain to be interesting and exciting. Looks
like I picked the right job, doesn’t it?!

What’s your idea of a perfect working day? 
Kristy Stahlberg: Arriving at work with a
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Kristy Stahlberg 

smile on my face, smiling a lot throughout the day,
and still having happiness in the tank when I leave
the desk!

How do you relax after work?
Kristy Stahlberg: Spending time with friends,
cooking, good food, or, if I get around to it, a bit 
of exercise.

Who would you consider your role model and
why?
Kristy Stahlberg: People who give to others no
matter what they own. People who are happy 
with themselves and with their lives.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Kristy Stahlberg: People who are like my role 
models.

Which personal achievement are you most 
proud of?
Kristy Stahlberg: I was proud when I made it 
up to 3,600 metres above sea level on an 
11-day trekking tour through the Himalayas, 
having a 360° view of the boundless nature and
the higher summits all around. That really 
made me understand how much you can 
achieve if you have the will, the focus, 
the preparation, and the perseverance to do it. 
And how great it feels when all the effort pays off 
in the end.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Kristy Stahlberg: I like to laugh and make others
laugh as well. And I am a very honest person.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Kristy Stahlberg: Lying and cheating are two
things for which I have no tolerance.

What song do you sing in the shower?
Kristy Stahlberg: Whatever is buzzing around in
my head. Often, I also use my morning shower to
map out the day ahead.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Kristy Stahlberg: Myanmar or India ... or Papua
New Guinea ... or Hawaii ... or Patagonia ...

Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted is-
land?
Kristy Stahlberg: A big note-
book, a pen, and a knife.

If you could swap lives with
someone for a day, who would
it be?
Kristy Stahlberg: A bird. An
eagle, maybe. Being able to fly
effortlessly through the sky,
going wherever I want. Now

that’s an appealing thought!

Is there anything you would 
never do again?
Kristy Stahlberg: Climbing on a container bridge
while being buffeted by violent winds. Also, eating
durian, veal kidney, or marinated larvae …

Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Kristy Stahlberg: No matter how serious life is,
never forget to laugh.

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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